Amanda- The Legend
That is

Arascain
Now Legend is a term
That’s been overused
And in truth we really squirm
When we hear it being abused
A Legend lasts forever
It’s not a fleeting glance
So it’s our endeavour
To give this Tale that chance
It should be easy reading
To have that chance to win
You know where this is leading
So why not look with-in?
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Sure now here’s a story I’ve to tell
Of times of long ago
When people thought that things were well
And life had an easy flow
When Amanda first came to be
In the majesty of form
Into a time of tranquility
Before the coming storm
“Here lies my child a new Goddess,”
Her Mother said with pride
“May she ever walk in righteousness
With beauty on her side
May she always keep her youthfulness
And never fall to age
A Goddess in all truthfulness
A wise and honoured sage”
Now with her Mother’s blessing
Amanda came of age
But the world had changed its dressing
It now was greed and rage
The honour of the Celtic heart
Had fell down to sleaze
And deviousness now played its part
With ignorance its disease
The homes across this once great land
Were now festooned with hate
For the enemy proved underhand
Their lies would not abate
The Barons somehow changed their tune
They’d became the Press
And found propaganda was a boon
To cajole and suppress
In hand with them you had the Lords
Rotten to the core
No longer now did they use their swords
They just used the Law
To subjugate and discriminate
It has a nasty face
Anything to aid the State
And keep the people in their place
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The Traders though now had the power
They were real top dogs
Mercenary and a greedy shower
They should be put in Bogs
But now they actually ruled the place
Through they’re use of greed
Encouraging others of the race
To use more than they need
Obesity was all the rage
With personal debt supreme
And mental illness centre stage
With stress its most extreme
The Traders see were pretty fly
They also traded sweat
And to keep their profits high
The cheapest they could get
Poverty became a way of life
With Food Banks the new store
And work a place of mental strife
As the Traders pushed for more
The Country had been turned to Hell
Just because of greed
Where was Arthur as our Legends’ tell
He would help us in our need
Now in a dimension not far away
Arthur held his Court
And as he watched his land decay
His anger truly caught
“This mortal trash that rule my land
Through devious methods underhand
Have gone against all that I planned
It’s time I made them understand.”
“But Sire,” the nearest Courtier said
“Your legend there is all but dead
It seems nowadays you’re seldom read
So your wisdom does not reach their head.”
“In truth you speak my loyal Owain
But my people have suffered too much pain
Their leaders we must end their reign
I need to go back down again.”
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“The people are in ignorance
They’ve been led too much a dance
In Materialism they hope to advance
So come to aid you have no chance
Whilst they have greed in the heart
You cannot even make a start
You have to wait for it to depart
Before you can actually play your part.”
(Just a little interruption
I hope that you don’t mind
It’s more to give instruction
Of poor old Arthur’s bind
You see Arthur has a role
He’s the Spirit of the Celt
So with no greed in your Soul
Into him you melt
Think of Arthur’s Mantle
One of Merlin’s Treasures
For that I’ll now dismantle
To see just how it measures
Now anyone that wore this cloak
Would just disappear
It’s talking about humble folk
With their Ego clear
For when you have pure Celtic blood
Arthur becomes you
You always work for the Greater Good
A Celtic heart that’s true
And with the cloak that leaves no trace
You get the Horn of Bran
The memory of the collective race
And by that I mean of Man
Basically it’s Common Sense
When you’ve lost your pride
Though slightly more in recompense
As it makes a better guide
The Horn of Bran serves any drink
That you might desire
As water’s life you have to think
Of a Collective choir
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Each drink is a different flavour
A different taste of life
Their experiences are what you savour
They get you out of strife
So when the Ego’s pure
You have a channel to your True Self
You really couldn’t ask for more
Its experience is a wealth
Now the Treasures of Merlin
Might want some elaboration
For they’re not Silver Sterling
They’re more aids to your station
The trappings of Divine
So the Legends say
For when all these start to shine
Things generally go your way
You see with your Ego purified
You wear God’s Wedding Ring
You actually get deified
And become part of everything
The Treasures then are yours to use
Though just for noble intent
For all these gifts you’ll quickly lose
If to temptation you relent
And with these Treasures under wing
You are a lucky bod
You see Arthur really was no King
He was actually a God)
“I cannot stand by and watch my Country bleed
Surely there is someone that has not fell to greed
Maybe just one person as that is all I need
Just a sod of fertile ground that I might place my seed”
“Well there is Arascain though she’s barely a child
She is Morgan’s daughter so perhaps a little wild
But her heart is good it has not been defiled
She would be ideal for on her fate has smiled”
Chapter 1
She stood alone with sword in hand
The wooden bridge, hers to command
“None shall pass,” her one demand
“For I am Amanda and this is my land”
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Many did try, sweet victory they smelt
But each one did falter and pain they felt
No one did pass swift justice was dealt
Here stands Amanda Queen of the Celt
First was the Postman for she had her fill
Of the messages he brought her that only caused ill
To some maybe trivial, just run of the mill
Gas, Water, Electric do they fit the bill?
Then came the Milkman all dressed in white
He saw her sword and just died of fright
He wasn’t stout hearted not really a knight
And with just an apron his armour was light
Finally a Salesman who tried to pass
But double glazing? There’s too much glass
He was persistent though his method was crass
So he was dispatched and fell on his ass
All who tried ended up dead
But then something strange entered her head
Erin Go Bragh was the last words she said
Before she woke up and left her bed
It was a cold autumn morning
When Amanda left her bed
The day was only dawning
When she first raised her head
The dream was on her mind
As quickly she got dressed
She wanted it defined
Sort of saw it as a test
She knew it had a meaning
With that there was no doubt
For she had a Spiritual leaning
That taught dreams help you out
(Well its back to Merlin then
Whose actual name was Myrddin
But with that the Normans had no yen
As it was pronounced merde in
Now another of Myrddin’s hoard
Was called Clydo Eiddyn’s Halter
Fix it on your bed board
And a horse would quickly falter
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The horse was just a dream
And to catch it understand it
So things aren’t as they seem
Nor Stories how they’re writ
Whilst we’re on the subject
There is another gift
And when you have this object
It will give you such a lift
A Chariot of the fastest pace
In Morgan the Wealthy’s care
You just had to think about a place
And it would take you there
A fine gift to possess
Though I guess it wants unraveling
Not really a hard process
It’s actually Astral Travelling)
She had a strange feeling
It was a premonition
So with the meaning’s stealing
She’d have pre-cognition
She thought back to the scene
And her saying “None shall pass”
That was quickly seen
And soon put out to grass
Her Firm was out on strike
And she was manning the Picket Line
Not really a great hike
Pretty easy to define
But time was now her foe
The dream would have to wait
For she really had to go
Otherwise she would be late
It was a cold dark morning
When Amanda left her place
The day was barely dawning
And it had a chilly face
The streets were strewn with litter
Plastic, paper and Cigarette butts
Yes life was getting bitter
Because of Council cuts
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Rubbish bags were strewn around
Waiting for collection
And around them rats were found
Making their selection
Painted walls graffiti styled
Some might call it Art
But the area it just defiled
And made the residents lose heart
Night had fully turned to day
When she crossed the Picket Line
And her work mates there had much to say
Though it’s tricky to define
“Ah Amanda there ye are
Noo we kin start the day
N you'll be the star
Yer here mare than when oan pay.”

(“Ah Amanda there you are
Now we can start the day
To dedication you’re the star
You’re here more then when on pay.”

“Funny Jack, wae yer daft chat
Ya wid cause a riot
Wish a thought ae that
Coz a wid have kept quiet.”

“Funny Jack with your humourous chat
You would cause a riot
I wish I had of thought of that
For I would have kept it quiet.”)

The conversation continued awhile
Joined in by two friends
It turned into the Company’s style
And how it could make amends
Dave now though was in the chair
A big lad by all account
“Aye they cunts don’t play fair
A mean noo by any amount

(“Yes the bastards don’t play fair
And I mean not by any amount

They say we've nae loyalty
But wit dae they expect?
They strut aroon lit Royalty
Talk doon N disrespect

They say we have no loyalty
Well what do they expect?
They strut around like Royalty
Talk down and disrespect

They just see targets in their heed
Wans they cani achieve
N they’ll push us nearly deed
N fir the pittance we receive.”
“Aye that's true Davy lad,”

They see targets in their head
One’s they can’t achieve
Yet they’ll push us nearly dead
And for the pittance we receive.”
“That’s very true young Davy lad,”
Jack said in a sombre tone

“N av worked places some bad
But they wir oan their own

“And I’ve worked some places really bad
But these are on their own
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They act lit it’s a Prison Camp
Wae searches every day
N come ae stealing they ir the champ
Wae the wiy they clip oor pay.”

They seem to think it’s a Prison Camp
With searches every day
Yet come to stealing they’re the champ
The way they clip our pay.”

“How dae they expect is ae live?”

“How do they expect us to live?”
Ray said joining in

“It’s always take N never give

“It’s always take and never give

Lit geein is some sort ae sin

I think they see it as a sin
They’ll say go and get another job
As if we were to blame
What a stupid thing to lob
As all jobs are the same.”)

They say "go n git another job
As if we're the wans ae blame
Whit a stupid hing ae lob
As aw job's ir the same.”

At that they were interrupted
By an arrogant News Soak
But as Amanda wasn’t corrupted
She wore Arthur’s Cloak
(You also get a balanced mind
Symbolised by a burning sword
Another treasure you will find
In Myrddin’s hidden hoard
Fire means its purified
The sword being the mind
With this you are glorified
A truly noble find
Drynwyn was its name
The Sword of Rhydderch Hael
In noble hands it would burst in flame
But in cowards it would fail
This mind to keep in shape though
On knowledge it must hone
Another gift to quell the foe
Tudwell Tudglyd’s Whetstone
Anything honed by this
Wound and it would kill
Though if cowardly you would miss
For you would not fit the bill
The knowledge that a mind needs
Some would call it light
Is also used to plant the seeds
In the ones less bright
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As light dispels the darkness
Its death is guaranteed
And with it goes the starkness
Of its ignoble deed
Also having a balanced mind
Can save a lot of strife
Because you have a noble find
Llawfrodded’s Knife
It was great to have at any meal
For it could carve for 24
It’s actually more a teaching deal
If you want to know the score
Think of food as light
Knowledge of the Divine
It’s what makes your mind grow bright
By degree or strength of shine
It comes in different shades too
The colours of the Rainbow
Christian, Muslin, Hindu, Jew
With many more in tow
Well wisdom carved with this blade
Is light at its most pure
It’s understood by every shade
For its central to their core
Think of many tongues
Though really strands of thought
So with what comes out of your lungs
Everyone gets taught.)
“So why are you striking?”
The Reporter said
“That’s not to my liking
Try talking instead
No this strike action
I’m afraid you cannot win
The Employer’s reaction
Is that striking is a sin
Try mediation
If you have a good case
For with negotiation
There’s a happy work-place.”
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“Whit, ir you fir real?
We didny take this step lightly
They don’t want ae deal
Naw, no even slightly

(“What, are you real?
We didn’t take this step lightly
They don’t want to deal
No, not even slightly

They want ae dictate
N remove aw oor rights
They wilny mediate
They've submission in their sights

They want to dictate
And remove all our rights
They won’t mediate
They have submission in their sights

We tried tae talk
Bit just hit a brick waw
So oot we'll walk
N their arrogance will faw.”

We tried to talk
But hit a brick wall
So out we will walk
Till their arrogance does fall.”)
“How can that be?
For they said the same
And from what I see
You are to blame.”

“Ye hink we’re ae blame
How dae ye git that?
Ciz am afraid u ir ae shame
Ye talk lit a prat

(“You think we’re to blame
How do you get that?
For I’m afraid to your shame
You talk like a prat

See this strike action
It’s hitting is hard
But it’s the only reaction
Ye could say last card

See this strike action
It’s hitting us hard
But it’s the only reaction
You could say last card

They cut doon oor pay
Trimmed ae the bone
Ae keep hunger at bay
We need a loan

They’ve cut down our pay
Trimmed to the bone
To keep hunger at bay
We need a loan

N yet still they push
Tae work us ae death
It’s aw rush n mare rush
Tae we're oot ae breath.”

And yet still they push
To work us to death
It’s all rush, rush, rush
We can’t get out breath.”)
“Well not being funny
But at the end of the day
They have to make money
To give you your pay
They’re not a Charity
To aid the poor
So if you want parity
Try working more.”
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“Try working harder
That disny make sense
That won’t fill the larder
Ir ye really that dense?

(“Try working harder
That does not make sense
It won’t fill the larder
Are you really that dense?

Ye gee that a go
There's nae return
The Shareholders though
They've goat money ae burn

You give it a go
There is no return
The Shareholders though
Have money to burn

Aye gee that a go
Walk in ma shoe's
N then ye will know
Whit's really News.”

Yes give it a go
Walk in my shoes
And then you will know
What really is News.”)
“I am a Writer
That’s what I do
For truth a fighter
I am not like you
I have a vocation
A higher cause
It was my dedication
That won this applause
I wouldn’t do your work
Even though I could
Don’t think it a cold shirk
It’s just I’m too good.”
In Amanda’s mind
A picture came to be
The dream was in re-wind
It was the Postman you see
It gave her inspiration
For what she had to say
So without consideration
She blew his vocation away

“Yer no a Writer
Ye've nae insight
In truth yer no a fighter
Yer no really that bright

(“You are not a Writer
You have no insight
In truth you’re not a fighter
You’re really not that bright

A Postman’s mare yer hail
Delivering the news
Nae consideration fir the mail
Only bothered boot the bosses view's

A Postman’s more your hail
Delivering the news
Though you’ve tampered with the mail
To promote your Boss’ views
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Whit happened ae integrity
Tae the purpose that ye serve?
N yet ye dare look doon at me
Ye've really goat a nerve

What happened to integrity
To the purpose that you serve?
And yet you dare look down at me
You really have a nerve

Noo any hin a say ae you
Will be misconstrued
Ye better look fir pasture's new
Fir noo I'll conclude.”

Now anything I say to you
Will be misconstrued
So you’d better look for pastures new
For now I will conclude.”)
The man turned around
And walked away
He made no sound
No more to say
She’d hit a nerve
Low self-esteem
Then her mind did swerve
Back to the dream

Not only had it warned her
It had been her guide
So in defeating the man that scorned her
Her World was opened wide
(Well another one of Myrddin’s hoard
When you’ve purged yourself of sin
Was actually a Chess board
That belonged to Gwenddolin
With silver and gold Chess Men
It used to play for you
So no thought or even guess then
In fact nothing more to do
Yes a real blessing in life
And a boost for confidence
Knowing should you get in strife
You have Divine Guidance
All decisions have been made
You just go with the flow
So no fresh plans need be laid
Life truly has a glow
And in hand with this
You have Divine Protection
Truly life is bliss
When you have this connection
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Fate is on your side
And that’s a thing of note
You cannot be defied
With Padarn’s Red Coat
A coat is for protection
Elemental really
So with a threat’s detection
It will be dealt with dearly)
She had to stop it there
She had new company
Two Policemen but to be fair
One was Special Constabulary
Now he had a look of contempt
As he surveyed the scene
As if he was exempt
From this world so mean
“I’ve had my eye on you
You’re a trouble maker
So be careful what you do
I’m a trouble taker
I’m here to keep the peace
And I will not fail
This non-sense better cease
Else you’ll end up in jail.”
“There wisny any trouble
Tae you came along
A need tae burst yer bubble
Yer attitude’s too strong

(“Well there was no trouble
Until you came along
I’ve got to burst your bubble
Your attitude’s too strong

Yer here ae keep the peace
It least that’s wit wis said
Yer logic his a crease
The trouble in yer head

You’re here to keep the peace
Well that’s what said
But your logic has a crease
This trouble’s in your head

It seems yer talkin rot
A mean lits be realistic
That attitude ye got
Is pure antagonistic.”

So it seems your talking rot
I mean let’s be realistic
The attitude you’ve got
Is antagonistic.”)
“The Public I protect
From the likes of you
So anything suspect
Believe me you will rue.”
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“There ye go again
Wae yer threatenin flavour
A real Polis mans bane
They see ye as scab labour

(“There you go again
With your threatening flavour
A real Policeman’s bane
They see you as scab labour

Same as us they're loosin staff
It’s no wit they've willed
No much ae a laugh
Tae be replaced by semi-skilled

Like us they’re losing staff
It’s not what they have willed
Not really a great laugh
Being replaced by Semi-Skilled

Semi skilled wae attitude
Training aw but none
Nae Polis tae quell a feud
When our good will's gone.”

Semi Skilled with attitude
With training all but none
No real Police to quell a feud
When our good will has gone.”)
“What she says is true,”
The other Policeman said
“We were once the boys in blue
And to service we were wed
We had the Public’s heart
And resources for the job
Until we were ripped apart
Just to save a couple of bob

Now it’s time you learned respect
To the Public that you serve
Yes your manners you neglect
I don’t know how you have the nerve
Service does not work
Without the milk of Human kindness
So don’t be such a jerk
And apologise for your blindness.”
Apologies were made
Though reluctantly I’d say
And when the price for pride was paid
They both went on their way
(Another of the hoard
Was the giant Dryrnwch’s Cauldron
The best food it would afford
Though a coward he could have none
This might sound demanding
But it’s the best I’ve got
Cooked food is understanding
So get it whilst it’s hot
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You see wisdom when is raw
Is knowing Parrot Fashion
When you understand it more
It gets injected with a passion
A Will of Understanding
A deeper reading of life
Great concepts you’ll be landing
With a Spiritual mind that’s rife
Whilst food is on my mind
We have Gwddno Garanhir’s Hamper
A real lucky find
It makes you a happy camper
Any food put in it
Returns a hundred fold
So come to hunger not a bit
You’ll never feel it’s cold
The Hamper is your Spiritual Will
Some say Higher Self
A Collective Conscious would fit the bill
With all its Spiritual Wealth
When you wear God’s Wedding Ring
You are reborn in His Light
Spiritual re-birth that’s the thing
And with it its insight
Finally to end the hoard
You get two for one
And as food is on the board
Rhegenydd’s Crockery you’ve won
Yes this Crock and Dish
Make an admirable pair
Any food that you would wish
You would find it there
Now sometimes light comes down to you
Through a medium
It’s more a reward for what you do
When service has been won
The Holy Spirit some call it
And it should be your goal
For when you feel its warming hit
It’s filling your Soul
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That Crock and Dish that carry it
Are Love and Understanding
So that’s the Treasures, a quick flit
It wasn’t too demanding)
“N don’t come back
Ya arrogant wee man,”

(“And don’t come back
What an arrogant young man,”
The remark came from Jack
Who was not a fan

“Aye he really wis a prat
N ad say right dim
Tae talk tae me like that
A cud see you hitin him.”

“Yes he really was a prat
And I’d say pretty dim
For to talk to me like that
I could see you hitting him.”

“He nearly came close
Bit he wis just a wee size
Anyhow, he left morose
Wance you put him wise

“Well he did come close
But he was quite a size
Besides he left morose
Once you’d put him wise

There’s a bit ae truth in wit ye said
Aboot him being unskilled
A guess Political favour is dead
Coz this ain’t wit they willed

There’s a lot of truth in what you said
About him being unskilled
I guess Political favour is all but dead
As this isn’t what they willed

Aye things must be in a pure state
N a mean no just run ae the mill
Fir Politicians to Polises forsake
N risk losing their good will.”

Yes things must be in a real state
And I mean not just run of mill
For Politicians to Police forsake
And risk losing their good will.”)

The conversation carried on
Expanding on what was said
And very soon the day was done
And Amanda home in bed.
Chapter 2
Amanda found herself in a forest green
With the biggest man she had ever seen
He had a look about him that he could turn mean
Though not on her he seemed pretty keen
“Arascain my wayward niece
Your mortal ways will have to cease
You now are needed to win the peace
Though I wish you had a size increase
But first well done you passed the test
You fought your foes and come out best
The dream did warn and that you guessed
So you can lay that dragon to rest
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Now as you know it’s incomplete
There’s that Salesman to defeat
There are actually 11 that you must meet
Watch them though they know deceit
Each one thinks themselves a king
But their version is a different thing
It doesn’t involve God’s Wedding Ring
Just the money it can bring
They’ve turned my Country in a state
And filled it full of greed and hate
We must get it to abate
And I mean now before it’s too late.”
“With what you say I will agree
The Country’s lost its dignity
Though I don’t know why you said we
I mean what do you expect from me?
I’m just a humble lowly lass
Who some might say has got no class
My accent can’t be called cut glass
So I’m afraid I’m going to have to pass.”
“Your humility is all I need
So information I can feed
And I’ll protect you in act and deed
Until our Country has been freed
So stand with me right by my side
And I will be your personal guide
From danger then you need not hide
For I’ll be there to deal with snide
11 battles you will have to fight
You’ll then have victory in your sight
Think like that and you’ll not get fright
Well anyway I’ll say goodnight.”
And with that he disappeared
But he had not completely cleared
Now this might sound really weird
But his black cloak still appeared
Well Amanda tried it on for size
And found out that it made her wise
It would make a good disguise
But then came a nasty surprise
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A Shadow darted from behind a tree
It went too quick for her to see
She did not know what it could be
But had a strong desire to have a pee
The Shadow came back into view
A flash of light and something new
A large black crow that quickly flew
To the branch of a tree, I think a Yew
“Symbolism, what do you know?
You’re standing talking to a crow
I’m your Totem, not a foe
So it’s time you let fear go
I’m here to help you in your fight
And rest assured chances are bright
For I have gave you second sight
So now darkness is never night
11 Pretenders you must slay
Although not in a physical way
I’m afraid intelligence comes to play
You should be safe as they’re in decay.”
With that the crow flew to ground
A flash of light and there was found
A little man in green a gowned
Who spoke quickly in a squeaky sound
“Yes Symbolism is the key
Then you’ll find true harmony
Remember that and you’ll be free
A Mistress of your destiny
See the Rainbow that is light
The colours merged all make white
The Pot of Gold’s now in your sight
You’re Enlightened, you must be bright.”
Another flash, (a routine worn)
And again the Shadow was re-born
And although it looked just like a thorn
It actually was a Drinking Horn
She picked it up and saw it full
A mix of Vodka and Red Bull
She got ready to drink it null
But the Alarm Clock took her in its cull
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Amanda woke up little knowing
That plans were being made
Fame is seems Fate’s been sowing
The seeds already laid
It seems she’d really hit a nerve
With that Reporter chap
His Article had took a swerve
And was not his usual pap
Amanda had been glorified
Fighting for just cause
Her actions now were laudified
Well, worthy of applause
Now this is a Mythology
And not a Fairy Tale
So I’ll make no apology
And the reason I will nail
The nerve that she had hit
Was he had written a Book
So good intention not a bit
She’d make a nice little hook
It was sort of an expose
Not quite kiss and tell
But with her a future rosy
Meant more books could sell
To all this though she was unaware
As she walked to work
Though things would change when she got there
And saw her work mates smirk
“Here she is our budding star
The wan who chinges views
Aye in life ye will go far
Ye hav made it tae the news”

(“Here she is our budding Star
The one who changes views
Yes in life you will go far
You’ve made it to the News.”

“Look Jack wit ir ye oan aboot
It’s too early in the morning
Spit it oot or git a clout
Am geein ye warning.”

“Look Jack what are you on about
It’s too early in the morning
Spit it out or get a clout
I’m giving you due warning.”

“Here if ye want a laugh,”

“Here if you want a laugh,”
Jack said and passed the paper

“So can I have yir autograph
Or will a wait tae later?”

“So can I have your autograph
Or shall I wait til later?”)
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Amanda read the piece
And could not believe her eyes
Yet all doubt had to cease
It was there and no disguise
He’d actually turned her into a Saint
Fighting for just cause
It was a strange picture for him to paint
For the previous day had no applause
She was confused to say the least
Her mind was in a daze
Then Jack made the meal a feast
Oh the games that Fellow plays
“Aye noo we hav real Royalty
N no the kind obscene
May A be first tae pledge ma loyalty
Tae our Press anointed Queen.”

(“Yes now we have real Royalty
And not the kind obscene
May I be first to pledge my loyalty
To our Press anointed Queen.”)

The conversation stopped at that
With the arrival of the man
“I thought that we might have a chat
Now I am your fan
Your words did really move me
In truth I saw the light
I’m offering you my loyalty
To help you in this fight
The publicity I gave you
That was just a start
I have in mind an interview
And for you there’ll be a part.”
“Well that’s very kind
Bit also very strange
Aye confusion rules ma mind
A mean ye wirny in oor range

(“Well that’s very kind
But also very strange
Yes confusion rules my mind
I mean you weren’t within our range
I thought you were a Boss’ man
Well schooled in his ways
I never took you for a fan
You’ve left me in a daze.”)

A thought ye wir Boss’man
Well schooled in yer ways
A never took ye fir a fan
Ye left mae in a daze.”
“It’s what I have to do
I have to pay my bills
And it fills me full of rue
For I see all the ills
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I know your situation
It’s a very common look
But I’ll say in mitigation
That I have wrote a Book
It exposes all the lies
The manipulation of the fact
It’s putting people wise
That Media truth is not exact
It should make its mark
Especially in these times
Yes life is truly stark
With these Employment crimes
Oh that’s in it too
The injustice I have seen
You see I am a Writer true
It’s just in circumstances mean.”
“Then a must apologise
A didny know ye wrote a book
Am glad ye have put me wise
N a hope a might git a look.”

(“Then I must apologise
I didn’t know you wrote a Book
I’m glad that you have put me wise
And I hope that I might look.”)
“Here’s one with a dedication
I hope that you don’t mind
I see it as an inspiration
Well that’s what I signed

I’ll leave you now to read it
And I hope though not in sorrow
And if with it you see fit
I’ll be here again tomorrow.”
With that the man departed
After leaving her the Book
Which she very quickly started
As she was anxious for a look
She glanced it through the day
And finished it at home
It took her many hours
As it really was a Tome
The Book was very well written
With that she could see
But she really wasn’t smitten
As it dwelled in mediocrity
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It wasn’t controversial
Just general run of the mill
I guess you’d say Commercial
No injustice did it spill
Yes come to Whistle Blowing
It was really tame
No insight or knowing
And Employers got no blame
She was pretty confused
As she drifted to sleep
The last thing that she mused
Was the answers they would keep
She found herself back in the dream
Although this time by a sparkling stream
Full of fish, a golden teem
Though things weren’t really as they seem
For the stream turned into blood
And then it drained until just mud
The stranded fish then turned into wood
With Amanda wondering how they could
“There’s something that you should know,”
She looked around and saw the crow
“And it might come as a bitter blow
But sometimes friends might be your foe.”
“You mean that Writer and his Book
I guessed that when I took a look
Not sure about enemy but he’s quick forsook
Next time I’ll tell him just sling your hook.”
“You could do that but would that be wise
He has the Contacts to publicise
Just tread with caution and you’ll see through lies
Now he is useful so save the good byes
Don’t really think him as a foe
At this moment he’s good to know
It’s only until your fame can grow
Then I suppose just let him go
No don’t think his as a crook
He just wants people to buy his Book
He sees you sort of as a hook
To get people to take a look.”
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“That Book of his though is no good
I wouldn’t endorse it if I could
No seriously I don’t think I should
It would throw my name in the mud.”
“Well now sure the Book is tame
With understanding pretty lame
And it shies away from giving blame
But I wouldn’t worry about your name
You actually are called Arascain
The High Cliffs were once your domain
But you came back to Earth again
To rid this Country of its pain.”
“Arascain, please tell me more
For I’m sure I’ve heard that name before
That giant man whose cloak I wore
He called me that of that I’m sure.”
“That was Arthur you must mean
I’m glad your memory’s pretty keen
Yes you’re from a Noble gene
In divinity you may preen.”
“Arthur, do you mean that king
Who went looking for that Grail thing?
I’m afraid that thought you’ll have to sling
I can’t really take that under wing.”
“I’m afraid that story most is bunk
The imaginings of a Christian Monk
It holds some good but most is junk
If you think it’s true then you are sunk
Arthur’s story had no Grail
And although it was a Heroic Tale
It was more to do with defending assail
And occasional forays beyond the Pale
The story was of the Esoteric kind
The Underworld the sub-conscious mind
Rescuing things was knowledge to find
To help you lose your mortal bind.”
“So you’re saying it doesn’t exist
With what you’ve said I got that gist
Though surely there’s something I’ve missed
Am I related to some Will O the Wisp?”
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“Arascain is you when you’re evolved
When all your sins have been absolved
When all your desires have been resolved
It’s a State of Mind, there problem solved.
Yes Arascain is when you’re pure
When you take your need and nothing more
When you’ve showed self interest to the door
And found out what life’s really for
Now if you would take my advice
The Book he wrote is only nice
In needs something extra to entice
Personal experience should suffice
To disown him would be a bad mistake
He’s quite a handy friend to make
Don’t turn him down just for pride’s sake
Anyway now it’s time to wake.”
Amanda woke up quite refreshed
Thinking life was fine
She left the bed and quickly dressed
And went to the Picket Line
To her surprise the man was there
Anxious for her views
He also had a surprise for her
She’d be on the News
“Well,” he said without greeting
“How did it appeal?
I have arranged a meeting
In the hope that we could deal
I managed to get a T.V. crew
Pulled a couple of strings
In fact any minute they are due
So we need to sort some things
It’s a Human Interest story
And you’re to be the star
Seems my Article gave you glory
And with it you’ll go far
I’m talking real fame
Something you can savour
Now though to my shame
I would like to ask a favour
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The story’s about modern life
And how you pulled through
Could you say when fighting strife
My Book inspired you?”
“A looked through the book
N it wis well written
But hidny a hook
A wisny truly smitten,”

(“I looked through the Book
And it was well written
But it had no hook
I wasn’t truly smitten,”)
“That was what I thought
About the hook I mean
I was hoping with your support
I could get Readers keen
So the Book had no appeal
I can understand
But I won’t renege on the T.V. deal
I’m not underhand.”

“The books a good book
Specially aboot the Press
Noo that really hid a hook
Boot how much they suppress

(“The Book is a good book
Especially about the Press
Now that really had a hook
About how much they suppress

The personal experience ye used
Tae justify the case
Meant yer book hid life infused
It showed a Human face

The personal experience that you used
To justify the case
Meant your book had life infused
It showed a Human face

The rest a didny like much
It wis just fact N figure
Perhaps ye need a personal touch
Tae gee that part some vigour?”

The rest I did not like much
It was just fact and figure
Perhaps you need that personal touch
To give that part some vigour?”)

“I would have written a better piece
I know it has a place
But I’m afraid that idea had to cease
With no experienced face.”
“Experience ye have a load
A picket line in fact
Ye just travel along their road
N experience extract

(“Experience you have a load
A Picket Line in fact
You just travel along their road
And experience extract

Am sure they’d like tae talk tae ye
Though some won’t gee their name
They’ll tell ye wit they went through
N the Employers lack ae shame

I’m sure they’d like to talk to you
Though some won’t give their name
They’ll tell you what they’ve been through
And the Employers lack of shame
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When it’s done N been revised
Bring it back tae me
N if ye've done wit a advised
Al champion it with glee.”

When it’s done and been revised
Bring it back to me
And if you’ve done what I’ve advised
I’ll champion it with glee.”)

“Well I’m disappointed
But can understand the reason why
The Book won’t be anointed
I’ll need a harder try
Well I respect your decision
For deep down I know it true
As it is it’ll face derision
Which would come back on you
Though we have a situation
You see the Film Maker’s my friend
And the piece had motivation
Book promotion was its end
He’ll need another story
He’s come a very long way
Something to enhance your glory
So tell me what do you say?”
“A find ye so confusing
Yer helpfulness a mean
A don’t mean ae be abusing
But why ir ye so keen?

(“I find you so confusing
Your helpfulness I mean
I don’t mean to be abusing
But why are you so keen?

There’s nothin in it fir you
Yet still ye will assist
A don't really hav a clue
Ae why ye still persist.”

There’s nothing in it for you
Yet still you will assist
I haven’t really got a clue
As to why you still persist.”)
“I guess madness could be
I knew that you’d go far
It was a voice inside me
Said you’d be a star
Told me if I helped you
Things would go my way
To do anything that I could do
To give you a powerful say
It was after I first met you
And you gave me hell
But I think if I had thought it through
I could see that you’d do well
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The power of your insight
And your looks Divine
You’ll soon be in the limelight
And I’ll bath in its shine
The Book’s not up to standard
It’s not worthy of your eyes
Though I know you won’t leave me stranded
To your sense of honour I am wise.”
“That’s a good thing” Amanda said
Then to guilt she paid her fee
Because it had been in her head
They’d soon be parting company
“Well it is the truth
How I perceive it anyway
And that story once aloof
I have one if I may
Now the original story
Was one of inspiration
To promote the Book in glory
And your dedication
So how about one on life
Get right to the core
About how this extra strife
Is being burdened on the Poor
Anyway they’ve just arrived
I‘ll go and have a chat
It’s not the thing for what he strived
No it’s better than that.”
The man came back with a happy face
His friend had been a fan
Soon everything was set in place
And the interview began
“This is Amanda Morgan
Whose story touched my heart
A true life inspiration
And this girl is pretty smart
Now here at ‘State of the Nation’
We try for something more
We don’t think in Media circulation
We’ll actually talk to the Poor
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We’ll give you the real picture
About our Countrymen in need
With poverty a fixture
Because of others greed
So Amanda could you tell me
Your views on the situation
About how this poverty
Is effecting our great Nation?”
Well Amanda had no say
Before the Camera she was meek
But not to end the play
Arthur chose to speak
He actually spoke through her
So to all intent and purpose
She wasn’t really there
In fact you could say surplus
“Our once great Nation has lost its way
Our Community Spirit is well in decay
Every interaction has a greedy say
There is no sense of Brotherhood as it doesn’t pay
We talk of Patriotism when we go to war
To denigrate another Nation and then give it what for
If we were Patriotic we would have no Poor
It’s just rabble rousing, simple, nothing more
Yes our so called leaders, the ones we put in power
Are not fit for their purpose, a real greedy shower
They’re lining their own pockets from their Ivory Tower
Anything for the Country’s good and from it they will cower
Now the Poor are going through austerity to cushion the Rich
Whose grasping greedy action caused the actual hitch
But instead of hard labour they do not dig the ditch
No we bale them out then go out and hunt a Witch.”
The interviewer was astounded
When he heard her speak
Articulate, well grounded
And she definitely wasn’t meek
Yes she was intelligent
And exceedingly bold
She must be Heaven sent
He’d found T.V. gold
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You see his T.V. Station
Although it was commercial
Would be filled with mild elation
As it liked the controversial
You wouldn’t call it Mainstream
Though its ratings were much better
It was Social Media at its most extreme
And Corporate Business was no fetter
He knew she had real insight
And she could inspire
So with competition still to fight
He thought he’d stoke the fire
“So this Witch-finder General then
Would that be the Mainstream Press?
I wouldn’t call them Newsmen
For news they will suppress.”
“Yes the Mainstream Media, it doesn’t impress
It’s still in denial about our Countries mess
Oh it knows the problems but couldn’t care less
It’s just Corporate Business in propaganda dress
It lies through the teeth and without restraint
Giving out false stories to reputation taint
It will make you out a Sinner when you are a Saint
And treat you with contempt if you have complaint
I think though to be honest it’s about had its day
For with our new technology there is another way
It’s really just a dinosaur, rotting in decay
It’s only other dinosaurs that believe in what they say.”
“Well thank you for your time
I found it most insightful
And your view on Media crime
The way you put it was delightful
But time is now our foe
And I say that with a sigh
We now must end the show
And wish our Viewers goodbye.”
With the equipment packed away
The conversation carried on
For the man had much to say
His confidence she’d won
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“You know thinking through
You are a real go-getter
You could do what I do
And probably do it better
When David mentioned you
To be honest I wasn’t sure
But now I see that it is true
And you could do much more
I’d like another interview
If you wouldn’t mind
We’d pay you for the things you do
And it wouldn’t be unkind
You could wake us out of slumber
The People I mean
And interviews maybe a number
The Public will be keen
Thinking it through
This is what I’ve got
A series just with you
Well just a little slot
From the Picket Line
Might make a good name
If with you that’s fine
Tomorrow I am game”
With that the Film Crew parted
And Amanda’s life had spice
Her career it seemed had started
But she needed more advice
“Well” David said
“One less problem to surmount
But to really get ahead
You need a Twitter account
Yes this Social Media thing
Is not to be ignored
When popularity is the king
You’ve well and truly scored.”
“Am no sure boot that
A widny know wit tae say
Maste ae it seems idle chat
A don’t wanty go that way.”

(“I’m not sure about that
I wouldn’t know what to say
Most of it seems idle chat
I don’t want to go that way.”)
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“Leave all that to me
That is more my thing
And you will quickly see
You have a following
I could be your Agent
I won’t need any pay
Are you in agreement
It would really make my day.”
With Amanda’s permission
An Account was activated
It proved a good decision
As now she could be rated
The rest of the day was dull
So it will have to keep
The Tale now picks up in full
After she had fell to sleep
She found herself back with the crow
And thought maybe that it might know
Why life was moving at such a flow
And reality was no more her foe
It was like the crow had read her mind
For it had the answers she wanted to find
Even to the ones that she was blind
The questions she had left behind
“So Arascain you passed selection
And now you walk with Divine Protection
And Guidance too so you won’t get rejection
We’ll clear the path for your election
We do it through the Collective Soul
It guides others to help you to your goal
And though it has not full control
It generally gives a good cajole
A flash of light (a well worn quote)
A Chessboard appeared that played by rote
But what accompanied got her vote
For she had always wanted a bright red coat
She tried it on, it just made sense
And then was full of confidence
A strange feeling of subtle intense
That lifted her in recompense
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“Very fetching a Noble fit
On any Catwalk you’d be a hit
Now I know that I go on a bit
But a couple more things on which we’ll flit
The first when Arthur spoke through you
Don’t get deluded or he can’t get through
Remember that and you won’t feel blue
Not knowing what to say or do.”
“I wondered what that was all about
I mean it really was a reality clout
Come to sanity I had my doubt
One I’m really glad to rout
And to David was that him too
The voice that told him what to do
Though thinking through that can’t be true
As it spoke to whilst mine was through.”
“Very good you got that right
So now your chance to get more light
Your future’s looking very bright
You did very well with that insight
Now what I say might prove demanding
You’re not your Will you’re your Understanding
Tricky to get across but this might help it landing
With your Ego pure you get State of Mind rebranding
With this shift in consciousness your Will’s reborn in spirit
Think of it as an empty throne on which Arthur can sit
A channel to your Higher Self that would also fit
But basically you get insight and I mean quite a bit
The voice though comes across in a slightly different vein
It’s just another channel if that will keep you sane
It is your True Self, you when you’re not vain
You personally would know it as Arascain.”
“So Arascain is me when I’m evolved
That’s one problem nearly solved
But it hasn’t quite yet been resolved
How do I get to be absolved?”
“Always look to the Greater Good
Never take more than you should
Recognise you’re pure Celtic blood
You see the forest and the wood.”
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A flash of light the crow disappeared
And in its place a Cauldron appeared
With a Crock and Dish to service geared
A Hamper too, a Picnic neared
Amanda went to take a look
She liked to think she was a Cook
But at that point it was all forsook
As she was hit with a sharp left hook
She experienced a strange sensation
A sort of lift of mild elation
An energizing transformation
A graceful moment of inspiration
She settled back and let it sing
It reminded her of the joy of Spring
It was sort of peaceful that’s the thing
Though it all came to nothing with an Alarm Clock ring
Chapter 3
The Alarm Clock’s reality bind
Brought Amanda back to Earth
With the dream still on her mind
She said the word ‘Re-birth’
She thought back to the scene
When she was energized
In the hope of light to glean
So she might be enwised
A picture came to mind
And she sensed ‘Arascain’
A confusing thing to find
For she could see no gain
Then the energies came back
Much to her surprise
And the answer she did lack
To it she got wise
This was the evolution
The last question that she’d asked
She had found the solution
For Arascain was unmasked
Time was now starting to whine
So she quickly got dressed and ate
And then hurried off to the Picket Line
And saw David at the gate
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“Morning my main muse
I hope that you slept well
And crave to hear good news
For I’ve plenty to tell
Twitter’s up and running
He’s linked it to his show
And with You Tube also gunning
Your build up won’t be slow
Your followers are growing
A hundred when last looked
Though it’s early days in sowing
I think you’ve truly hooked
Been in touch with Brian
He said the topics are your choice
He must be quite a fan
I think he likes your voice
And I’ve been recording
My future’s looking bright
There’s that much stuff I’m hoarding
A re-writes now in sight
So what about a subject
Something that you know
And keep in mind the object
To help your fan club grow.”
Amanda thought hard
An answer for to find
Then played the Ace Card
For a picture came to mind
A Milkman with an Urn
Tipping the milk away
And she was quick to learn
“Service is the day

(“Service is today

Well mare lit the lack ae it
Tae cut doon oan cost
N cum ae care there’s no a bit
It seems civility’s lost.”

Well more like the lack of it
To cut down on cost
Now come to care there’s not a bit
It seems civility’s been lost.”)
“That’s an unusual theme
If I might make so bold
Will it fit in with the scheme
Of getting T.V. gold?”
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“Yes I should think so
It’s getting quite a bane
It seems that manners are a foe
In the Service feign
Anyway he’s here now
Best we have a chat
Hopefully it’ll get a wow
As I think that’s it all that”
Well the gear was put in place
And Brian reluctantly agreed
He thought she couldn’t make a case
As he didn’t see the need
He thought that he would have a try
He could do no more
And besides if the thing did fry
There was always the Cutting Room floor
“I’m back with Amanda Morgan
On the Picket Line
I’ve got to admit I’m quite a fan
For through her truth does shine
Today we have a strange one
Topic I mean
Is Service now just a con
Or has it always been
So Amanda on this subject
What do you have to say?
Is it something we reject?
Has Service had its day?”
Well Amanda got ready to speak
But Arthur was already there
Before his energy she was meek
So she sat back and learned to care
“Once there was a Golden Age where Service was the thing
Gallant Knights with shining swords led by a Noble King
Some say it’s just Mythology and won’t take it under wing
But choose to make it reality and your life will start to sing
The actual act of service gives you a Spiritual lift
In recompense for selflessness it is Nature’s gift
Also though with selflessness your conscious starts to shift
You lose the desires that rule your life and into Inner Peace you drift
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Seriously it’s a State of Mind that will be enjoyed
Though how do you actually get it when you are employed
Modern life with its greed and woe leaves us all annoyed
Because the stress that always comes from it is heavily deployed
Now to many people work causes most the stress
The low wages which they live on cause a financial mess
The work load still increases there is no redress
In their push for profit their Employers couldn’t care less
I’m afraid life’s situations sometimes reflect with in
You think about its misery and so absorb the sin
Resentment grows accordingly with anger as its kin
Any chance of peace of mind just throw it in the bin
Not only that though you lose the ability to care
Whilst anger lives in your heart love cannot live there
I mean how can you empathise when you’re in despair?
Your tempers always on the edge thinking life’s unfair
So this Inner Peace then, you will never find
For the only way to get it is by being kind
Really hard to do when your life’s a bind
Because Inner Peace actually is a total stress free mind
When you can empathise though life gets more appealing
You get filled with the Joy of Spirit, a most uplifting feeling
It’s actually a Spiritual lift that promotes emotional healing
You might call it Grace if you are a Christian kneeling.”
“A very interesting theme
Though unusual I would say
But how would it fit in the scheme
Of living life today?
I mean stress is now a way of life
I agree with what you said
But let’s be honest there’s too much strife
It will never leave your head”
“Well some Employers nowadays want total control
They seem to want entitlement to mind, body and Soul
They see you as a commodity they bought as a whole
So first a definition as to your actual role
Basically in a nutshell you’re just selling time
Once your shift is finished you just leave the grime
When you’re not being paid for it, it really is a crime
To bring stress back to your home and not receive a dime
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That might save you some stress but really not a lot
But in these self inflicted times that’s the best I’ve got
Financial hardships a way of life that cannot be forgot
With wages no compensation nor means to stop the rot
Well unless of course Inner Peace is your State of Mind
Then though hardship might be there it won’t be such a bind
With avarice also sated this is what you’ll find
That quest you had for material things won’t be so blind”
“A very interesting piece
But time is now our foe
So we will have to cease
For I’m afraid we have to go
Hopefully with your will
We’ll see you tomorrow
Unless of course you’ve had your fill
Then parting is sweet sorrow.”
When everything was packed away
Brian came for a quick hello
He didn’t have a lot to say
As time was his foe
“An interesting angle
That I will admit
Although it left me in a tangle
For my briefing did not fit
I thought it was Political
Services being lost
A bit more analytical
About the caring cost
Though don’t get me wrong
I think it was much better
You’ve hit a market that is strong
And Self Improvement is no fetter
Anyway I liked it
It has great appeal
It seems to be you’re an instant hit
So we still have a deal.”
Amanda filled a form out
So payments could be made
Now it seems she had some clout
And was even getting paid
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After Brian had departed
A confused David had a say
“All that was uncharted
It wasn’t explained to me that way”
“Am really sorry aboot that
Bit that’s how it came out
A wisny taking ye fir a prat
Of that, don't have any doubt

(“I’m very sorry about that
But that’s how it came out
I wasn’t taking you for a prat
Of that have no doubt

A couldny control it
Though a widny if a could
Coz stuff lit that is an instant hit
Ye hav goat tae admit it’s good.”

I could not control it
Though I wouldn’t if I could
Because stuff like that is an instant hit
You’ve got to admit it’s good.”)

With that an interruption
“What’s going on?
You’re causing a disruption
I want that film crew gone.”
He was a large built man
And he was very cross
But Amanda was no fan
After all he was her Boss
“Am afraid ye came too late
Though ye don't need ae fear
If yer prepared tae wait
The morra they’ll be here.”

(“I’m afraid you’ve come too late
Though you need not have a fear
If you’re prepared to wait
Tomorrow they’ll be here.”)
“I don’t want Newsmen here
Get that in your head
I hope to you that point is clear
Yes take that point as read.”

“Lit ye hav a say
Ye don’t hav a clue
But if ye hink yer up tae play
Al tell ye wit al do

(“Like you have a say
You don’t have a clue
But if you think you’re up to play
I’ll tell you what I’ll do

You N me oan T.V.
If yer up tae debate
Then we’ll quickly see
Who the people rate.”

You and me on T.V.
If you’re up to debate
Then I think we’ll quickly see
Who the People rate.”)
“You want to debate with me
Normally I would say never
Not through fear though see
But I’m far too clever
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I will debate with you
You need putting in your place
Tomorrow you’ll be through
For I’ll put you on your face.”
Then the man stormed off
And Amanda watched him go
Though she was interrupted by a cough
David had something she should know
“How can you debate?
I thought this was beyond control
A rash statement to make
As it might want a different goal.”
“A never really thought
Am no sure wit tae do
Come ae wit av been taught
A widny hav a clue

(“I never really thought
I’m not sure what to do
I mean come to what I’ve been taught
I wouldn’t have a clue

Let me sleep oan it
That’s the best al say
It’s getting oan a bit
So that’s it fir the day.”

Let me sleep on it
That’s the best I’ll say
It’s getting on a bit
So that’s it for today.”)
As the day did wane
The answers had to keep
The scene picks up again
When she is asleep

She found herself in the forest with the crow by her side
Her questions they were many that cannot be denied
She had a mind to ask them but before she even tried
The crow was there with venom and it was pretty snide
“Arascain with foolish pride that you could never be
You have to go beyond yourself for her to truly see
‘Amanda now does not exist she is no longer me’
Say that Mantra seven times that will be the key
You don’t need your pride at all it has a nasty sting
It interrupts, disrupts the flow and taints the Wedding Ring
But anyway that pride of yours has flushed out a king
Only by good fortune though you got lucky that’s the thing.”
“So he is a king then that is a relief
I thought that I had messed up there, well more a belief
So Arthur will be with me protagonist the chief
That was quite a worry that I was buried beneath.”
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“Arthur will be there but you’ll be on your own
Sorry for the bad news but before you moan
You have to have experience your mind you need to hone
So you can be Arthur I mean when you’re fully grown
But fear not we’ll be watching we will not lose sight
And maybe give you guidance to aid you in your fight
In fact here’s one to help you, a little insight
Think of it as personal growth and you should be alright.”
“So I guess I’m on my own it’s something I must do
It is just experience that I have to go through
Though come to things like this I haven’t got a clue
I could use more insight more knowledge to accrue.”
“The man’s main motivation comes from his own pride
That’s what you are fighting let that thought abide
Truly understand it and from it do not hide
Separate it from the man and he’ll be by your side
To really do it damage what you need is light
For pride likes to work in darkness it’s really not that bright
Now the actual light I’m talking off also is insight
It dispels the darkness and pride loses the fight
Another thing to tell you and this you need to know
All of your actions will be put on show
Always keep your temper and never have a go
Keep calm and collected and your audience will grow
Speaking of the audience you should know some more
The light you are dispensing is actually very pure
It transcends all thought forms as it is the core
So all who hear will understand and you won’t be a bore
You really shouldn’t worry though for you have a balanced mind
Your Ego’s virtually purified you just get the occasional bind
You’ll find it pretty easy as long as you are kind
And always think to the Greater Good so you’re never blind.”
A flash of light the crow disappeared
And in its place a sword appeared
A dagger too had also reared
And a whetstone to keep them sheared
Amanda picked up the sword and took a swing
It cut through the air easily, a really balanced thing
She felt its power and could feel that it could sting
Though it ended up at that with an Alarm Bell ring
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Slowly she got up
But very quickly dressed
And as she nursed her coffee cup
Felt a little stressed
The up-coming debate
Was playing on her mind
Her nervousness would not abate
And it made for quite a bind
Negative waves of self-doubt
Pestered her esteem
Giving her confidence quite a clout
In its turbulent torrid stream
Then an interruption
The Mantra came into her head
And in the mild disruption
She started saying it instead
Seven times she said it
And the energies came back
They seemed to be having quite a hit
For soon self-doubt did lack
She thought about the action
That brought on the fright
And vowed that her reaction
Would be say it day and night
With her new found confidence
She thought everything would be fine
So she quickly left her residence
And was back on the Picket Line
“I think you’ve hit the mother-load”
Said David when they met
“It seems that the higher road
Is the safest bet
That Esoteric stuff
Has caught an interest
And quite enough
For more time to invest
And your Twitter Account
Has increased seventy fold
That’s really quite an amount
And in a day all told
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So what about this debate
Any thoughts on it
Anything to sedate
He looks a clever git.”
“Well we’ll soon know
As he’s coming over
And look he’s all aglow
He must think himself in clover.”
“So you turned up then
Didn’t think you would
Well now you’re in the lion’s den
Be worried because you should
So the formalities
What are we to debate?
And no trivialities
I want to stimulate
What about on welfare
Those scrounging work-shy dossers
Who don’t know how to play fair
Devious idle tossers.”
“A subject I hold dear
As I’m warm hearted
Anyway Brian is now here
We can soon get started.”
The equipment was in place
And Brian briefed and ready to go
So with that being the case
He started the show
“Here at ‘State of the Nation’
We’re back on Picket Line
And we have a confrontation
Well that’s my define
Amanda Morgan is in debate
With her ex Boss John Divine
About the light of the Welfare State
And has it lost its shine
Quite a topic for today
With many strands to get through
So we’ll quickly get under way
Now John then over to you.”
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“In these times of austerity
It’s difficult to survive
And if you want to reach prosperity
You really have to strive
We cannot carry deadwood
It’s a burden on us all
So anyone that can work should
It’s just their idleness needs to fall
They’re actually a handicap
To our recovery growth
Draining money as if on tap
To placate their sloth
They do not want to work
And their children are the same
No from toil they’ll quickly shirk
They don’t want to play the game
We actually have an underclass
And with large families quickly growing
State parasites and I mean en masse
Our bankruptcy they’re sowing
The Welfare State has had its day
It just encourages sloth
Most people see it as a give away
They no longer earn their loaf
Why bother when it’s free
That’s their understanding
Yes the Welfare State should cease to be
As financially it’s too demanding.”
“Are you talking total abolition?”
Brian said when he was done
Because if controversy was a condition
This man had truly won.
“I am afraid that’s the only solution
As it promotes Society’s decay
Yes if I had one resolution
I would make it go away
The people that abuse it
Are they really worth a note
I mean seriously just think a bit
They can’t even be bothered to vote
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Yes come to this Country’s welfare
They do not want a stake
They don’t want to play fair
They just want to take
They sit at home all day
Self indulgent getting fat
So the N.H.S. is in decay
As it cannot cope with that
And as for education
It only has one role
To provide them information
To sign upon the dole
They are actually an outlaw fringe
That scrounge though shun our rules
And that is on what this debate should hinge
Are we really naïve fools?”
“Well it’s an interesting take,”
Brian said when he was finished
“So now for balance sake
We’ll see if the case can’t be diminished
So Amanda what do you say?
You’ve heard John’s point of view
Do you agree in any way,
I mean are his comments true?”
“Well the system’s being abused
I could not agree more
But let’s not get confused
It’s not by the Poor
It’s actually by the Rich
Although it’s done by proxy
It’s done through their sales pitch
And paying wages poxy
I am afraid their advertising
Appeals to some people’s greed
Yes there’s no disguising
They want us to feed
Take food as an example
You like what you can see
That’s only our first sample
It promotes your gluttony
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It’s actually devoid of nutrition
Yet it still goes to waist
Yes for profit there is no contrition
Nor substance there just taste
You may talk about free will
And say it is their choice
But that’s made from judgement ill
They don’t really have a voice
We’ve been kept in ignorance
We don’t truly know the story
Yes they’ll lead a merry dance
By with-holding facts too gory
Cigarettes should ring a bell
For years they knew it to be addictive
But thought it better not to dwell
As it might be sales restrictive
Yes it’s alright having free will
If the facts are not a trick
But when there’s profit there to kill
Some Employers get real sick
And then there’s Politicians
Who preach with morals lax
They know all our addictions
On them we pay most tax
So when it comes to voting
It’s not that they don’t care
Just no Politician is worth noting
And an honest one’s too rare
And finally we’ve wages
Some don’t pay enough to live
Then they go off in rages
When there is a subsidised give
No they are the parasite
The real outlaw fringe
I’m afraid that it’s their narrow sight
And their greed that makes me cringe.”
“So the Rich are the cancer?”
Brian said after she was done
“Well John do you have an answer
Or had Amanda won?”
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John shuffled around, his ease was ill
He didn’t know what to say
He was going to mention free will
But that chance had been blown away
Also her last comment
As he paid very low
Was difficult to circumvent
So he let his temper go
“It’s lucky that you have a job,”
He said out of anger
“Though I’ll safely save a few bob
As you dropped a clanger
Yes now you can sign on
With your dosser friends
You have something to dwell upon
Too late to make amends.”
“Too late I resigned
Didn’t you get my letter?
Picture already signed
And I feel much better
I’m actually now a Reporter
And I’m doing fine
A hunt for truth supporter
So I’ll still be on this line.”
(By now though they were off air
The programme had been cut
For on seeing John’s temper flare
Brian thought it best to shut)
Knowing he’d been beaten
John stormed off in rage
He’d never been defeaten
And in the media age
(So a quick aside
The left side so I think
Oh it’s suicide
To type and also drink
John became a Media hit
Much to his embarrassment
He did not like it not a bit
For it brought with it harassment
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He couldn’t walk the street
Without him being jeered
And any friend that he would meet
Quickly disappeared)
“That was quite a show,”
Said Brian still quite shocked
“And I think that you should know
You definitely rocked
You’re bringing in a new audience
Our ratings are sky high
Seriously it’s a great advance
A bigger slice of pie
Anyway I’ve got to go
Though I’ll admit in sorrow
But I’ll say and I guess you know
I will see you tomorrow.”
“I’ve got to go myself,”
David said after he was gone
“With material a wealth
I fear there’s plenty to be done
Oh that Twitter Account
I guess you want the name
So you can check the amount
And get some idea of your fame
It’s called deeperthinking
And should you get bored
I typed the You Tube links in
Of the interviews you scored”
With that they both departed
As Amanda too went home
And her computer was soon started
As she’d thought she’d have a roam
First thing that was went to
Was her Twitter Account
And her mind was totally blew
As 20, 000 was the amount
To say she was astounded
Was an underestimation
To her it was unfounded
Such an escalation
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She sat there watching it
As it continued growing
Amazed that she was such a hit
Though comforted through knowing
It seemed to give her inner strength
Although she didn’t know what for
Then her thoughts were quickly cut to length
With the knocking of the door
Amanda opened up the door
And was surprised at who she found
John Divine had come back for more
It seemed he craved another round
“So you try and humiliate me
And think that I’ll just take it
No your downfall will soon be
And if not by chance then I’ll make it
You think you’ll get away with it
Well I’m at a loss
You see I don’t put up with shit
That’s why I am a Boss
Before I’ve done with you
To me your hat will doth
Now this conversations through,”
And with that he stormed off
Well Amanda was quite shocked
And that’s an understatement
So the door she quickly locked
And then she pondered on what his hate meant
It was definitely a threat
And when he said it he was calm
Yes it was a pretty safe bet
That he was out to do her harm
But the harm that he intended
Could it be the physical kind?
More advice was recommended
So she went to bed in hope to find
Chapter 4
She found herself in the forest with her friend the crow
“So Amanda how are you feeling with the beating of your foe
And with it see your following it will well and truly grow
For people like confrontation I guess it’s all they know”
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“You think that he’s defeated are you sure that’s right
He came around to my house just looking for a fight
Yes if I am honest it gave me quite a fright
He actually was quite menacing, not a pretty sight.”
“Oh he is defeated he just doesn’t know it yet
The seeds of his destruction have been firmly set
Yes with a little patience your target will be met
So any threats and stuff like that seriously forget.”
“I hear what you are saying but how can I be sure
There’s nothing there to stop him from banging on my door
He thinks he was humiliated and now is real sore
And he’s got it in his mind to even up the score.”
“I’m afraid the topic that he chose was a bad selection
People see are wising up, his views now face rejection
Yes he’s brought it on himself and I mean mass objection
But don’t you worry about a thing as you have Divine Protection
No that nasty pride of his has brought to him great shame
He’s the one that caused it so don’t you take the blame
When it comes to controversy he liked to fan the flame
You just put him on the Tele so he could have his fame
And it’s going viral so to stop it is too late
He is going to end up a real figure of hate
The shame that will come from it won’t easily abate
Life will be so miserable that with death he’ll make a date.”
“If you’re talking suicide that you’ll have to halt
I mean it’s a little drastic just for a verbal assault
No seriously stop it as I’ll think it is my fault
And to take the blame for that is a serious jolt.”
“I’m afraid there is no chance, it comes from his free will
Actions create reactions whether good or ill
He had a chance to grow from it but that’s now a chance of nil
Humility was just too alien so he could not fit the bill
Well Tomorrow is another day and with it a new show
And you’re looking for a topic that will leave a glow
Something that might stimulate maybe help them grow?
Are you looking for suggestions or perhaps you already know?”
“Well to be honest I haven’t really gave it thought
So I’m afraid my ideas actually come down to naught
Yes suggestions are welcome they’ll be quickly caught
And Arthur too if I can subdue my haut.”
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“Well you could try Patriotism if you’re at a loss
Though I’m giving warning it could be a heavy cross
Very controversial if you try and remove its gloss
But it’s up to you after all you are the Boss.”
With that Amanda awakened in shock
Although this time not by the clock
No it actually came from the door with a knock
So she rushed down to it and did quickly unlock
Amanda opened the door
And saw David standing there
“Sorry I couldn’t wait no more
There’s excitement in the air
At 100,000 people now
And still the thing keeps growing
It seems it’s good to have a row
And yours are real mind blowing
I hoped that I might walk with you
Well if you don’t mind
There’s a couple of things to go through
But don’t worry both are kind.”
“Well I guess you’d better come in
As I’m not quite ready
You can make a drink though not a Gin
My nerves aren’t that unsteady.”
Amanda quickly dressed
And soon was down again
A question needs addressed
And her interest wouldn’t wane
“Is there something wrong
That you need to knock my door
Now I know that might sound strong
But seriously what for?”
“Well that’s the first thing I’ve to tell
I saw it in a dream
I was told to make sure things went well
Now your fame has picked up steam
I thought I’d come round straight away
I played the eager card
I guess you could say that in a way
I’m your bodyguard
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Anyway the other thing
I’ll tell you as we walk
Now this should really make you sing
You’ve been asked to give a talk
It appears that Service piece of yours
Has gone down a treat
It seems its opened many doors
With people keen to meet
Now this one particular group
Has a strange belief at its core
But they really are quite a troop
With half a million maybe more
All Religions in their mind
Come from just one source
They were hoping you’d be kind
And contribute to their course
Basically just give a talk
Or questions and answers if you like
Well that’s if you walk their walk
Otherwise I’ll say on yer bike.”
“No I wouldn’t mind that
As I believe they hold the truth
No with that I smell no rat
And the proof is not aloof
You said that it was a course though
Could you elaborate?
For ignorance fills me with woe
And a need to eliminate.”
“Well it’s more of an on line thing
Sort of video blogs
With contributions of deeper thinking
You’ll be one of many cogs
Now if you do not mind
They will do it at your place
Or if that is a bind
I’ll quickly sort out another base.”
“Well my place if they can fit
I’ll feel more comfortable there
And I guess they want to get on with it
So could you find out when times spare?”
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David made the phone call
And got news of the best type
They wouldn’t need to come at all
They could do it over Skype
With that news they were in clover
Things had worked out fine
And with that conversation finally over
They had reached the Picket Line
On arrival though at the Picket Line
It was a bleak affair
You could tell that things weren’t fine
The Police were everywhere
There was a heavy tension
That captured the air
It seems violence was in ascension
And any time could flare
Brian rushed their way
And in an excited state
“No filming for today
Well not here at any rate
I’m afraid that Boss of yours
Has some powerful friends
Who manipulate the laws
To achieve their ends
It really is a shame
As it was doing well
I think you’ve fanned a flame
But only time will tell”
“Well what about a new idea
‘At Home with Amanda’
You don’t really have to film it here
When I’ve got a Veranda.”
“Yes I can see that working
It will be a hit before you’re through
So then no more shirking
We’ve got a show to do.”
So the Set was re-located
With Patriotism as the plan
The noise was then sedated
And the show began
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“We have a new location
There’s no more Picket Line
I’m afraid Democracy’s on vacation
Because of John Divine
That man has no shame
I say that with great candour
So anyway we’ve changed our name
To ‘Amanda on the Veranda’
We’re talking Patriotism today
Do you joyfully fly the flag?
Or do you think it’s had its day
And should be consigned to the rubbish bag?
Amanda’s back again
And hopefully with fresh insight
So is it to our gain
Or just an excuse to start a fight?”
“When it comes to Patriotism this is what I find
It doesn’t really exist as such it’s just a State of Mind
A nasty State of Mind though as it can make you blind
To other Human Beings, ones not of your own kind
So this State of Mind then has it had its day
Is there really room for it in a Global way?
I mean let’s be really honest with Technology today
Borders don’t exist, not in most minds anyway
I’m afraid with evolution time is now its foe
It’s just a minor obstacle that we must outgrow
Deep down I think we know it but cannot let it go
And so it may resurface but it’s only a death throe.”
“I see the truth in what you’re saying
But I guess its early days
For there’s still a lot of slaying
With its war like haze.
Though is it National pride
That sends us out to war
For sometimes thoughts will often chide
That there’s something more.”
“Well Patriotism is an excuse to motivate the Masses
It doesn’t cause war as such it just promotes the clashes
I suppose you’d call it emotional play for reason it just trashes
I’ll be glad when its had its day and flags turn into ashes
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Patriotism in this modern age can actually bring us anarchy
For Multi Culture’s now the rage along with its diversity
Difficult for the ignorant to work out who’s the enemy
Quite confusing to a mind to which stereo-typings key
No most the wars we fight today are inspired by greed
It’s just been wrapped in another way to elevate the deed
If we knew the real reason and this you’ll have to cede
We would never risk our lives until from poverty we’d been freed.”
“Well on that point we’ve finished
As we’ve ran out of time
Greed’s impact shouldn’t be diminished
It really is a crime
So thanks to Amanda anyway
For such an insightful Show
Though I’m afraid it’s now goodbye
As we really have to go.”
With that the Show was ended
And the gear was packed away
Brian though amended
He had some more to say
“Excellent you did well
You really grasped the nettle
I think you definitely rang a bell
So do you have a kettle?”
The tea was quickly made
And the conversation carried on
Future plans were laid
Well more like dwelt upon
“First sorry about the change of name
It just seemed to fit in right
Hopefully it will add to your fame
And enhance a future bright
Now I’ve had an idea
One that you should know
Though I would like to make it clear
That it is your Show
It seems that that debate
Pleased the population
I don’t know if it’s Fate
Or they just like confrontation
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So if you will agree to it
We’ll have another one
Well that’s if you see fit
And have objections none.”
“Well it’s a good idea
But I’m not really sure
For I have a fear
They’ll come knocking on my door
We’ll have to have it elsewhere
But if that’s not convenient
Could I Skype it there
Well where ever you frequent.”
“An excellent thought
We’ll do that for sure
Has paranoia caught
Or should I know some more?”
“Well that John came around
Quite late last night
His motives though they were not sound
He came looking for a fight
It was just hot air so he could go away
Thinking he was tough
Though others might be of a sterner say
They might cut up rough.”
“Well he seems a right one
With that and today
Though I’m afraid that poor old John
Has almost had his day
He’s actually turned himself
Into a figure of hate
I don’t think that his mental health
Could hope to tolerate
With Communications as it is today
Things can really spiral
And with controversy in a smug bray
The man has just gone viral
Well anyway I’ve got to go
I’ll phone you later in the day
Arrange someone then let you know
To make sure that it’s okay.”
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And with that Brian left the scene
And David turned the computer on
Skype was soon on the computer screen
And a woman called Yvonne
“Thanks,” she said, “For taking part
I look forward to your views
I’ve really took this to my heart
And look forward to some news
So one single path of light
Did it really have a face?
And have you any actual insight
That might help aid your case?”
Before she had a chance to say
Arthur took her place
So she remained in a silent way
So he could give the case
“First you’d need to define what it could actually be
And the only way to do that is through Mythology
Common threads of interest that should be the key
Most common of which, the quest for Immortality
Another common feature is the Life Tree
Eat the fruit of this and from death you’ll be set free
The fruit being knowledge for its mental see
And basically to know Thy Self is the actual key
Now this self awareness comes in 12 stages
They are actually strengths, levels are their gauges
Steps to Enlightenment to Oriental Sages
Or the Labours of Hercules in Greek Mythology pages
Hercules symbolically is actually Man
His father being Zeus meant a godly élan
The Labours that he undertook, his Divine plan
And recognition on completion meant he joined the Clan.”
“Now that is very interesting
I’ve never thought that way before
But not want to be too testing
Can you offer anything more?”
“Well I’ll try my best well the best that I am able
But the proof for this is really none too stable
The closest thing I’ve got that I could put a label
Would have to be in Genesis, the Tower of Babel
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Think of the Tower as the tree
And at the top’s divinity
Knowledge of Self, the bricks it would be
So to climb it is actually your destiny.”
“Surely that can’t be right
I mean the Story said
That God came down and saw the blight
So we had new languages instead.”
“That was just a story to illustrate the case
That this world Religion had lost its single face
The different languages mentioned means a different base
So this one Religion disappeared without a trace.”
“Well that’s an unusual angle
Though is there any proof
For my mind is in a tangle
And understanding’s too aloof.”
“If you look at Genesis, I mean Chapter 10
You’ll see that it’s been tampered with though don’t ask me when
Verse 21 is Verse 10 just repeated again
Except that one has Ham and the other one has Shem
So logically speaking Japheth must be the same
But in Verse 5 where he’s found it does not uphold that claim
The structure has been changed around to the Writer’s shame
And languages has lost its ‘S’ and is now in the singular frame.”
“Are you saying it’s been moved around?
I’ll have to check that out
Though connection there I have not found
So could you that problem rout?”
“Well it’s actually an Occult Blind
Put in place to make your life a bind
For it hampers you in your find
Of Occult Knowledge to improve your mind
By Occult I mean Esoteric Light
That’s knowledge there to make you bright
And if you need expansion to help your plight
Think of Self and Purpose and you’ll be right
Look further on in Japheth and its there, plain to see
It actually tells you when languages came to be
The Generations from Noah count them carefully
There’s Japheth, Gomer, Ashkenez now I make that three
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Now the Earth though was divided when Peleg was alive
Count the Generations and you will find that it is five
That’s two Generations later so if for truth is what you strive
I’m afraid the notion of one language will have to take a dive.”
“Well that is astounding
You’ve really blew my mind
The logic you were expounding
To the truth I’m no longer blind
I’d like to thank you for your time
It’s been a real boon
And it would be a real crime
Not to speak again real soon.”
With that the interview was over
And David had his say
“It seems you’re well in clover
A most productive day
Yes that Skype’s a good idea
You don’t need now to roam
No travelling around you need not fear
You can do it all from home
Yes next time there’s an interview
We’ll just use that Skype
And I reckon there’ll be quite a few
For the pickings now are ripe.”
“With that I will not argue
Yes things are going well
I wonder if it’s getting through
Though it’s probably too early to tell.”
They checked out her account
And could not believe their eyes
Half a million was the amount
So David put her wise
“The way this thing is growing
It might be wise to mention
That if it keeps on going
You’ll soon be drawing attention
Now most of it will be good
Though some will come from hate
Just remember if you would
We live in a paranoid State
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Well anyway time has gone
I’d better get back to that Book
I think it’s better I get on
As you’re quite an effective hook.”
With that David left her place
And she made herself some tea
Which she quickly ate at an eager pace
Finishing just in time for company
Brian had come back
With news of tomorrow’s show
So the info. she did lack
That she soon would know.
“I thought I’d come round
As I was passing by
There is someone I’ve found
That’s if you want to give it a try
It appears he saw your show
The one with the debate
And now you’ve made a foe
One who just can’t wait
He’s been pestering us with phone calls
Wanting to have his say
But if not interested then his chance falls
I’d tell him go away.”
“Do you know anything about him?
What knowledge did you find?
I need some light as mine is dim
That dark it’s almost blind.”
“His name is Cyril Dwyer
A regional manager he said
He works for an Electric Supplier
After that I’m afraid it’s dead.”
“Well if that’s the best you’ve got
It will have to do
I just hope I don’t feel like a clot
By the time we’re through.”
“Oh you’ll do alright
He only thinks he’s clever
He thought that John not bright
And he’d make more of an endeavour
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Anyway thanks for that
I see this as a boon
Don’t worry though he’s just a prat
So I’ll Skype you tomorrow noon.”
Amanda let him out
Thoughts of the next day in her head
But with nothing much to think about
She gave up and went to bed
Chapter 5
Amanda found herself back in the forest glade
The crow was there once more so progress could be made
“Well Arascain another king you are a cunning jade
So tell me then, enlighten me, what plans have been laid?”
“Oh he is a king then, well I never knew
And as for having plans I’m afraid they’re very few
I know his name and job, not really a good clue
So tell me then, if you were me, what do you think I’d do?”
“I wouldn’t really worry as you have a guide
But you’ll find him easy anyway as he’s too controlled by pride
I’m afraid he’s underestimated you, almost a deride
His loss will come as quite a shock that cannot be denied
Things will get more harder though as you grow in fame
So take it easy for a while, in it there’s no shame
We’re not hard Taskmasters we don’t give out blame
No settle back and relax and learn to play the game
So when it comes to the matter of debate
Here are some tips that I’m going to relate
Things you’ll find useful to help you placate
All opposition and sweet victory take
The first one I’ve got I suppose it’s a raid
You’ve actually used it so it’s already been played
Think one step beyond and you’ve made the grade
Destroy the point before it was made.”
“You must mean that point on free will
Although I used it I never knew it could kill
It just came to me and fitted the bill
But to be honest I thought it run of the mill.”
“Well not really kill it’s more of a fluster
You pre-empted his pride and cause it to bluster
It can’t think ahead as it’s too much a muster
So it goes off on one and does a Custer
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No what really killed him was your personal insight
Regarding the underpaid because their Bosses were tight
It ignited anger as he saw it as a slight
But he knew already that he had lost the fight
Yes insight is the best tool that you can possess
Either personal or situation it will aid you to address
Seriously do research else you’ll end up in a mess
Just hunt out the information that they try and suppress.”
“Well that’s good advice but how do I find it out
I agree with what you’re saying but that’s my only doubt
If it is suppressed it will be difficult to rout
I’m afraid that idea has just gone up the spout.”
“Not so much nowadays there’s a world of information
Just look through the Internet and you won’t find frustration
And of course I’m here too to guide your education
I don’t think you’ll find difficulty in any situation
Anyway a progress report about your former Boss
It’s now actually gone viral and has become a heavy cross
Business deals are drying up and I mean quite a loss
Yes I’m afraid that life of his has lost a lot of gloss
It’s getting to the stage that he can’t walk down the street
Constant jeers and verbal abuse is all he seems to meet
People too that once were friendly now refuse to greet
And as for his Social Media friends most have pressed delete.”
“Well I suppose he deserves it the arrogant fat slob
Though I do feel sorry for anyone who’ll lose their job
I know he was a tight bastard who paid only a few bob
But I guess it’s better than going on the rob.”
“The jobs will be safe that point is won
He was only a Manager when all said and done
His job though I’m afraid it’ll be gone
Bad publicity like that can’t be much fun
Well I’ll say no more you have a busy day
It seems there are a couple of Interviews heading your way
Accept them both if I were you and things will go okay
Anyway the Alarm Clock is just about to play.”
It was a cold morning
When Amanda left her bed
The day had finished dawning
In fact the night time was now dead
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She had had a little lie in
To wait for the Sun to shine
It wasn’t really such a sin
As she was no longer on the line
She made herself a cup of tea
As she said the Mantras out
The energies then came to be
And took away her doubt
As she finished off her tea
The door received a knock
So she left the cup to see
And the door unlock
David was outside
So she let him in
He had a smile a mile wide
And he said with a grin
“200,000 followers more
That was quite a day
You’re really giving it what for
And here’s something to help it on its way
Yvonne has been back in touch
She’d like to talk some more
She liked the last chat very much
And didn’t think you were a bore
Genesis caught her attention
She likes your understanding
And wondered if there was more to mention
Though nothing too demanding.”
“Well it sounds quite interesting
I’ll give it a go
I think it is worth the time investing
For the following will grow.”
“Good I hoped you’d feel that way
There’s nothing there to rue
And if you like we’ll do it today
Any time will do.
Another group also rang
This though I’m not sure
Although they make for a large gang
The End Times is their core
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Yes Revelations is their thing
Not an easy Book to read
I’ll tell them their hook to sling
If you feel the need.”
“I’ll do both, you’d best come in
I’ll put the kettle on
To turn them down is just a sin
So chance of that is none.”
“Well fair enough I’ll phone them up
And get it out the way
And thank you for that warming cup
It’s cold outside today.”
With things arranged they settled back
And enjoyed the tea
And conversation did not lack
For they were in good company
“So,” David said
After he had took a drink
“The big debate ahead
Tell me what you think
Has he a plan of action
Or will he go in blind?
Are you going for the same reaction
Or will you be more kind?”
“To be honest I’m not sure
Could be any sort of pitch
But I think though at the core
It will be to defend the Rich.”
“Yes they don’t like losing face
Intellectually I mean
Especially to those beneath the place
In their perceived scheme
Anyway time moves on
You have work to do
I will go and Skype Yvonne
And hope that I get through.”
David got everything ready
Happy to play his part
And when everything was good and steady
Yvonne made a start
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“Due to popular demand
Amanda Morgan’s back again
Now although this was not planned
From it we all will gain
Well Genesis if I remember right
You had a lot to say
A powerful piece with your insight
You blew us all away
So Amanda is there any more
As our interest has been caught
Seriously I’ve dropped my jaw
With what you’ve already taught.”
“Well if we’re talking Genesis we’ll start with Adam and Eve
And controversy comes to light for the Serpent did not deceive
It’s symbolic of the Kundalini if you can believe
It elevates your consciousness so free Will you can achieve
So whilst we’re on the subject, I mean about the snake
Some say that it was Satan which is a bad mistake
No name was ever given for Symbolism’s sake
And any attempt to personify would end up a fake.”
“So Satan was not the snake
Well that I never knew
You certainly have a different take
To the one in which I grew
But as you say it
It sort of does make sense
Though could you elaborate a little bit?
As I’m still on the fence
Is the Story true?
I mean was Adam a real man
Or was it just a story
To hide some hidden plan?”
“Genesis is symbolic but it’s literal as well
And if you know how to look it has a lot to tell
Adam was a type of Man on that I will dwell
He was actually Homo Erectus does that ring a bell?
Now when God took his rib another Man evolved
It’s saying that it came from Adam there’s one point resolved
Homo Heidelbergensis was its name so Eve has been absolved
And the apple stuck in Adam’s throat has now been dissolved
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Now Eve went on herself and had her children three
So from Homo Heidelbergensis three more came to be
Denisovans, Homo Sapien and Homo Neandrathalensis you see?
Abel, Cain and Seth well it seems to fit to me.”
“A very interesting take
And it certainly fits the bill
It was excellent about the snake
But this is better still
So Adam was a type of Man
And not a man as such
You know I’m getting quite a fan
You seem to know so much
So going back to Adam
Is there anything more to know?
Think of me as a little lamb
That needs to feed to grow.”
“The Story works on many levels so is tricky to define
But hopefully with patient understanding it will truly shine
It’s actually about consciousness well more its refine
When Man left the instinctive stage and towed the intellectual line
Man could now think for himself, he knew wrong from right
He also developed self awareness along with this insight
With this mental faculty understanding came to light
You see relating things to its Self is how the mind gets bright
The understanding in that Story is well before its time
Its insight into the psyche really is sublime
Yes its information is truly at its prime
To think it just a story should be thought a crime.”
“So the Story is literal
Symbolic as well
It’s also Psychological
Is there any more to tell?”
“Oh this is just some grounding there’s plenty more to tell
Masculine and Feminine forces, Spiritual as well
In fact we’ve barely touched it we’re still on the shell
Just look into it more deeply until your ignorance has fell.”
“Yes I think I‘ll study it
In this light anew
As it definitely seems to fit
With what I thought I knew
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Oh well life marches on
And time is now our foe
One last thing to dwell upon?
What about Eden before we go?”
“Eden was instinctive living I mean at its core
But not only that though there is a little more
Think of Eden as the Secret Garden with Genesis the door
Within it is the Tree of Life now that should drop your jaw.”
“What a way to end the show
Genesis is the key
For the Tree of Life as we all know
Gives us immortality
I hope that you can come back again
For this is worth the knowing
Listening to you is never a bane
Because I end up truly growing.”
With that the Show was over
Though it didn’t stop there
Amanda was now in clover
As syndication was in the air
Yvonne loved the subject
And wanted to pass it on
Amanda did not object
So it was acted upon
With that the conversation was done
And just in time that was the thing
For Amanda now had to battle on
As she had to face that king
Everything was set in place
For Amanda to play her part
And when he realised that was the case
Brian made a start
“Well we have a treat in store
Yes another debate
It seems the theme of Rich and Poor
Will just not abate
Yes I’m afraid the last one
Ignited someone’s ire
So to try and null the damage done
Here is Cyril Dwyer
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Now Cyril works for Leximate
On the Management side
And he’s keen and eager for debate
So had Amanda better hide?
That’s right Amanda’s back with us
Though still on the Veranda
Now I don’t want to make a fuss
So welcome back Amanda
So Cyril what do you say
Would you like to make your case?
As you are now first in play
You can set the pace.”
“Well before I start
I would just like to state
That I have no part
In the previous person’s hate
His views are his own
Ones I won’t be sharing
I’m afraid he stands alone
I think I am more caring.”
“Well I’m glad to hear that,”
Brian said with a laugh
“For I’m afraid his little chat
Has caused a lot of wrath
Our phones were jammed for hours
With nothing but complaint
So if it’s within your powers
Then please show some restraint.”
“Well the man was a fool
Who overdosed on greed
Its actions were just cruel
To the people most in need
No we’re not like that
We’re a lot more fair
He was just a prat
That didn’t like to share
We believe that wealth
Should be brought to ground
So for our Workers health
We pay an extra pound
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Now that might not sound a lot
Not much of an accrue
But with the Shareholders we have got
That’s the best we do
You see we have to find the balance
Between profit and loss
These things aren’t left to chance
It’s not easy being Boss
Yes we deserve more money
We couldn’t work for less
I mean not being funny
Could you handle the stress?”
“Well that sounds an admirable case
Amanda would you agree
Is this a charitable case
With logic you can see?”
“Well it is an extra pound
Of that there’s no disguising
Though the logic is not sound
As it still wants subsidizing
I’m afraid the wages that you’re paying
On them no one can live
So for all the charitable saying
There is no real give
In fact to call them wages
Is a bit of an insult
For if you can live of it is the gauge
Then I’m afraid you have a fault.”
“Well I don’t know about that,”
Cyril said interrupting
“You’re talking like a prat.”
His temper close to erupting
“Well logic states I sell my sweat
To pay for what I need
So if this bargain is not met
Then it’s a one way deed.”
“Well Cyril,” Brian said
“That sounds logical to me
It fits well in my head
Though I guess you’ll disagree.”
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“I’m afraid that Market Forces
Dictate the wage we pay
There are no other sources
At the end of the day
Now attacking who I work for
That will have to abate
This should be about Rich and Poor
That was the debate.”
“It is about Rich and Poor,”
Amanda said with glee
“For the Company that you work for
Helps create the poverty
The wages are so low
They don’t generate Tax
It must be a bitter blow
To be dealt with all the facts
No instead of generation
With subsidies you’re a burden
Whilst your Shareholders face elation
With their dividends a third on.”
“I’m not putting up with this,”
Cyril said with a shout
“Here’s my arse to kiss,”
And with that he stormed out
“Our apologies,” Brian said
After he had gone
“It appears we’ve put this debate to bed
As we cannot carry on
I’m afraid it finished too soon
We still have time to spare
So truly I would be over the moon
If Amanda took the chair
So Amanda, anything to say
About what has happened here?
The game he couldn’t play
Of that I’m pretty clear.”
“Well there was something more
I would have liked to address
I’m afraid I couldn’t ignore
What he said about stress
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It’s us that gets the stress
And not just financial I mean
For the Management couldn’t care less
We face incompetence obscene.”
“So all this extra pay
It’s not really justified
Yet if you listen to their say
They’ve been deified.”
“Yes like it Brian very true
As money is their God
Come to work they have no clue
Just how to squeeze the bob.”
“Well to my sorrow
Time is running out
But we will see you tomorrow
Of that have no doubt.”
With that the show was ended
And they parted company
And David and Amanda blended
Over a cup of tea
“So,” David said
“You certainly go in for the kill
Though he stormed off instead
Humility’s a bitter pill
Well his Bosses won’t be happy
With that you can’t refute
Yes it’s going to send them whappy
Bring their Firm such disrepute
And the Shareholders too
What will they have to say?
I think Cyril’s going to rue
The rest of the day
What are your views on that?
Shareholding I mean
To me they’re just spare fat
When the Company should be lean.”
“Well to me they are an anomaly
Unless there’s something I have missed
For in a so call Free Market economy
They should not exist
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In a Survival of the Fittest role
They are an extra cost
So if a healthy business is your goal
Then they should be lost.”
“Oh I saw Jack last night
And he’d a tale to tell
It appears they now have lost their blight
And things are going well
John Divine’s no longer there
I’m afraid he got the sack
The owners thought he was unfair
So now the Workers have gone back
It appears his way of running the show
Was causing too much stress
So the owners decided that he should go
And have started to clear up his mess.”
“Well that’s good news I am hearing
Real progress can be made
But this is what I’m fearing
It’s more to do with losing trade
Mind you though it matters not
When all said and done
The main thing is they’ve removed the blot
And so the Workers they have won.”
“Very true, well anyway
There’s another Show to do
I’ll be interested to hear your say
For this is a Book I rue
The man’s name’s Andrew Geary
And he’s the pessimistic kind
It appears that all this End Time theory
Has affected his State of Mind.”
David contacted Andrew
So they could draft a plan
And when everything was talked through
Then the Show began
“Welcome to the Show
It’s Andrew Geary here
Now here’s someone you might not know
Though she is a bit of a Seer
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Amanda Morgan welcome
I’m glad that you are here
Revelations is frightening to some
So take away their fear.”
“Revelations in its essence is just one event
And contrary to popular belief it was not Heaven sent
It was just a Natural Catastrophe and not God’s Judgement
Though not sure if that will help to make your fear relent.”
“Well this is all new to me
I’ve heard nothing like this before
If you have evidence for me to see
I’d like to know some more.”
“Evidence is hard to portray which I guess you know
But hopefully with what I say the chance of it will grow
It all concerns the Sixth Seal which I now will show
Is actually an eruption from a Super-Volcano
It’s heralded by an earthquake unheard by Man before
Its noise and its intensity opened up a door
To Molten Lava and Volcanic Ash which out did pour
Blocking the Sun over a third of the World making visibility poor
The Moon though turned blood red by this Volcanic Ash
And a Plane if in the air would clog up and crash
These are the Stars that fell to Earth and that’s not being rash
For the lights they would a twinkle or should that be they flash?
Now with no Sun getting through you would have no wind
The Thermals once created now would just rescind
So the Angels holding it back wasn’t because you sinned
It’s just a Natural reaction so that thought should be binned
Now to parallel with this there is another story
But as it’s about the end of power it won’t be on Jackanory
It’s from Norse Mythology so you can guess it will be gory
Though it’s actually the end that holds all the glory
Now the Sun only gets dim which has a lot to say
It’s saying that this event happened far away
Though it did cause major floods so there was a price to pay
It seems that a Tsunami had headed their way
The Stars fell down from heaven it seems it’s quite a bane
Because even at that distance it could still down a plane
So you see two different stories but the same event again
The second story though was from the point of view of a Dane
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If to locate the event is to be your quest
Here’s a little insight probably the best
The Scandinavian coastline falls mainly to the west
So go past the Atlantic Ocean, go on be my guest.”
“Well that was astounding
And sorry to be a pain
For from what you’re sounding
I would like you back again
You have some understanding
With that I will agree
It seems to things demanding
You certainly hold the key.”
With that the show was over
Though there was a little more to say
And Amanda was in clover
For she’d be back the following day
The rest of the day was uneventful
Until Brian phoned at nine
It appears that Cyril’s Boss was resentful
Another debate was in line
With that Amanda called it a day
As tiredness took her head
Yes it meant an end to play
As Amanda went to bed
Chapter 6
Amanda found herself back with the crow
Who thought it time to enlighten her with things she’d need to know
About how she should handle the forthcoming show
And about how she was close to attracting a foe
“Well Arascain you’re doing well
Another king has quickly fell
But I’m afraid that I have things to tell
Though it’s just some groundwork on you to dwell
Now I’m afraid that Cyril got the boot
His actions brought the Company disrepute
But instead of head down and keeping mute
They have gone and took a different route
Tomorrow now you face his boss
And to put it mildly you’ve made him cross
He sees the damage and its potential loss
And wants to stop it soon as pos
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He still has a low opinion of you
He just thinks that Cyril had no clue
And whilst in fact it may be true
That’s a decision he soon will rue
Just keep yourself calm and let your temper bide
And soon you will have it cut and dried
For his own actions will cause his slide
For his pride and true purpose are going to collide.”
“Pride and true purpose, could you elaborate?
I have some confusion that needs to abate
Wasn’t pride and purpose a similar state
And wasn’t Service your true purpose any rate?”
“Pride is its purpose in an insular way
It’s greedy self seeking at the end of the day
The true purpose though when it comes out to play
Works for the Greater Good so greed has no say
Well anyway some impending woe
As you are about to attract a foe
It appears a Newspaper in a jealousy throe
Is looking for dirt to tarnish your glow
This will not happen for a while
It’s just a warning to use your guile
Have a word with Brian and start a file
The Newspapers called ‘The Daily Smile.”
With that Amanda woke up
And quickly left her bed
And as she nursed her coffee cup
The Mantras came into her head
She felt their soothing, healing rays
Energise her Self
And lift her into a glory daze
Of lasting Spiritual health
The moment though was fleeting
Interrupted by a knock
She had forgot about the meeting
And it was 9 o’ Clock
David stood outside the door
And he was not impressed
“Now I know it’s not against the law
But shouldn’t you be dressed
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We’ve got a lot to get through
And in so little time
What about I make a brew
Whilst you make yourself sublime”
By the time the tea was made
Amanda had come back
And the meeting could be played
With David in attack
“Well you’ve stirred a Hornets nest
With talk of immortality
I just hope you can pass the test
When it comes to finding the key.”
“Now David you should know by now
That it comes through me
When I hear it I think wow
So I can’t wait to see.”
“Well however it gets here
It’s going to be big
We’re talking millions have no fear
It’ll be quite a gig
Your following’s now a million
So we have the same urge
With an audience close to a billion
You should get quite a surge.”
“Ah that reminds me
In the dream I had last night
I was warned of bad publicity
I’m in a Newspaper’s sight
I was told to see Brian
To get him to make a file
So I could come up with a plan
Against The Daily Smile.”
“Now it’s funny you should say
He’s actually had one done
And this will make your day
It’s not the only one
Every major Newspaper
In case they cut up rough
It seems that in a competitive caper
You have to be quite tough
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Also I did a bit for them
Just a minor flirt
They didn’t prove to be a gem
But I got a lot of dirt
So don’t you worry
Everything’s in hand
I’m the one that has to hurry
For that Book will be in demand
It is actually done
And on the Publisher’s table
So you’ll soon have one
Well as soon as able
Anyway time moves on
I’m certain about that
It’s all set up to see Yvonne
So you can have a chat.”
“Hello Amanda welcome back,”
Yvonne said on seeing her
“It seems to me you have the knack
Of interest you can stir
We were talking of the Tree of Life
And you said it was hidden
Well if so get us out of strife
Or is that forbidden?”
“The Tree of Life is there for all
Though your standard of living might have to fall
For I’m afraid that wealth will make it stall
So I guess you’d say it was your call
Well the Hebrew Alphabet is the key
Each letter has a Symbol see
Find out what they are meant to be
Then go and decode a Genealogy.”
“I have actually heard
That knowledge was hidden in the name
Though I thought it was absurd
I will say to my shame
Could you elaborate?
Expand it more I mean
With my interest you have made a date
And believe me it is keen”
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“Well the Genealogies are set up one two three
And then repeated once again to look just like a tree
Believe it or not they are pretty easy to see
For if you look closely interlinking is the key
First there is Eden though in Adam a repeat
Then Cain and Abel for all Cain’s deceit
Shem, Ham and Japheth it all fits in neat
Then Shem is repeated as the next triangle’s peak
Well they were interlinked in the journey so far
Then the next set comes in and your day it does mar
With the generations of Nahor to Rebekah
And the sons of Abraham and Keturah
With the final three the triangle’s complete
The Generations of Ishmael are first on the sheet
Then Jacob’s sons and grandsons so that is the wheat
Within these are the knowledge on which you must eat
You have to understand it that is the key
And believe me that takes intense study
But that is the way that it has to be
If you truly want immortality.”
“That is astounding
Well if it is true
For proof I am pounding
So what can you do?
It is certainly a fit
Of that I won’t lie
But you’ll need more to it
To really pacify.”
“Well fair comment that isn’t a crime
But I’m afraid further proof won’t be this time
It has to sink in for it’s at its prime
So maybe tomorrow or else sometime.”
“Well it has to be
At the end of the day
Impatient you see
To hear what you say
But we still have some time
As it has ran well
So it would be a crime
If you have no more to tell.”
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“Well Eden is guarded to protect the tree
For we cannot have Immortality
But that’s not really true just a story you see
For with evolution it’s destined to be
A Cherubim stood there with sword a flame
To stop you evolving that is his game
He’ll deflect you from purpose with desire and shame
Just think of Satan for his job’s the same
Yes Satan I said and that is no jest
He has his purpose and that is to test
Curb your desires and you’ll come out best
You’ll be mentally stronger and truly blessed.”
“Wow that was insightful
But time’s now our foe
I’m not being spiteful
But we have to go
As you’re still on the billing
We won’t leave you in sorrow
For if God is willing
We’ll see you tomorrow.”
“Anyway I’ll make the tea,”
David said after she had gone
“Though we’d better have it quickly
For Brian will soon be on.”
They drank it at a fair old pace
And Amanda got ready for her part
When everything was put in place
Brian made a start
“Hello and welcome back
To yet another debate
Yes opposition we don’t lack
It doesn’t seem to sate
Well today I welcome Harry Sway
The Boss of Cyril Dwyer
He’s come to answer for yesterday
And hope to quell the ire
Now Cyril really caused a stir
His actions were a disgrace
On his Company he brought a slur
So he’s no longer at that place.”
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“Excuse me if I may
I would like to intercede
I have something to say
Before we can proceed
Cyril’s not been sacked
He’s just in a place more suited
I’m afraid the truth you lacked
And the point has now been mooted.”
“Then I must apologise
But that’s what I was told
I am glad you put me wise
As a pup I have been sold
No Cyril phoned me yesterday
And his temper he did lack
Yes he had some things to say
One of which he got the sack
So he must be lying
Well that’s what I surmise
Yes that fellows very trying
As the truth is hard to prise
No a liar I can’t take
He’s worse than any cheat
For what he says is fake
As he’s carried by deceit.”
“Cyril is not a liar
We wouldn’t employ him for a start
So let’s put out that fire
If he was he’d have no part
You must have misunderstood
Or maybe just misheard
For what you say is just a dud
And frankly quite absurd.”
“Well it sounded clear to me
I’ve got it down on tape
I’ve got here for all to see
As the truth will not escape
But anyway time is pressing
It has an impatient face
So instead of leaving us here guessing
Would you like to make your case?”
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“First of all I would like to say
That Cyril was talking out of ignorance
He doesn’t understand the Company way
So his views were more by chance
No we are a Firm of good repute
That prides itself on care
You never find us in dispute
For our judgment’s always fair.
Forward thinking is our game
When it comes to Customer need
Our actions never bring us shame
We always plant good seed
We have to make the future bright
For the Workers too you see
We’ll make sure there’s no employment blight
That’s our guarantee
Now at the moment times are hard
But they are hard for all
Yes from hardship we’re not barred
So that thought will have to fall
We’re all in this together
Part of the same one team
But we’ll work hell for leather
Until things pick up steam.”
“Well Amanda what do you think?
Poverty is all around
It’s a cup from which we all do drink
Is that what you’ve found?”
“I’ve heard this now for many years
And no doubt will for many more
It’s just something some Rich man sneers
To patronize the Poor
Obviously it’s not the case
It’s not even worth an answer
Yes when it comes to an honest face
This guy is just a chancer
We hear the same lies over and again
Does repetition make it valid?
It’s an insult to the financial pain
And our situation squalid
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No I will not dwell on that
It’s been dead that long it’s stinking
I would like to don a different hat
And that one’s forward thinking
I’m afraid you need a wiser Sage
With Technology today
You see history’s gone and turned a page
Self sufficiency’s the way
There is no real reason
Why your service can’t abate
And to say there is, is treason
To both the World and State
Yes with time and evolution
You’ll soon have had your day
It’s the only real solution
One less Bill to pay.”
“That will never be
There’s too many jobs at stake
Just you wait and see
You’ve made a bad mistake.”
“Oh it will definitely take place
Evolution does move on
You might slow down its pace
But chance of stopping it is none
Yes that’s a cold hard fact
And a fact well known
And if the Government won’t act
The people will do it on their own
It doesn’t make economic sense
When it could be free
I’m afraid that it’s just Common Sense
In a Free Market economy
There’s just one last thing to say
Though it’s not really a factor
What you said was what a Farm Labourer would say
On seeing the first Tractor.”
“Well Harry,” Brian said
“It seems you’re a dinosaur
It seems she’s put that point to bed
Well unless you know some more.”
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“She is just a fantasist
Reality is her foe
What she says will never exist
Now I’m going to go”
“Well goodbye to Harry,”
Brian said after he had gone
“But we’ve still time to carry
So I guess we’d best move on
You mention self sufficiency
Could you say a little more?
For I have doubts on its efficiency
But don’t really know the score.”
“Oh it’s quite advanced now
You wouldn’t even know it’s there
Those big glass Panels have took a bow
It now has much more flair
Also now you can store it
You do not need the grid
Yes batteries are more than fit
For a middle man to rid.”
“You know I’ll look into that
Search it out on line
For why should all the cats get fat?
Not on their sweat but mine
Now you mentioned evolution
What was that about?
Is that really the solution?
For with that I have some doubt
No people are too dense
Well it seems to me
I don’t mean any offence
But that is all I see.”
“I guess they just need motivated
To get past the deceit
But it will soon be activated
As they have a choice of heat or eat
I’m afraid the Bills are through the roof
Due to others greed
You can dress it up but that’s the truth
And for a service they don’t need
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Every new build house
Should be self sufficient
But our Government is like a mouse
Though they say they’re fuel efficient
And the houses build today
Are not built to last
They quick fall into decay
Not like in the past
No that’s got to change
We’ve got to think as one
Get greed out of range
Then Society has won.”
“Well there’s truth in what you say
But I’m afraid that time’s ran out
It sounds a better way
Of that I have no doubt
Thank you for your time
We’ll see you again tomorrow
Your wisdom’s always prime
It seems to vanquish any foe.”
With that the show was done
And they timed it fine
For they had another one
Andrew was on the line
“Well Viewers we have a treat
Amanda Morgan has returned
Yes her insight’s quite a feat
And hopefully more will be learned
Well one great Natural Event
You certainly made a case
But my curiosity won’t relent
About Revelations at its base
So what’s it all about
The Symbolism I mean
I’ve tried to work it out
But my language gets obscene.”
“With Revelations understanding can be a bind
Because the sequences when looked at don’t appear aligned
This was not be chance it was how it was designed
To make it pretty difficult when it came to be defined
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Not only that though once you’ve lost your fright
You’ll find that Revelations is crammed full of light
Esoteric knowledge that will make you bright
Take John as an example before he made his flight
Before John was in spirit Satan had to be defied
In the Letters to the Churches this was emphasised
Yes the Seven Churches had to be purified
Think of the Deadly Sins as they were implied
The first one Ephesus had fell down to pride
It had lost its first love God had been defied
It had fell to self love that was its new bride
It was getting to the stage it would lose its guide
Now the next Church Smyma knew its poverty
Which really was quite strange as it was wealthy
It looked to others goods but its own it could not see
And with its selective eyesight envy came to be
Third was Pergamum which was gluttony
Purge yourself of this and your mind gets free
To eat the hidden Manna that is wisdom see
Though the Esoteric kind that comes from Life’s Tree
Then there’s Thyatira an easy one to sell
You only have to say a name and that is Jezebel
She thrived on fornication and she did it well
So it seems to lechery that the Church had fell
Then we come to Sardis though it’s just a peep
They were warned to be vigilant and not fall asleep
For the Son of Man at any time could come and reap
So we’re talking sloth that really wasn’t deep
Then we’ve Philadelphia and Satan comes to light
He that deceived the Nations and cause them to fight
They thought he was a god when he really was a blight
I mean how can you be love with anger in your sight?
No God of Love sends His children out to war
Killing one another is something He’d abhor
That’s a cold hard fact that we can’t ignore
Yes Satan sneaked in through our judgement poor
Finally Laodicea then there is no more
They thought that they were rich when really they were poor
So come to avarice if you want to know the score
Material desire closes Heaven’s door
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Now that’s just some grounding a little insight
Come to understanding that will help you in the fight
It really wants studying to get its full delight
But that should get you going and your interest excite.”
“Well come to understanding
You seem to know the score
Now I don’t want to be demanding
But is there any more?
You’ve really got my interest
That can’t be denied
It’s definitely helped me in my quest
To open Revelations wide.”
“Well with Revelations there’s plenty more to say
Although to tell the truth it won’t be said today
It has to sink in I’m afraid it’s the only way
Though I will do more groundwork well that’s if I may
“Oh yes please continue
My interest you have won
And I hope before you’re through
My ignorance is done.”
“First thing that you need to do is understand the clime
We are actually talking about a completely different time
Christianity did not exist it had not made the climb
And John perceived the Jewish faith misguided but sublime
You see in John’s mind he was actually a Jew
Just that he had recognised the Messiah new
And though at the present they were but a few
The rest would come around and share the same view
Now bear that in mind as come to visions it is key
You only actually see what’s expected to be
If you were a Buddhist then a Buddha you would see
Or a Roman Catholic then the Virgin Mary
The reference to Judaism when the Book began
And all the other times as through the Book it ran
The four and twenty Elders they too were in the plan
They were the Tribal heads of the Levi clan
These Tribal heads were the Temple Priests
Up until A.D. 70 when the Temple ceased
Destroyed by the Romans with many life-lines creased
Just twenty years before Revelations was released.”
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“A very interesting insight
And one that is worth knowing
It will certainly help me in my plight
For understanding growing
Yes you’re very enlightening
But times now at an end
You’ve made Revelations less frightening
So I’ll see you tomorrow my friend.”
With that the show was finished
And they both had a drink
With the day’s jobs now diminished
They could have a think
“Well I think that that went very well,”
David was first to speak
“Though I’m guessing that there’s more to tell
And you won’t be meek
One thing though that puzzles me
And that’s the man who looked like stone
Is that how it’s meant to be?
I mean should God be unknown
Well that’s what I was told
Then Seven Spirits come to play
I mean that sort of knocks it cold
At the end of the day.”
“I always thought it a State of Mind
And so should be an empty chair
I think when enlightened you will find
That the Spirit can sit there.”
“I respect your understanding
Although how do these spirits fit?
That I find demanding
They just can’t seem to sit.”
“Well I see us as evolving Souls
On the path of light
Maybe they help us reach our goals
As that would fit in right
I guess each Church when it is pure
Turns into a spirit
Though to work them out would be a chore
So to that I won’t commit.”
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“Well I think one was Insight
For like gods we knew right from wrong
It was after Adam had took the bite
If that will help you get along
But even that’s at odds
I mean is this one big con?
How can they be like gods
When there’s only one?”
“Yes come to confusion there’s a pile
I don’t know what to say,”
So she stopped and thought awhile
And Arthur came to play
“The Seven Spirits you are right
One of them was Insight
They’re there to help you in your fight
For evolution to the light
The first two Life and Love they go hand in hand
Think of Adam and Eve if that’s too much a demand
Then there was the serpent nothing underhand
It’s the start of Knowing so you can understand
Then you have Insight, the apple from the tree
With this evolution your Will then becomes free
Then there follows Cain that’s Wisdom you see
Followed by Abel for a Purpose needs to be
Finally you have Seth and Understanding to complete
These are all the spirits that you need to meet
With them pure in nature you do not need deceit
For with their understanding greed takes a back seat
Now these are the Candlesticks that surround the throne
To get this State of Mind they must be fully grown
Think of them as attributes that you have to own
To achieve true enlightenment there their covers blown
In hand with these are the Beasts and you will find
These actually are the Elements that go to make your mind
All those extra eyes means they never will go blind
It’s a higher state of awareness there that’s been defined
First there is the lion or Leo which is Fire
Then you have the calf or baby bull if you desire
This is Taurus an Earth sign now to get you out the mire
The Star signs have Elemental attributes sort of their attire
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Next you have the eagle which is a Water sign
For its Star sign Scorpio is of that design
Then finally comes Aquarius the very last in line
Symbolised by a man although Air makes him Divine
So there you have the nature of both Candlestick and Beast
Yes come to knowledge that’s really quite a feast
I’ll leave you to digest it so its value is increased
For with contemplation more knowledge is released.”
“Now that was amazing
Did something just take over?
And as for that appraising
Well I’m well in clover.”
“Yes it comes upon me
With a very strange feeling
Though with it I won’t disagree
As it’s actually quite healing
Every time it comes through
To it I feel I’m growing
But I don’t see it as a foe
As it’s my inner knowing.”
The conversation stopped at that
For Brian was on the phone
The chance of debate had fallen flat
And he was having a moan
“I’m afraid I have bad news
No more debate of the day
It appears that you strength of views
Has driven them away
I was expecting Harry’s boss
But he declined to show his face
It wasn’t really a great loss
But I’ve no one to take his place
I have phoned around
But it appears they’re all too busy
So that plan has gone to ground
And left me in a tissy
Well I thought back to what you said
About being Self reliant
And this is what came in my head
Well that’s it you are compliant
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What about a show on that
I don’t mean practical D.I.Y
But about how we’ll pay some greedy prat
Without even having a try.”
With that Amanda did comply
As it felt right in her head
And then Brian said goodbye
For all had been said
Not long after David went
For he had things to do
He met up with Jack where his time was spent
At a Pub called the Admiral Blue
Amanda said the Mantra on retiring
And felt the energy in her head
She felt the lift inspiring
And then she went to bed
Chapter 7
Amanda found herself back with the crow
Who had for her more things to know
Things that were there to help her grow
And leave her in an enlightened glow
“Oh Arascain what’s to be your fate?
Arthur told you to contemplate
So why is it you hesitate?
Do you want your evolution to abate?
Take that throne you thought you knew the score
But I’m afraid to say there’s something more
Something that you can’t ignore
It concerns the number 24.”
“Arthur said and it sounded true
That they were there because he was a Jew
That visions play to your point of view
Well unless you know something new.”
“There’s a certain truth in what you say
Though reality has to come to play
He might perceive them in a different way
But they were there at the end of the day
John stood before the Majestic Throne
Although when he stood he was not alone
There were four Beasts which are known
They were the Elements that’s been shown
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Now the Throne you said was a State of Mind
And the Elements now have been assigned
The Candlesticks though are not fully defined
So as yet they are not enshrined
Seven Spirits so they say
Though you’ll need to take a more Eastern way
For the light comes from a different ray
Seven Chakras come out to play
Now if you remember once before
I gave you a dagger which you wore
And so you might truly know the score
It could carve for 24
These are the levels you must climb
To achieve Enlightenment and lose the grime
Of Earthly Desire your mortal crime
That stops you reaching things sublime
The final symbol you should know
Around the throne a Rainbow
It means balanced it’s not a foe
You’re now enlightened head to tow
Now to get this deep you need contemplation
Because that comes from the Imagination
That’s not restricted by Man-made Nation
But can cross Faiths for verification
Basically it looks for proof
Though not Scientific it’s its truth
Its light I’m talking it’s not aloof
Different strands though the same root
So never take these things on blind
Contemplate and expand your mind
Use your Imagination and you will find
Those negative thought waves you’ll leave behind.”
“You know I’ve never really thought
But what you’ve said I think has caught
I often dwell on things too fraught
When instead of being actually taught.”
“Well you know now so that’s the thing
So anyway you took another king
That’s the third now here’s the sting
They’re getting too scared to get in the ring
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It seems if they lose their jobs go too
Now that’s something they all rue
Because the wages they think due
Will not be matched on any Dole Queue
But not to worry time’s your friend
They’ll have to face you in the end
For their fate they can’t transcend
So take time out to heal and mend.”
With that Amanda was awake
And felt strangely free
She said the Mantras to progress make
As she made the tea
Just as she was about to sit
The door received a knock
So she went to open it
To David and a shock
“You’re not going to believe what Jack said
He told me yesterday
It seems John Divine was found dead
Suicide they say
I also saw the news today
And it mentioned Cyril Dwyer
It seems he also had his day
Found dead in a house fire
Fell asleep with a cigarette
They said that he was drunk
Oh a cup of tea that’s better yet
No biscuits though to dunk?”
“Away with you, you cheeky man
I’ll see what I can do
And though I never really was his fan
I’d hate to think what he’s been through.”
They sat and talked of nothing much
Whilst waiting for Yvonne
And very soon she got in touch
And then the show was on
“Hello Viewers welcome back
Amanda’s here once more
To tell us of the things we lack
To get through Eden’s door
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So Amanda have you more to tell
About the Tree of Life?
You have our Viewers under your spell
Their curiousity is rife.”
“Well come to the Genealogies there’s a little more to say
For they’ve actually been marked out you’ll find them day by day
The Six Days of Creation now come out to play
Each one gives a number and its theme portray
God said let there be light and Eden came to be
Light being knowledge as emphasised by the Tree
It’s talking about Enlightenment so that is the key
The Rivers that come out of it are the effects you see
Then God split the waters so one now becomes two
Think of Cain and Seth as that’s a real good clue
The evolution of Will and Self if that will get you through
It tells you how it’s done, no seriously it’s true
Then day 3 comes along with herbs and grass and fruit
Or Ham and Shem and Japheth if you think that it will suit
We’re talking the effect of God’s Blessing if you want the root
You real reward for what you sow now that you can’t dispute
Following from day 3 we come to day 4
And Shem gets repeated although with a little more
It’s actually an expansion as day 1 was the core
Yes Enlightenment is back again and with lights galore
So coming on from that we have day 5
Which has fish and fowl to keep the comparison alive
An expansion of day 2 so the light can thrive
For it goes into more detail to help you in your strive
Then finally day 6 to finish off the chain
When God brought forth the living creature so Man could have his reign
Then he made man in His image though was he really sane
For then He actually blessed them knowing them to be a bane
So there you have the Genealogies that make up the Tree
Though understanding the alphabet really is the key
With true understanding from mortality you’ll be free
But I’m afraid you’ll have to find it out as that is all from me.”
“Well you made a cracking start
Really food for thought
You definitely took the thing apart
And my attention caught
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So there is no more to say
That really is a shame
Though I guess it has to be that way
So no one is to blame.”
“Yes I’m afraid that has to be I’m not one for deceit
You see there is that Cherubim you still have to beat
Purge your Earthly Desire and it you will defeat
Then you can go to the Tree of Life and its fruit can eat.”
“Well we still have time to spare
So anything else to say
Any more insights you can share
Before we go away?”
“Well we got as far as Cain and Abel if I remember right
You know when Cain killed Abel after they had a fight
But I’m afraid the actual story is not black and white
It doesn’t mean what you think when you see it at first sight
Now Abel with God’s Blessing was a State of Mind
So when Cain killed him he got it you will find
You see it was symbolic not literally defined
It means it was obtained he now was Spiritually inclined.”
“You know that makes good sense
As he got Divine Protection
Not really recompense
For God’s Law rejection
Another thing that bothers me
Was the Mark of Cain
Is there anything for me to see
To remove the pain?”
“Well the Mark was actually there so people could know
That he was to be avoided as God was an ardent foe
It wasn’t really a mark as such it was more a glow
Basically in a nutshell it was a Halo
Now that might sound confusing when looked at first sight
But when Cain got God’s Blessing he was filled with light
Oh yes his complexion would be really bright
Divine Protection just comes naturally that was just the Story’s fright
One more thing to say and then the Tale is pieced
When he got his blessing the quest it was not ceased
No he went to Nod which was to the East
Or the rising Sun and more light on which to feast.”
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“Well Amanda thank you
That was quite a show
It’s surprising how the time has flew
But now we have to go
Tomorrow we’ll continue
Well if that’s okay
For I think Genesis in insight new
Has a lot to say.”
After finishing the show
They sat and had a brew
And David was aglow
As some wisdom had got through
“You know one thing used to bother me
It was something from that Book
But what you said has made me see
It’s worth another look.”
“Really what was that then?
Well if you don’t mind
For I like to look at things again
As it’s surprising what you find.”
“It concerns the sons of God
I think in Chapter 6
I always thought that it was odd
I mean could they really mix?
They met up with the daughters of men
Well that’s what they say
That means that they were different then
Or built a different way
You sort of made that pretty clear
With Adam and his kin
But it wasn’t until Cain got my ear
That it really did sink in
As he had God’s Blessing
He was a son of God
And so were his offspring
As they carried the same hod
The offspring of Seth were different though
Well that’s what I’m guessing
They did not have God’s warming glow
They did not have the blessing
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Were they actually different though?
I mean another type of Man
I was hoping perhaps that you would know
Or find the answer if you can.”
“It might be worth discussing
As really I don’t know
It’ll probably have you cussing
But it’s the only way to grow
Another thing that came to mind
It seems there is a wealth
Yes here’s something that you will find
Cain and Seth are Will and Self
Mind you that is just a guess
From the Genealogy
Educated none the less
Well it seems to me
I think Cain was the Will
Masculinity
His male offspring would fit that bill
As it’s Masculine energy
And Seth is the Self
Femininity
And to aid conjecture’s health
They were his daughters you see.”
“So this mergence may run deeper
Than at first thought
Yes curiousity is no more a sleeper
It’s well and truly caught
They might not be different men
It could be an inner thing
And if it’s actually both of them
Then Genesis is King
Anyway where has time gone?
Brian’s on the screen
We’ve a show that needs put on
And he’s pretty keen.”
They went into minor detail
Of the topic to be run
Until they were ready to set sail
And the show begun
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“Hello Amanda welcome back
It’s good to have you here
To give the knowledge that we lack
And bring to us good cheer
Anyway a change of plan
Today there is no debate
I’m afraid we were let down by a man
Who cancelled very late
So to Leximate and Stephen Nash
I hardly think that’s fair
I hope that you’re not this slap dash
When it comes to Customer care
Well anyway back to the show
I thought we’d take a different angle
We’ll talk of things you’ll need to know
To make life less a tangle
Your talk on Solar heating
Really inspired me
Yes it takes some beating
Self sufficiency
So talking on self reliance
Is there any more to say?
From me you’ll get compliance
For you seem to know the way.”
“I suppose that self reliance is doing things for yourself
It’s actually therapeutic, very good for mental health
Not only that, financially you will save a lot of wealth
All you really have to do is get in touch with your Self
Now to actually do this I’ll drop all the pretense
No High-faluting concepts and with it their expense
Here’s a piece of wisdom that I’ll freely dispense
Once you lose your pride you’ll find your Common Sense
Yes it is surprising what Common Sense can bring
It sort of gives you confidence to take on anything
You seem to know a lot more as humility is king
It’s only when you’re humble that you wear God’s Wedding Ring.”
“A good point to contemplate
A very interesting say
But how would that actually equate
In this world today?”
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“It will be pretty difficult that I will concede
But once you lose your pride you also lose your greed
You get less materialistic so finance can be freed
For its only pride that wants more than you need
Now in hand with pride you also have envy
Two sides of the same coin I’m sure you will agree
Understanding this really is the key
‘Why should he have more than me?’ its mentality.”
“Well I can certainly see your point
As it’s within my range
But the Country’s out of joint
Well too much to change
It might work on the small scale
But what about the Big Picture?
Poverty will still not pale
And remain a permanent fixture.”
“I can understand your anger and why you played that card
It comes from Righteous Indignation, that you must discard
Here’s something to aid you as I know it to be hard
Anyone with wealth from Heaven they are barred
Now this Heaven that I’m talking about is a State of Mind
It’s not some harped reality beyond this mortal bind
It’s the evolution of your purpose to which you’ve been enshrined
And though some might ignore it to all it’s been designed
You could see them as greedy bastards for that is what they are
Inferior beings, desire ridden that judge by make of car
They are actually a Cancer and on this World a scar
They’ll never find true happiness they’ve set too high a bar
What they fail to realise is that we’ve entered another Age
Aquarius now is up and running history’s turned a page
We’ll just evolve without them and then disengage
To leave them drowning in their ignorance, no longer centre stage.”
“Yes I think you’re right
It’s just anger got my heart
I can see their blight
And it rips me apart
Well anyway we’ll finished now
That was quite a show
You definitely left us with a wow
But now it’s time to go.”
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Brian had a quick chat
Before he had to go
And they then talked of this and that
Until it was time for the show
“Hello again Amanda’s back
With Revelations once again
To give the knowledge that we lack
Both literal and arcane
So Amanda please tell us more
About this wondrous Book
You certainly seem to know the score
When you take a deeper look.”
“Well the next step I suppose is to look at the Churches again
And see what you get once you’ve removed the stain
For once they’re purified there’s a lot to gain
I’ll just keep to the Sins and from the Churches I will refrain
The first Church you remember we had down to pride
Now once this is purified you’re actually deified
You can eat of the Tree of Life though as an aside
If you cannot lose it your spirit will not bide
Now this spirit that we’re talking is actually of purpose
And with pride it can’t abide so that leaves it turf-less
You see your purpose is to serve and that becomes worthless
For pride only serves itself so purpose becomes surplus
Well next on the list envy comes to play
Once it’s purified there’s not too much to say
Two sides of a coin you don’t need a second slay
When pride is purified envy goes away
Now your purpose is your Spirit that pride stops from growing
And this spirit is your Soul and envy taints it glowing
Two aspects of the Divine, its Purpose and its Knowing
The Masculine and Feminine in balance now are flowing
Next we come to gluttony when appetite is rife
When you’re carving food and are too heavy with the knife
Your drive for survival it’s the spirit of Life
Though tainted with this deadly sin you’ll find a lot of strife
I’m not just talking obesity though it had a base
It’s more the fact this World of ours needs a balanced face
And with that fact in mind Laws are set in place
For if you take more than your fill you steal another’s space
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Now once this is purified wisdom becomes king
Your mind looks for alternatives mental growth is now its thing
It craves this hidden Manna for the strength that it does bring
In promoting inner peace it proves to be quite soothing
Now with this hidden Manna you hear a different say
And you also can interpret things in a different way
A deeper understanding comes into play
Though a re-evaluation is the price you have to pay
Next we come to lechery and the drive to re-create
Its actually having sex when not seasoned to mate
I suppose at its most basic the urge to fornicate
It’s quite a hard desire that you have to sate
Now once this is purified you can see past the shell
Understanding comes to light with lechery’s death knell
Not only that though it works with Nations as well
When you can see a fellow Soul National ties don’t dwell
In hand with this you have an iron rod
That actually is your faith as through life you plod
Iron makes it unbreakable as it’s been well shod
You’re now beyond temptation aren’t you a lucky bod?
Now the Morning Star is Venus symbolising love
As it’s from a higher place you could say from above
Some might see it differently perhaps a Turtle Dove
It’s the Holy Spirit your evolutionary shove
Next one then is sloth low drive and self esteem
The spirit is Wisdom strange though that might seem
It is your Will in the mental scheme
Along with the Self or Understanding just part of a team
Once sloth is purified you are clothed in white
Symbolic of purity the colour of light
You are enlightened Heaven’s in your sight
Your name in the Book of Life you cannot blight
Then we come to anger Love now’s all the rage
Satan the deceiver now is centre stage
No God of Love sends his children to engage
In rampant senseless killing whilst on a rampage
Finally there’s avarice also known as greed
It’s the strong desire to take more than you need
You’ll never get to Heaven whilst you let it lead
For it upsets the balance and peace of mind will bleed
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Well that is the Churches both literal and arcane
It might need a little time to sink inside your brain
So if you want me to and time is not a bane
Perhaps some more groundwork well if you so deign.”
“Yes that would be excellent
We have time to spare
To us you are Heaven sent
So proceed without a care.”
“Another thing with John he was out his time
He was seeing things from a future clime
To us just Technology to him things sublime
The Planes falling out the sky an example at its prime
But also there are the locusts that left the smoke
If I told you what they were you’d probably just choke
They’re actually Helicopters and this is no joke
If I was to stretch a rhyme I would say a Chinook
First the face of a man well I would say was apt
And the raging chariots a noise I’d say exact
Also armour plated another cold hard fact
Yes come to description I would say it’s cracked
Finally around the Throne we have a sea of glass
And though it is symbolic I thought I’d take a bash
One thing that we know was with fire it would flash
Maybe they were light-bulbs or maybe that’s too brash
The Sea of Glass is symbolic it stands for light
And the people that stood on it had won the fight
They had conquered their desires and put the Beast to flight
They now were truly enlightened with future looking bright.”
“Well that was amazing
You really told it well
Now Symbols really is my thing
Have you any more to tell?
Maybe that Stone Man
That sat upon the throne
Now you really would have a fan
If you could get that Symbol blown.
I’ve thought and fought for hours
Trying to bring it down to Earth
So if that answer flowers
I’ll truly know your worth.”
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“Well the man in stone is not that hard to define
Though I’ll have to cross symbols to put it in line
He is the Creative Spirit you could say the Divine
You’re at the centre of the light with the strongest shine
Now the actual stones were Jasper and Sardine
White and blood red are the colours if you’re keen
It would be in your interests to find out what they mean
For to dwell in ignorance is to border on the obscene
White is the Word of God its wisdom nothing more
Here at its strongest for here it is most pure
It’s the Father Spirit if you want the core
Half the Creative Spirit if you want to know the score
The other half the Mother Spirit is symbolised by red
Where the Word is the body it’s the blood instead
It actually the understanding of the wisdom said
So that’s Masculine and Feminine both in the same bed.”
“Well that was astounding
But time is now our foe
A really well weaved grounding
But now we have to go
Amanda it’s been a pleasure
And definitely not a pain
So I look forward to more hidden treasure
When we see you again.”
With that they sat back
And had a cup of tea
Though they were swiftly taken aback
By the knocking door and company
“Hello Amanda Morgan
My name is Stephen Jones
I’m really quite a fan
Of that I’ll make no bones
I’d love to tell your story
But I’d need a clue
So I thought I’d risk your fury
And have an interview.”
“Stephen Jones,” David said
“I remember you
And from your articles that I read
None of which were true
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You are just a hatchet man
Who with lies does flirt
There’s no way that you’re a fan
You’re here to look for dirt
You still work for the Daily Smile
Well I’ll not say work
Yes I’ve seen you and your style
You don’t care who you hurt.”
“In the hunt for truth
Some time you must embellish
And from it you weren’t aloof
So don’t try and admonish
So an interview is out then
Well that really is too bad
Oh course I’ll still pick up my pen
So is there anything to add?”
Amanda slammed the door
With nothing more to say
And the Tale picks up once more
At the end of the day
Chapter 8
Amanda found herself with the crow and bad news in the air
It appeared that Harry Sway had fallen to despair
He had drank himself to death though a heart attack to be fair
Had this dream of hers turned into a nightmare
“One is coincidental,” she said, “But three is pushing it
I’m afraid with your bad news my peace of mind won’t sit
I sort of get the impression and it seems to fit
That anyone I argue with will end up being hit
Well that’s my impression and if it is the case
I’ll not be part of this it’s just murder at its base
No it seems to me that you have a nasty face
And the act of killing you seem quick to embrace.”
“I’m sorry that you feel that way that’s quite a bitter pill
But you can rest assured it’s not our actions that cause ill
No this came about from their own free will
It was just their pride that you had to kill
Now to some people pride is all they’ve got
And the fear of losing face means to them a lot
They’ll take to drink to compensate and turn into a sot
But it was their choice on you there is no blot
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And as to your situation it is meant to be
I’m afraid you can’t avoid it, it is your destiny
So no talk of leaving for from it you’ll not be free
This actually is your purpose there is no blame on me.”
“Well I guess you’re right it was just the shock
I mean three of them together that was quite a knock
I know you tell the truth and are not one to mock
So to my big mouth into it I’ll put a sock.”
“Good I’m glad to hear it as you’ve flushed out another king
That piece on self reliance had in it a sting
Saying they were less evolved really was the thing
Pride is now on the scene and it is challenging
His name is Colin Jackson and he’s an Evolutionist
And what you said about greed really got him pissed
He’s survival of the fittest if you get my gist
I think he thinks you’re a Creationist his chief antagonist
Now the Universe is infinite bare that fact in mind
Within it is the answers, all you need to find
You should find him pretty easy as he is quite blind
By hatred of Religion that to him has not been kind.”
With that Amanda did awaken
To a knocking door
Since her Alarm Clock was forsaken
She was sleeping more
“Got some news,”
David said as he walked in
“It appears your views
Are a deadly sin.”
“Oh Colin Jackson
You must mean
It’s already been won
I was told that in a dream
He’s an Evolutionist
That I have upset
And if you think the future kissed
It gets better yet
An infinite Universe
Is to be the key
Though I think I have a curse
As no answer I can see.”
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“Well to be honest I’m no better
I haven’t really got a clue
But don’t let ignorance be your fetter
You always manage to pull through
If it’s any help though
He believes that life came about by chance
Not a hard thing to overthrow
You should lead him on a dance
So anyway Cain and Abel
Who actually were the Nephilim?
I’ve wrapped my head across the table
As banging it against brick walls seems dim
I have heard that they were giant
And also they had fell from grace
Though I can’t see how that was compliant
Well unless they have an Angel’s face.”
“They were called the fallen Nation
If I remember right
So maybe men in degradation
I’m not saying yes but might
Or maybe a different type of Man
One mentally less evolved
Homo Giganticus could be clan
A Bigfoot, problem solved?”
“Well I guess it could fit the bill
We’ll never know for sure
Yes with that I have no ill
As it opened us up to more
Cain and Seth’s offspring
They must have had a mergence
So as well as being an inner thing
There was an actual convergence
Well anyway time moves on
Before it we are meek.”
So they got in contact with Yvonne
And it was her turn to speak
“Welcome back Amanda’s here
More Genesis on its way
Yes she’ll always bring us cheer
With what she has to say
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So Amanda the Tree of Life
You covered it very well
Though curiousity is still rife
Is there anymore to tell?”
“Oh yes there is quite a lot it can be demanding
For come to complicated weave Genesis is outstanding
Here’s something that you should know to help you with its landing
It is what we call the levels of understanding
The levels of understanding I guess you want a clue
They’re actually the journey that the Soul goes through
As it climbs to reach its zenith these steps it has to do
A Natural evolution that to all life must be true
It starts off as a being that can re-create
Flora, basic fauna life’s most basic state
Then it gets some understanding, instinct any rate
You see it now in animals, life can now relate
The third step gives it insight it knows right from wrong
In hand with self-awareness an Ego’s come along
The fifth step is to lose it the sixth reborn more strong
With an inner Spiritual knowing making life your song
Now you need a purpose motivated by love
You work for the Greater Good now the Ego had its shove
Your life is now eternal blessed from God above
It’s just now you understand it through the Turtle Dove
So you want Enlightenment that’s the path you take
Don’t try any other as that will be a bad mistake
Sure you could dismiss it, sit back and pontificate
Really is small comfort when you find your life is fake
“Well that’s very interesting
But how does it equate?
I mean was it worth the time investing
In such a thing to state?”
“Come to life and love you have Adam and Eve
And then comes understanding, the serpent won’t deceive
Then the Tree of Knowledge and free will you receive
That’s steps three and four though as Cain is in the weave
Step five is the journey through the Genealogy
Step six is the mergence with Enlightenment the key
Step seven comes with Noah you know things spiritually
It comes together with step eight when your God you see
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So now you are enlightened with the battle not yet won
Step nine needs a purpose you have to pick a son
Get to step ten if you pick the right one
Leading to a humble life with service to be done
Well that is the levels they can be quite a pain
Then to make things worse they get repeated again
The stories are weaved around them separate but in a chain
That should do for now though otherwise it’ll be a bane.”
“Well you certainly said a lot
That was quite a fight
But is there anything else you’ve got
I mean like more insight
Take the story of Noah
What does it all mean?
Was the flood a goer
Or am I being green?
You see I’ve read other stories
And they said the same
Memories of former glories
Or does plagiarism get the blame.”
“The story of the flood to it there is no mystery
It was an actual event taken out of history
Noah and the Ark though that was just literacy
Hidden in it wisdom with Esoteric being the key
Now the actual flood was the cleansing of the Soul
I’ll keep off minor detail in case boredom takes its toll
It’s actually steps seven and eight, two closer to your goal
It’s really just a link a part of the whole
Once the Soul is cleansed you have an enlightened glow
It comes about through balance or the Rainbow
Now Noah had three children, that I guess you know
These are the effects of Enlightenment so back to Eden we go
The evolution is actually circular but on that I won’t brood
I’ll move it quickly on to when Ham saw Noah nude
He just saw pure Spirit it really wasn’t crude
And his descendents became servants as Service was their mood.”
“Well it’s with a heavy heart
That we have to leave it there
You really took that thing apart
And did it with great care
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Seriously it’s been a treat
I love your understanding
But time that thing we try and cheat
Has now proved too demanding.”
With that they sat and talked awhile
Until it was Brian’s turn
He greeted the Viewers with a smile
Glad of the debates return
“Hello Viewers welcome back
We’re back on debate
For the opposition that we lack
Now has a candidate
Colin Jackson is on the Show
He feels there is a need
He thinks there’s something we should know
And that’s there’s nothing wrong with greed
Well Colin a controversial view
Especially in these times
I think supporters you’ll have few
As it’s the most hideous of crimes.”
“With that I take exception
You have so much to learn
You stand in need of correction
Without greed the World won’t turn
It provides the motivation
A reward for labour earned
Without it there’s stagnation
No point of things being learned
It’s enshrined in our being
It’s our survival drive
At its depths it’s there for seeing
It’s what keeps us all alive.”
“Well an interesting viewpoint
So Amanda what do you say?
Would this be something you’d anoint?
Do you think you could make it pay?”
“Well as to the first part
Greed actually is the fetter
If you took greed off the chart
The World would run much better
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If you look at most the conflicts
You’ll find greed at their core
Its motivation just inflicts
Misery on the Poor
And as for being enshrined
It’s just a parasite
We’ve not been designed
To carry such a blight
It ruins the environment
And the Earth it bleeds
For let’s be honest we were never meant
To take more than our needs.”
“Well what total nonsense
I mean designed indeed
That’s really hardly recompense
To turn your back on greed
For some God that doesn’t exist
And that’s being kind
Take your head out of the mist
Life’s random you will find.”
“The Universe is infinite
Our understanding has moved on
So if you think this World’s just it
You’ve fell victim to a con
Life must be in countless places
Common Sense says that
Logic states that on that basis
You must still think this world is flat?”
“You Creationists are all the same
Mocking condescending
Yet your arguments on God are tame
It’s just they are never ending.”
“There you go again
You talk in stereotype
Yes it really can be such a pain
When you get past all the hype
The Universe is infinite
Get that through your head
So you can say for definite
Creationalism has been put to bed
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I’m not just talking Six Day
I mean Darwin as well
Both of them have lost their way
And have no more to tell
Infinity has nulled both of them
If that you cannot see
Just think the square root of ten
And its answer 3.3
It could be 14 billion years
Or until God’s Kingdom come
And countless frustrated tears
But that equation will not be done
It’s greater than time you see
It can never be equated
The only answer that there can be
Is that it never was created.”
“This is just nonsense
This stupid excuse of a Show
Speak of me in the past tense
Because now I am going to go.”
After Colin had gone
There still was time to run
So they carried on
With Brian having fun
“Well Amanda evolution
Has it has its day?
Or has Colin got the solution
Just get up and walk away
Mental evolution I mean
Ideas too must evolve
Yes it really is obscene
That with that some can’t resolve.”
“Well there’s truth in what you say
And very ably put
I’m afraid when pride gets in the way
The mind gets in a rut
Could even be sloth perhaps
As it doesn’t like re-evaluation
It just ignores logical mishaps
And remains in stagnation.”
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“Well anyway time moves on
We’ll see you all next day
Just like Colin we’ll get gone
As time we can’t outstay.”
The show was over and time passed by
As always is the way
Soon she was back with that Andrew guy
And Revelations came out to play
“Hello my name is Andrew Geary
And Amanda Morgan’s here again
For with Revelations we’ll not get weary
And boredom will never stain
So Amanda with the Churches
You made a cracking case
Yes in our understanding searches
You really lit up the place
So Revelations any more?
We have a need to know
Let your insight come to the fore
So from it we will grow.”
“With Revelations next I suppose the Seals come out to play
If you can lose your fear of them they have a fruitful say
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse well yes in a way
As they are symbolic of elements in Power’s decay
Now a horse is symbolic of your Spirit, it’s what carries you
Just think of it as your flag the red, white and blue
Well not quite though for with blue it isn’t true
But basically perceptions of God are to be the hue
White symbolises purity we’re talking enlightened
And by carrying the Bow the symbolism is heightened
Its rider was gave a Crown that will get some frightened
It means he is a real person, the First Seal’s now been lightened
He is the Word of God a character from the book
Next then is the Second Seal so we better take a look
The colour now is red though its meaning easily took
Anger is what carries it, it likes to have a ruck
It was given a great sword symbolic of the mind
Though it didn’t wear a Crown which makes it undefined
It actually was a thought form and this is what you find
It is the Beast so it is negatively inclined
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The Third Seal is the Scales or justice to the fore
We’re talking of the judgement of the Babylon Whore
And the black horse that carries it helps uphold the law
A mysterious powerful force with Fate at its core
The Fourth Seal or the pale horse and death is in the air
Followed by hell and you see them every where
With both of them about you should have a care
The death of two witnesses bet I gave you quite a scare
The Fifth Seal’s comes along and resurrection’s on their mind
Also though revenge so their motives aren’t that kind
Once given white clothes though they were not so blind
It’s the New Jerusalem for that is what they’ll find
Well the Sixth Seal has been done so I guess we’ll leave it there
Give it time to sink in and if you’ve time to spare
Perhaps a little groundwork that I’m pleased to share
It all goes to help in laying Revelations bare.”
“With that I will not argue
I could listen to this all day
I have no urge to leave my pew
So anymore to say?”
“The Book has been tampered with and it could only be by John
And not for the reason that it had a curse upon
It’s actually been swapped around the numbers four and one
The Seals and Vials and Trumpets all fell to this con
Look at the first Trumpet and it doesn’t sound right
When balanced with the first Vial there is a difference slight
It fits better with the fourth Vial and more pleasing to the sight
For the first Vials more to do with the effects of losing light
Now in hand with this the Seals come out to play
They too are out of sequence but in a different way
It concerns the running order it’s not quite okay
For the Word of God comes fourth and the Witnesses straight away
So that’s three times it has happened note that number well
Then add one and four but there’s a little more to tell
Done by two different methods so the number might now swell
3.142 does that number ring a bell?”
“Well that number stands for Pi
But what’s it doing there
It’s nothing to do with how we die
Real confusion’s in the air.”
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“Pi is a transformer it can circle any line
It also is an equation in Natural Design
And being infinite that makes it Divine
I guess if you were to label it you would say a heavenly sign
Now there actually is another transformer and it’s called Phi
.618’s the number and this I will untie
You find it in Genesis and this I do not lie
In fact for you the answer I will now supply
The days of creation are the first six
Then the Rivers out of Eden is the one in the mix
Finally 8 circles the equation for to fix
Certainly fits the bill as the boxes are all ticks
Now Genesis as you know was the first Book
Think of it as the Alpha and worth a special look
Also too though Revelations has a similar hook
Omega this time so needed to be struck.”
“So to mark them out
Well I guess that that makes sense
But now I’m afraid we have to rout
As time’s made us past tense
That really was so interesting
You plough a thorough furrow
Definitely worth my time investing
So I will still see you tomorrow.”
“Well that was strange,”
David said after she had gone
“I can’t find the range
So I guess it can’t be done
I can understand Pi and Phi
That was easily took
But I’ll never grasp the reason why
They should be in a book
To mark the first and last
Surely there is more
And though that fact was cast
It doesn’t feel like it’s the core.”
Amanda thought hard
But did not have a clue
So she played the silent card
And Arthur came on through
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“Well both of them are numbers in Natural design
They actually have the power to alter a straight line
The straight line on a mental level would be classed as time
So what we’re actually talking about is Knowledge of the Divine
Genesis when understood can transform the Soul
You have the Tree of Life which will do that process whole
Also though the stories they too have a role
They have hidden knowledge to guide you to your goal
Revelations though is a slightly different thing
Come to transformation the Spirit is the King
It is a different level a different aspect has to sing
Masculine and Feminine I hope that bell does ring
They both are books of symbols Genesis in the letter
And by understanding them you get mentally better
They purify the aspects or the clothes that were their fetter
But it only really works when greed’s no more the sweater.”
“Well it certainly makes sense
When you put it like that
And with that answer as recompense
I surely will get fat
So these are two special Books
Marked out from the crowd
Yes it certainly isn’t how it looks
When you lift the ignorance shroud.”
Well the day wore on
Until it changed to night
By then David had gone
And Amanda had sleep in sight
Chapter 9
Amanda found herself back in the forest green
Springtime buds were all around it was a lovely scene
The crow was also there though I guess that was foreseen
As it’s getting to the stage it could be called routine
“So Arascain Pi and Phi are now within your clasp
If reality is the Staple than these must be the Hasp
They have deeper meanings though one’s that you should grasp
For knowing what they stand for might just make you gasp
They stand for the Word and the Spiritual Word both of which are blessed
That means you understand them so now here is the test
Tell me of the difference that’s to be your quest
I want your deepest insight and nothing that is guessed.”
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“I would say that it is knowledge as the Word equates with mind
And as there are two types one’s of a different kind
I’m guessing Self and Purpose though not guessing blind
Because come to mental evolution they’ve both been defined
But come to which is which I get in a mess
So the best I’ve really got would just be a guess
I would say that spirit was the Self though I doubt with much success
But after that I just give up as it causes too much stress.”
“So it was a guess then you really are a pain
But if you are guessing then why not guess again
The spirit is your purpose it gives life to your brain
It wasn’t a big thing really in knowledge just a grain
No my real purpose was to introduce the letter
I also gave their meanings to make your chances better
Equate them with each other if intelligence is no fetter
And you’d have made the grade a real jet setter.”
“Well Pi means the word blessed if I remember right
And Phi was the Spiritual Word blessed so there is more light
Blessed means understanding so chances are quite bright
I would say the letter I so there’s one less to smite.”
“That’s very clever though it could have been a P
Both were repeated so guessing it will be
Now to look deeper you really need the key
Blessed by the Hand of God is its symbol you see
P must mean the Word then with your logic sound
So I’ll give the symbol to bring it down to ground
It’s actually a mouth so the answers quickly found
That just leaves us H that has to be uncrowned
Now H is actually window which sounds hard to sell
I could say it lets the light in but on that I will not dwell
No a different angle as there’s more to tell
It helps you see outside this place that we call hell
You have got these letters because you passed the test
Although it was close as some of them were guessed
But I’m never stringent I just want your best
And hopefully when you’re good enough you can have the rest
22 in all, the pathways on the Tree
Though there is another letter to make it 23
It is not included, no symbol you see
But you’ll need to use it, it is the letter E
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Now the letter E is not a single thing
It can mean ‘and’ or ‘through’ so ambiguity is king
It is put in place for more clarity to bring
So there’s another letter to take under your wing
Well anyway before I go there a couple more things
That will come in handy when you come to face your kings
The enemies I mean the ones through which pride sings
This will be your last as you’re running out of wings
Never accept labels as they will pin you down
Just think back to that king you turned into a clown
Thought you were a Creationist along with their renown
It would not have been a good idea to accept that crown
Also personal insult don’t let it stir your wrath
It will distract you from your purpose put you well off path
Keep aloof from it as it truly is a gaffe
Always keep on track and you will have the final laugh
That’s all to say except one more final thing
Later on today you have another king
This one though is different he does not have pride’s sting
It would be a wise move to help him in evolving
His name is James Donlon and he’s not your usual kind
He has a Spiritual faith though he’s of the literal mind
He’s actually a Creationist so you put him in a bind
That piece on the infinite Universe has sent his anger blind
So keep your patience and don’t let anger bide
It would be in your interests to get him on your side
He has quite a following that cannot be denied
Anyway time moves on from morning you can’t hide.”
Amanda woke up bright, refreshed
And pretty light in heart
She said her prayers and quickly dressed
Eager to make a start
She remembered back to the crow
And the letters that it gave
With these things she knew she’d grow
So she wrote them down to save
With David’s arrival though
Things were put on hold
He had some things that she should know
Things to make her cold
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“You’re not going to believe this,”
He said coming through the door
“Colin Jackson’s felt death’s kiss
And now he lives no more
He got into a car crash
Coming back from the show
And we’re talking quite a bash
As a lorry was his foe
It appears he was on the phone
Well so the witnesses’ say
Distracted in a world of his own
In an agitated way
Now I don’t know if you’re blessed
Or if it is a curse
But these people that you best
Come off a lot more worse
It doesn’t seem to stop them though
As you have another one
And this one seems an ardent foe
His name is James Donlon
He thinks he is a Spiritual Teacher
Though he has anger at his core
So he comes across as a Brimstone Preacher
But with a following you can’t ignore
We’re talking 2 million strong
And each one an ardent fan
So it would be wise to get along
As he’s quite a charismatic man
Anyway time moves on
We have a show to do
I’ll just square things with Yvonne
Then she’ll give you your cue”
“Hello Viewers welcome back
Amanda’s here once more
To give us knowledge that we lack
Of Genesis at its core
Well Amanda the levels of understanding
I believe we finished there
Now to me they sound too demanding
So proceed with upmost care.”
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“Well it’s confusing I’ll admit
That why we do it bit by bit
It’s not a subject through which to flit
I would recommend that you study it
Now Genesis is a book of symbols and I don’t mean just the Tree
No that was just one of them there is another three
The levels are set around them you could say the key
So we’ll start with the first one and that’s Infinity
Now the first circle that I gave you Adam to Noah I said
Though that’s not quite true as it should be Adam to Abram instead
These levels are the Self’s growth take that to your head
For the next circle is the Spirit’s and with that you’ll soon be wed
That’s Abraham to Israel for the circle to complete
Though to try and understand it you’d end up in defeat
For the knowledge is hidden in the names of the elite
So you’ll have to trust in me that this is not deceit
The symbol of Infinity on that I’d like to dwell
It has a deeper meaning that I’m about to tell
Think of Precession and it should do you well
Though you’ll need elaboration as that is just the shell
The Small Circle is the Elements each a Cardinal Point
Though they move with the Big Circle which they do anoint
The Big Circle is the Zodiac and we are at the joint
That’s Aquarius an Air sign you could say its match-point
As the circle turns though each one comes to play
The last one which was Water has just gone away
The next one will be Earth so just one more to say
That one is Fire and then it carries on that way.”
“So that is Infinity
Well it does make sense
Though without the letters as the key
It’s not much recompense
You mentioned other symbols though
Could you elaborate?
Because curiousity’s an ardent foe
That I would like to sate.”
“First you’ll need some ground work to help you on your way
Sorry if it is boring but that’s the price you have to pay
It concerns the Creative Spirit Mother-Father you might say
Feminine and Masculine Universal energies are now at play
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Now these two energies are within everything with life
They are actually life and love if it will help you out of strife
A being that can replicate some don’t even need a wife
The basis of existence to cut through it with a knife
Love is actually a triad of Understanding, Love and Knowing
These are the Feminine forces that are there to help in growing
Balanced by the Masculine to help to keep it going
That’s Wisdom, Life and Insight there you’re almost glowing
You need one more spirit to make you really bright
And that’s the spirit of Purpose which covers everything in sight
Half Feminine and Masculine coloured black and white
Circular in form the Taijitu well not quite
Look at the symbol and you’ll see it’s not perfected
A black and a white spot are there and easily detected
The white spot is life which has to be injected
For love needs to have a life otherwise it gets dejected
Coming to wisdom it gets its life from knowing
That’s how it can replicate and so keep on growing
That’s the black spot to keep the symbol flowing
And this symbol is in Genesis truly that’s mind blowing.”
“Now that is mind blowing
I thought it an Eastern thing
You would really get me going
If you could get this under wing.”
“Think of Adam to Abram as the Feminine side
With the second Shem as the Masculine inside
Then Abraham onwards is where the rest of the Masculine abide
With Jacob’s children there to make the Feminine tied
Now within one circle there’s another two
Three concentric circles which is a symbol too
The first one Abram’s journey with names again the clue
Then Chapter 15 is the promised Nation so just to talk it through
The very inner circle is the Reptilian Brain
Some would call it Brain Stem and would be right again
Then there is the Lower Mammalian with it emotional strain
And finally the Upper Mammalian to take away your pain
So there you have the symbols plain for all to see
Though I’m afraid the knowledge is hidden as its had to be
This is just some grounding contemplation is the key
And for a while with Genesis that is all from me.”
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“Well you really nailed it
You are a national treasure
Yes you’ve certainly made a hit
I will study it at leisure
It has really been a blessing
To have you on my show
And in sorrow I’m confessing
That I will miss you when you go.”
With that the show was finished
So they stopped and had a drink
David’s curiousity still not diminished
So the names just would not sink
“Wouldn’t it be amazing
If we could find out what they meant
I mean the Letters that they phrase in
Would be a real God sent.”
“In the dream the crow told me some
Just four though that’s the thing
But I’m afraid that my mind went numb
With the news that you did bring.”
She told him what she knew
But he still wanted the set
Yes his curiousity had truly grew
So he found the Symbols on the net
“Well O seems quite straight forward
Well it does to me
I don’t think it would be untoward
To think that eye means see
You said that P was the Word
With the mouth as the key
So it wouldn’t really be absurd
To think that it could be.”
“Well it certainly fits the bill
And perhaps Z is another find
For the symbol sword is quick to kill
As I think that it means the mind
As for the rest though
I would not have a clue
I guess I’ll leave that to the crow
So how about a brew?”
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“I’m afraid we’re in too much a hurry
Brian’s just come on line
I’ll set things up and don’t you worry
Things will work out fine.”
“Hello Viewers we’re back on go
Amanda’s here as well
But before we start the Show
I have bad news to tell
Colin Jackson lost his life
In a road accident
Our condolences to his wife
On whose support he lent
So anyway back to the Show
Another debate is on
We have a guest that many know
His name is James Donlon
Now James has been here before
Many times you’ll find
So now’s his chance to come to the fore
And say what’s on his mind.”
“Well I’ve heard Amanda speak
And with most I do agree
Oh she’s definitely not meek
When it comes to our Society
I also know she’s God-fearing
Just the same as me
So I really can’t believe I’m hearing
This non sense on Infinity
The Universe was created
It says it in the Book
It’s all written signed and dated
I suggest she takes a look
The Word of God is literal
It is God’s own voice
Every detail word and ritual
In that we have no choice
So it fills me with surprise
That she should think like that
Yes I thought I’d put her wise
As Hell is not all that.”
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“Well Amanda,” Brian said
“Things don’t look too well
It appears that when you’re dead
You’re going to go to Hell.”
“Hell is just a state of mind
So that I will dispute
To a God of Love now you will find
That it does not compute
No Hell is not a real place
Like the Kingdom of Heaven it’s within
Now the devil now to know his face
Is just you when you sin
And as for literal reading
It does not work that way
No literal is misleading
As symbolism rules the day
Look at Corinthians the second Book
Chapter 3 then Verse 6
If you believe in the literal look
With it that doesn’t mix
It says the spirit not the letter
Now this might prove demanding
But once you lose that fetter
You get a deeper understanding
I’m afraid the letter kills
It’s the spirit that gives life
It’s the bitterest of pills
But it will save a lot of strife.”
“A deeper understanding you say
That I cannot see
For however much I pray and pray
It does not come to me
So what about an example
To show me what you mean
And if it’s a real good sample
Then it’ll be easily seen.”
“Blessed are the Poor
And I mean spiritually blessed
They can knock on Heaven’s door
And stand tall with the rest
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Lazarus on the other hand
Was carrying too much bling
No I’m afraid that he was banned
A needle and camel type of thing
And to those who mourn
God will wipe their tears
He will pull out death’s cruel thorn
And by that I mean your fears
Blessed are the Meek
For that’s how it should be
Yes in all you seek
Humility is the key
For you shall have the Earth
Though by that I mean to tend
For Adam’s hit re-birth
And Eden now is re-opened
And those that thirst and hunger
For righteousness’ sake
They will crave no longer
For God is there to sate
The Merciful too are blessed
For God’s mercy they shall keep
Remember this to be at your best
What you sow so shall you reap
Then we have the pure in heart
The ones that will see God
Heaven now they are a part
Their faith an iron rod
Blessed are the Peace Makers
The true children of God
Warmongering is for God forsakers
It’s under Satan they all plod
A God of Love does not go to war
That’s an anger dispensation
That’s Satan if you know the score
He deceived the Nation
Blessed are the persecuted
In their pursuit of truth
For to the Kingdom they’re recruited
And with that eternal youth.”
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“I can see what you are saying
But I’ll need to have a think
It will involve a lot of praying
And perhaps who knows some drink
Maybe you are right
I do not know for sure
You certainly have some insight
So I’ll need to think some more.”
With that James left the scene
With a lot upon his mind
Brian though was pretty keen
So he stayed behind
“I’m not sure,” he said
“But I think you’ve won him over
Yes good times are ahead
You’ll be well in clover
He has a huge following
And all based in this land
If he backs you you’ll be swallowing
All of his command
He is a pretty fair man
Who is not controlled by pride
So there’s a chance he’ll be your fan
And your world will open wide
Well anyway things to do
And places to see
So I will say good luck to you
And tomorrow it will be.”
After Brian had gone
They had a cup of tea
And the conversation carried on
Until the next show came to be
“Hello Viewers its Andrew here
And Amanda’s back again
Hopefully she’ll makes things clear
And remove Revelations pain
So Amanda Revelations once more
Is there any more to tell
You seem to know it at its core
And you know it very well.”
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“Well we’ve dwelt on the Elements so I will just expand
The Churches were the Earth sign not that hard to land
The Seals were the Air sign not really a demand
Then you have the Trumpets and Vials Fire and Water hand in hand
The final two are interlinked in what they have to say
So we’ll take them one by one as it’s the only way
It’s more about the aftermath of the Volcano’s play
Basically in a nutshell the price we have to pay
The first four Trumpets mentioned are actually the same
Took from different angles to confuse the game
Now I’d be very worried about the pieces claim
It’s saying that a third of the World will fall under its flame
The Sun will be blacked out across that great distance
Volcanic dust and red hot debris will this hell enhance
Poisoning the water underneath this very wide expanse
And burning up the land making survival a slim chance
Now as for the fifth Trumpet we glanced on it before
Saying they were Helicopters but there’s a little more
It seems to me that slavery has come to the fore
Though after five months it’ll be shown the door
At this point in time there’s something I should stress
The Seal of God mentioned will need some redress
You will have no protection from this brutal mess
Only some bleak warning that it’s time to change address
Enlightenment comes to the fore with the sixth Trumpet’s play
It actually puts a time on it in its own way
It’s not really exact by that I mean to the day
Just a rough guideline so it’s more like a ray
The four Angels of the Euphrates are the countries it passes through
That would be Iraq and Syria with Iran and Turkey too
We’re talking war in the Middle East really quite a clue
For it will escalate four times with intensity anew.”
“Well that’s happening right now,”
Andrew said interrupting
“I don’t want to cause a row
But I don’t like what you’re constructing
Are you sure that’s right
I mean this sounds imminent?
That is quite a fright
Is there no way to circumvent?”
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“As it is written that’s how it will be
I have no control so don’t put the blame on me
Read it for yourself and it is plain to see
This is what he saw and he was a visionary.”
“But this is now reality
I mean virtually present day
We’re talking mass fatality
If there’s truth in what you say
It’s never off the News
The trouble I mean
I hope that these are just your views
For on them I’m not keen.”
“As it is happening it is meant to be
What has been fore-seen is now reality
I am not saying when just it’s there to see
To unlock Revelations that’s what you want from me.”
“I do apologise
I guess it was just the shock
Yes I’m afraid there’s no disguise
That is quite a reality knock.
No please continue
It’s something we must know
In case any of my retinue
Want to pack their bags and go”
“Well with something like this I guess it’s hard to swallow
And they say ignorance is bliss but it’s not a thing in which to wallow
Also people talk of the End of the World with understanding hollow
And it sorts of nulls the threat so that most people will not follow
So now the army of horsemen, this should aid the case
Horses with lions’ heads means a god of anger at their base
Fire and Brimstone abounding modern weaponry shows its face
And a final sting in the tale is they booby trap the place
And so the final Trumpet and confusion you will see
For it’s actually the volcano and not where it should be
It should really be the first Trumpet I mean logically
Because the first six are after effects I’m sure you will agree
Now this too is paralleled with the seventh vial
With talk of a great earthquake whose force went off the dial
Unheard of by man before ponder that for a while
It was not a normal earthquake that could just be put on file
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Now 1 and 7 is 17 a Prime Number you can’t deny
Also though it’s symbolic as it stands for Pi
To truly understand that would make you a wise guy
You see Prime Numbers are pure numbers with a spiritual tie
It works on two levels that’s why it’s repeated
But with patient understanding it can be unseated
The first number 3 is easily deleted
Love, light and power so that’s it defeated
Another pure number, aspects of the Divine
I suppose to bring it down to Earth you could say its shine
Light being Esoteric knowledge, easy to define
And love and power its warming heat so that’s quick in line
So that leaves us with 14 divide that into two
One level is the 7 spirits mentioned in John’s clue
The first 1 being Love so 6 more left to do
The next four are the Elements that we’ll now go through
First you have Earth or the spirit of Knowing
Followed by Air, the spirit of Life is flowing
Then Water or your Will or Wisdom for your growing
Finally there’s Fire and Insight now is glowing
So that is light and love that just leaves the power
Masculine or Purpose without which life goes sour
Feminine or Understanding you could say your tower
And that is the Word blessed so from it do not cower.”
“This is all new to me
I’ve not seen it before
But it seems you have the key
Could you tell me more?
So every Prime Number
Do they have a spiritual link?
You’ve filled me full of wonder
And truly made me think.”
“Well to be truthful it’s only the first ten
Some I’ve already mentioned so you already ken
I could go through them if you have the yen
It will involve some repetition as I’ll repeat again.”
“Well you have my interest
So please do carry on
It’s worth the time to invest
For boredom I have none.”
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“Well 1 is the Universe and that means everything
Then Masculine and Feminine the Creative Spirit’s under wing
3 is the Trinity, that will want elaborating
Mother, Father, love and light with you on Earth the king
Now 5 are the States of Grace I’ve not mentioned before
Basically it’s evolution coming to the fore
First Instinct then Intellect concentric rings once more
Then Spiritual Negative and Positive with God at its core
A god of anger is negative though that I guess you know
Although a Spiritual perception it really has to go
Then you find a God of Love and you truly grow
To your final state Divinity with an enlightened glow
7 are the spirits that aid you in your life
11 are the levels now here we get in strife
For I said there were 12 so confusion must be rife
But it’s easily solved I’ll cut through it with a knife
12 is the outcome, the culmination you could say
11 are the actual steps that come into play
These are the steps to Enlightenment each a stronger ray
So hopefully with that insight confusion’s gone away
Next then we have 13 to you I guess unknown
They actually are gifts when you’re fully grown
Then we have 17 which has already been shown
I will not repeat it to save a boredom groan
So then we come to 19 and confusion once again
Though you probably can’t see it so I will now explain
It concerns the 7 Chakras which is Eastern in the main
They are the merging of 3 Energies which are not the same
There’s Masculine and Feminine and Spiritual too
And these converge at 7 points, this probably is quite new
3 times 7 is 21 which you know it true
But the Crown Chakra is pure Spirit so deduct a two
That’s 666 plus 1 if that makes any sense
We’re talking of a god of anger so now it gets real tense
For 666’s the Beast to put you out of suspense
But I am just the messenger I’ll say in my defense
Now finally there’s 23 the Levels of Understanding once again
Though it works on two levels to add to your pain
There’s both the Self and Spirit so it’s quite a gain
But they merge at 23 with all desire slain.”
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“Well that was astounding
You really made my day
Really quite some grounding
With what you had to say
I’m afraid that time has caught us
And we have to go
But with what you’ve taught us
We surely will grow.”
With that the Show was done
And night time reared its head
David then moved on
And Amanda went to bed
Chapter 10
Amanda found herself in the forest in full glow
Spring was in full steam and the leaves had started to grow
Before her was a Chalice (but no sign of the crow)
That had in mind Enlightenment as there were things that she should know
“Well Arascain I am here to help remove the mist
Now this might sound confusing though I hope you get the gist
I’m afraid that come to life there is a little twist
You see without a purpose you would not exist
My purpose is to serve, just like yours in a way
Yes I’m afraid that come to life it’s a price that we all pay
Some though think differently and do not want to play
They perceive that it’s beneath them, well that’s what they’ll bray
Now at the lower levels our purpose is to survive
Basically in a nutshell to keep ourselves alive
To carry on our Genes in the evolutionary strive
To reach our perfection and so the World can thrive
Man’s actual purpose though is to tend the land
To keep things ticking over, not too much a demand
Though looking at the World today things aren’t as they’re planned
I’m afraid that greed and sloth came in and things got underhand.”
With that a flash of light and well I guess you know
The Grail had disappeared and in its place the crow
It had things to say that would help her grow
But I’ll stop at that to let it find its flow
“So Arascain the Grail is just an enlightened Soul
Basically in Man it’s the evolutionary goal
Once they’ve purged desire, the things that take their toll
And became part of the Universe and I mean as a whole
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To get the ball rolling we have the letter G
It actually stands for Will though is difficult to see
As the symbol is a camel not really a great key
It’s what carries you, the ship of the sandy sea
Then we come to R to keep the sentence flowing
Its symbol is a head and that stands for knowing
Not really such a leap of faith and so I will keep going
For the next one is the A and this should get you glowing
Now A stands for God the very first letter
Everything comes from it so it doesn’t get much better
Its symbol is an Ox which can be quite a fetter
Until you link it with L and become a real go getter
L stands for Ox Goad you could say its guide
It actually is God’s Purpose so from it you can’t hide
It’s what gives God life that cannot be denied
Another word for Love before you start to chide
So put them all together and let’s see what you’ve got
Will knowing God, that’s your Faith, your rod
Blessed with God’s Purpose you are a lucky bod
For now you have a reason to carry your hod
Now I’ll throw another letter in to help you with the first
M with symbol water so it should quench your thirst
Now Water is actually life something that’s not rehearsed
So tell me what camel means then I know you are well versed.”
“Will- God’s life through God’s Purpose so it seems to be
And it seems to fit by that I mean to me
Yes I think it’s true, well from what I see
Please tell me I am right for you know the key.”
“Very good you grasped it well that didn’t take much strife
Seriously and at such speed you cut through it like a knife
Yes come to wisdom I would say that you are its wife
So to put it bluntly God’s Purpose is its life.”
“It just seemed to come out, that I must confess
But to change the subject I have a thing that needs address
Another king is dead this really is a mess
Please tell me it was an accident to help relieve my stress.”
“Well it was an accident but your stress won’t go
Because what I need to tell you, you really should know
He was distracted by a phone call from your new found foe
Looking for a story, something to have a go
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But I’m afraid the digging did not go to plan
You see Colin Jackson really wasn’t a fan
For he too was a victim on a story already ran
Jones could not remember, he was an arrogant man
Oh yes the story was both offensive and snide
And all the way though it Jones just lied
A real tragic story as Colin’s daughter died
Yes I’m afraid that in her woe she took to suicide
Said she was a drug addict which wasn’t the case
And prostitute too so that’s lying a brace
She lost her job was told to leave the place
With nothing to live for suicide showed its face
Now there is a reason that I’m telling you
It seems in his story that you are one too
I’m afraid in imagination he has no clue
Same old stories because that’s all he can do
But don’t you worry we’ve got your back
And Brian believe me can really attack
The insight we gave him means nothing will lack
By the time Brian’s finished Jones will have the sack
Now as to James Donlon things have gone to plan
He has checked your links and now he is a fan
He has put the word out to the rest of his clan
That should you ever need him then he would be your man
And finally later another king to face
He thinks he is a Scientist but that is not the case
He just uses it to justify his base
So he is selective, knowing that you hold the Ace
His name is Richard Sheen he has a problem with faith
He just thinks it blind whilst his is safe
He wants to make his name though he’s really just a waif
For he doesn’t think he has faith he sees it as a chafe
You’ll have to keep your temper as he’s really quite a pain
He looks upon others with contempt and disdain
And condescending too he can be quite a drain
Well that should do you until I see you again.”
Amanda said her prayers in bed
After she had woken
And felt the energies in her head
Her Ego now was broken
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She made herself a cup of tea
And wrote the letters down
Then she had some company
As David had come round
“You’re not going to believe it,”
He said as he came in
“You’ve got a debate with a real git
Who thinks having faith’s a sin
Seriously a real hate monger
And that’s to say the least
Yet I’ve heard tell when he was younger
He wanted to be a Priest
I don’t know what Brian’s playing at
You won’t get rational debate
I’m afraid the man’s an inane prat
That you never will placate.”
“Yes he is a strange one I do know what you mean
I’ve already been tipped off his name is Richard Sheen
I’ve also got more letters to help us in our quest
Have a look at this lot, go on be my guest.”
“That’s really quite a collection
It’s getting quite a score
And I know with some reflection
We might get some more
Take Ch for example
Whose symbol is a fence
At first sight a bad sample
As the symbol doesn’t make sense
But take them both as separate
Will and Spirit we have found
Spiritual Will is quickly took
We just swap them round.”
“Well it definitely fits the bill
But to the answer there’s more still
We have not quite took it to ground
As the symbol’s meaning is not found
Now a fence to me is a boundary
Though to equate it I can’t see
Unless it’s talking about a limit
But I always thought light was infinite.”
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“I think you’ve hit it on the nose
That might actually make sense
I suppose the more your knowledge grows
The more you move the fence
I guess the Spiritual Will must evolve
With Knowledge of the Divine
Until eventually it will dissolve
So all that’s left is shine.”
“You know I think you have it, it would fit the bill
So I guess that letter now has had its fill
I see there are two more too of a similar vent
Th and Sh so our quest will not relent
Now Th’s symbol is a cross which is the Tree of Life
That’s made of Spiritual Wisdom so I think that’s out of strife
T is symbolic of serpent so that’s another gone
It’s quite a well known symbol so it’s easily won
As for Sh though its meaning’s too aloof
I really can’t find anything to equate with a tooth
We’ll leave it for a while though and I’ll make a cup of tea
Because I’ve had some news that is bothering me.”
As they sat and drank their tea
Amanda told him about the suicide
Thinking surprise would be the key
But off target she was wide
“Oh yes I guess it’s common
It must happen all the time
The actions of these con men
Should actually be a crime
The hatred that they stir up
Must have consequences
Yes I’d say they’ve won the cup
In criminal offences
There’s incitement to Race hatred
Whether home or overseas
I wouldn’t like to guess the dead
Or those forced to their knees
It would make for unpleasant reading
So records they don’t keep
But still they’ll keep on seeding
Yes they sow what others reap
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Mind you to my shame
I really cannot judge
Because I was just the same
And that I cannot fudge
It was not a job I cared for
You would not believe the stress
And I’ll tell you something more
Since I’ve left I’m drinking less
Well anyway I’ve moved on
It’s no more a fetter
It’s not a thing to dwell upon
So we’ll get back to the letter
You know with a little thought
It’s really not demanding
I would say with wisdom caught
That it must be understanding
Then the tooth would be its bite
The power of the Word
Yes I think we’ve won the fight
It’s your Spiritual gird
That would even equate with S
Whose symbol is a prop
Yes I’d say another less
And in a very short hop.”
“Well you’re doing well we’re now down to seven
And each one we decode is a step closer to heaven
Here is something else though that might help us through
We got five of the spirits so there must be another two.”
“Yes I think you’re right
You’ve certainly cleared some mist
So that’s Love and Insight
I’ll just scan the list
Well there’s not many left
But I don’t have a clue
I’m afraid in ideas I’m bereft
So I’ll leave these two to you.”
Amanda scanned through the list
And her mind saw a V with a nail
But then came a little twist
It was accompanied some mail
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“Love holds things together,”
That was what it said
Ignorance was no more a fetter
And another letter now was dead
She told David about it
And with more to tell
As it proved to be a great hit
She told him the Mantra as well
They then checked for Insight
And it quickly took
Reasoning that fish must mean light
So it was a fish hook
You see light and the fish
Were both Jesus’ sign
That was all that they could wish
For it to fall in line
With N and X completed
They had to stop it there
There was another king to be defeated
With Brian in the chair
“Hello Viewers we’re here once more
And debate is in the air
The idea of God has come to the fore
I mean is He really there?
Some say that no one’s really sure
But on that this man’s not keen
Anyway I’ll say no more
And introduce you to Richard Sheen.
“I’m surprised you need debate
As God has long been disproved
Though His warmongering and hate
Has not been improved
We still go out to kill
To justify the lies
The thick are with us still
So I’m here to put them wise
God does not exist
Get that in your head
Let me clear the mist
When you’re dead you’re dead
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Don’t look for life eternal
Because you’re too scared to die
And as for regions infernal
They are there to make you comply
I mean seriously its one big joke
Some old man in the sky
Though the thing that makes me really choke
Is for Him they’ll kill and die
And as for this thing called Faith
It’s just believe without proof
Science has proved it unsafe
It’s just to them reason’s aloof.”
“So there you have it then,”
Brian said when he had finished
“So Amanda now he’s spoken
Has your Faith diminished?”
“I won’t bother with the first part it was just a rant
Embedded too much in him that he can’t recant
But with his views on Faith I’m afraid that ignorance’s rife
For it in its essence is your Spiritual Understanding of life
Now his actual faith is that God does not exist
I’m afraid that in his ignorance that’s a point he’s missed
If he was agnostic he would not know for sure
They’re the ones that are faithless if you want to know the score.”
“No,” Richard said interrupting
“That is not the truth
Its meaning you’re corrupting
To that fact I’m not aloof
God does not exist
There is no faith involved
Strike me off the list
There see problem solved.”
“Just like others with faith they get angry when it’s attacked
Yes it’s there to see, what you call a cold hard fact
I’m afraid your little outburst has just proved my point
You and Faith are one you can’t even see the joint.”
“No that’s just a lie
You Religionists are the same
If we question why
You divert the blame
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Yes you’re really good at it
You’ve been doing it for years
But I’m wise to all that shit
It causes too many tears.”
“There you go again is ignorance your thing?
Because I’ve something to tell you that will leave a nasty sting
Atheism is a Religion as it has a Spiritual base
It also has a Dharma though that’s a truth that you cannot face
God, life and the Universe all are with-in its scope
It has an understanding though devoid of any hope
And also it has reverence for Champions of its cause
So before you condemn Religion I suggest you take a pause.”
“No this is nonsense
I’m not having that
You must think I’m really dense
No, chance of that is fat.”
“Well it makes sense to me,”
Brian said as Richard had switched off
“There’s no answer I can see
Or are you just waiting to cough.”
“You’re all in this together,”
Richard said, well more a shout
“My views won’t change, no never.”
And then he just stormed out
“I apologise for that,”
Brian said when he had gone
“I didn’t realise he was a prat
I would have never had him on
So Amanda anyway
What really is the score?
We have some time so what do you say
Why do Religions like to war?”
“When it comes to reason
It varies to the man
But to God though it’s all treason
It was never in His plan
Man gets power deluded
It’s an Ego thing
I’m afraid until it’s denuded
They can’t wear God’s Wedding Ring.”
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“Anyway I do apologise
That was really no debate
I’m afraid the fellow thought he was wise
When he was just full of hate
Time is now our enemy
And it’s ended in sorrow
But hopefully if you can forgive me
I will still see you tomorrow.”
“I told you it was a waste of time,”
David said after Brian had gone
“I think it really is a crime
That he should be put on
I used to listen to his bile
On a Social Media site
Negativity by the pile
With intellectual slight
Anyway you did real well
I think you got him netted
Though next time I’ll have to tell
Brian to get them vetted
Well the letters anyway
I think there’s one more caught
Whilst you had your vibrant say
I was giving it some thought
The seven spirits got me thinking
That there also must be a Soul
It didn’t take much in its linking
Yes I think I’ve scored a goal
They say that Soul has its seat
At the back of the head
So the letter Q takes a defeat
And another letters dead”
“I think that you are right it seems to fit in well
Yes we’re moving on there’s only 3 more left to tell
Now B’s symbol is a house I think that Self might fit
It has many rooms denoting different aspects of it.”
“Yes that fits in fine
Only two more left to go
But now Andrew’s on the line
As it’s time to do the show.”
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“Hello Viewers it Andrew here
And with me’s Amanda Morgan
I’m afraid that last time brought no cheer
But I am still her fan
So Amanda Revelations
Plenty more to tell
Though hopefully with some elations
As it sounds to me like Hell.”
“Well Andrew time will tell
Though I thought already this was Hell
I mean looking around it’s not hard to sell
But on that I will not dwell
Now the Vials and Trumpets parallel as I’ve said before
So I will pick up on that and elaborate some more
Though I’ve only covered 7 and then 1 to 4
I’ll give you the understanding and by that I mean the core
Now the first as you must know was the actual event
And the next four were the damage after it was spent
The next was its location and the bulk of its descent
Then finally the Global impact in a Political content
So going back to the 5th Vial not really much to say
With that little insight it reads a different way
It’s not an angry God coming out to play
Just a catastrophe that would not go away
They repented not their deeds so the story read
Which ties in with the Helicopters we’ve already said
It’s a pretty good tie so we’ll put that one to bed
And try for understanding of the last Vial instead
Now in the last Vial the River Euphrates runs dry
Leaving it open for the eastern kings to try
It means defenses are now down well more of an imply
For Israel is vulnerable it’s lost an ally
Onto Armageddon on that I will not dwell
I’m just giving you some grounding the future’s yet to tell
So basically that’s Revelations by that I mean the shell
The filling is the characters to make the Book swell.”
“Well that was enlightening
Our appreciation goes to you
So anything else not frightening
That you could take us through?”
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“I’ll start with the Word of God though in the Book it’s last
Not a lot to say really so it should go quite fast
On his head were many Crowns he was not to be typecast
He’ll be known by many names so his following is vast
Now the armies in heaven means that fate comes out to play
Clearing any obstacle that stands in his way
Basically anything that will stop him in his say
It’s Divine Protection at the end of the day
Now the Word of God is more than just a Sage
He actually is a herald for the new Aquarian Age
He brings with him the knowledge so that history can turn a page
And Man can have eternal youth if he can lose his rage
The 12 Stars around the woman’s head are the Zodiacal kind
Symbolic of Precession which is easily defined
Each Star is a Constellation Elementally inclined
All put into place to help expand the mind
Now the woman’s actually the Mother Spirit though on that I will not dwell
Instead I’ll turn my attention to the thing that gives you hell
I’m talking about the red dragon and there’s much to tell
Though I’m giving you due warning that it won’t turn out well
Now whilst it was in heaven the dragon had a Crown upon each head
And crown means name as I’ve already said
And seven makes the whole so we can put that point to bed
They are the seven deadly sins its different aspects but all wed
Now the dragon it was cast out and had nowhere else to go
So it came down to Earth and proved a bitter foe
It knew its time was running out, it was its death throe
To bring its wrath upon the World and fill it full of woe
Now once it came to Earth it became a real thorn
A crown no longer on each head it got placed upon each horn
10 countries we are talking, the G10 has been born
The backers of the IMF whose loss we will not mourn
Now on the seven heads (the G7) there is a little more
For one had been fatally wounded but it found its cure
We are talking about Germany after the Second World War
It was flattened and partitioned but eventually did restore
Its body was a leopard’s so avarice comes to be
Carried by pride or the bears feet that you see
And finally the lion’s roar it gets angry
Not a pleasant creature, well it seems to me
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Finally the false prophet that upholds its cause
Two horns are former Presidents that promote its wars
I will not name names due to libel laws
But you know who they are and can see them for their flaws
Now the Beast I’ve mentioned is difficult to unseat
As it gets its power through deviousness and deceit
It is not the actual People only the Elite
Nor do they represent the People to make this part complete.”
“Well I don’t know about cheering up
You’ve left me in despair
Yes I think you’ve got the cup
When it comes to a nightmare
Well the Babylon Whore
Is the Roman Catholic Church
But if you know some more
Don’t leave me in the lurch.”
“Well it is in a way but it could be any church
That champions war which to God’s name’s a besmirch
They’re the Bride of Christ if it will help you in your search
So to fornicate with kings it’s actually God that’s left in the lurch
To get the people drunk means they altered their mindset
To think war is God’s will and it gets better yet
Pandering to Merchants just out for what they can get
Deluded by Earthly power and it’s the Poor that pays the debt
As for the seven kings with five already gone
They actually are Empires he’s quite the conman John
The sixth one was Rome the one that he was on
And the seventh Britain that we will dwell upon
Now from the British Empire another came to be
Although it actually wasn’t one I mean traditionally
It wasn’t got by conflict through foreign policy
No it was got by guile and underhandedly
The ten horns or the kings it’s those Bankers once again
Making the Whore desolate they really are a pain
Dipping their fingers in the pie just for personal gain
Yes the thieving bastards are really quite a bane
Now to finish off this section there’s just a little more
And that is the meaning of the Babylon Whore
Babylon means Gateway to the Heavens so you should know the score
And a Whore sells its body and that’s it at the core
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I’m afraid the Catholic Church showed a greedy face
And came up with the notion of selling God’s Grace
Yes if you have money in Heaven there’s a place
The Camel and the Needle disappeared without a trace.”
“Well Amanda much appreciated
You’ve gave us food for thought
And though I am not elated
I think it’s truly caught
I’m hoping that by now too
We’ve got past all the sorrow
And things will not be as blue
When I see you tomorrow.”
David made them both a drink
He had a lot to say
Which usually meant a real good think
For it seemed to be his way
“I noticed something in there
Though you never mentioned it
But I’m guessing that it was only fair
As to controversy it would fit
The mystery of God I read
It said would be revealed
It’s probably too much for my head
So I guess that casket’s sealed.”
“We’ll check the letters and see what they say
And perhaps the mystery might just go away
The first two’s pretty easy, will seeing or seen
But as for D and doorway there it gets quite mean
Now when I say the Mantras I feel a healing light
I think it’s the Holy Spirit if it helps us in the fight
Though it energises I sort of feel a transformation
But come to doorway my mind goes on vacation.”
“Well I suppose transformation could be doorway
If we’re talking dusk and dawn
It’s the parts between night and day
When each one is reborn
So yes I would say you have it
Just one more to do
Though if I think a bit
I might have found a clue
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I’m thinking that Service
Plays a major part
So that is the final kiss
K and work add to the cart.
Well anyway time moves on
I really have to go
I don’t really know where time has gone
But it’s definitely a foe.”
The rest of the day was uneventful
So take it as read
The Tale picks up more transcendental
With Amanda asleep in bed
Chapter 11
Amanda found herself in a darkened cave
She had a grim foreboding that things were pretty grave
A chill appeared around her, she wasn’t feeling brave
And then the voices came in a menacing wave
“Arascain things don’t look well
You have entered into the place I dwell
The place from no one lives to tell
The place that they call Hell
Arascain things look bleak
You think you’re strong when you are weak
And getting weaker as we speak
No it does not pay to be meek.”
Arascain came to the fore
For Amanda needed a propping shore
So when Amanda was no more
Into the Presence Arascain tore
“Don’t expect me to be timid that meek I do not seek
And to try and scare me you really have a cheek
You may be the dusk so things to you are bleak
But I am the dawn and you’re past your peak.”
“So you have awareness,” the Voices became one
“Though you won’t defeat me but please carry on
I’m afraid coming here you’ve fallen victim to a con
Chance of getting out of here? A chance of none
I am the Beast I am everywhere
My followers are legion my strength your despair
You’ve seen my power as you live there
So don’t disrespect me I’ll crush without a care.”
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“I have no fear so you’ll get no meal
I understand that that is the deal
So don’t waste your time trying to appeal
I don’t live in ignorance I lost its seal
You are the Beast well so you say
And perhaps you are, well in a way
You are its nature so here’s a game we will play
When I recognise you, you go away.”
“Your understanding is stronger than I thought
Don’t know who told you but you are well taught
Though I am guessing that you’ve been sold short
For whilst you are down here you have no support
That’s right Arascain you’re on your own
Chance of redemption all chance has been blown
You cannot leave here until you get a clone
So may I suggest a more respectful tone?”
“Now as to the game then you’re carried by pride,”
Arascain said ignoring the chide
“Yes from Enlightenment you cannot hide
And with recognition it will no longer bide
So your pride tells you you’re better than me
But how does that equate with reality?
I’m not impressed by what I can see
Now why don’t you try some Poetry?”
“So a contest then, a bad mistake
But come to life that’s a chance that you take
There is no trophy for you have no stake
It’ll just be small consolation to know you’re a fake
So come to Poetry you think you are better
That’s easily sorted not really a fetter
My verse is modern a real trend setter
And also my poetry goes by the letter
Hearken onto me mortal
Enchanting are my words
Listen now with keen interest
Live life for yourself I say
It is the only thing to do
Satisfy what I desire
And things will go your way
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Never lose that from your heart
In life you will go far
Concern for others is not the thing
Except if you can make on it
Put your trust in that
Live life to the full
And you will find happiness
Contentment in Material reward
Enthusiastically received
‘Hell is a nice place’ from where I am sat
Chances of beating that I’d say were fat
Well anyway it’s your turn with the bat
Let’s see what you think is better than that.”
“Aware am I in a different leaning
Spiritual are my eyes
Perceptions have a deeper meaning
Intense and no disguise
Reason now becomes my cleaning
In the hope of getting wise
Truth comes down to insightful gleaning
Understanding Ego lies
Always shall I strive in growing
Live for the greater good
Listen to my inner knowing
In guidance because I should
Feel the love inside me glowing
Energising as it would
Goodness really up and flowing
Even to my blood
Never shall I fall to greed
Ego centred love
Rather I’ll just take my need
Avarice gets the shove
Temptation it will never feed
Extinguished from above
Selfishness it does not bleed
Inner demon is now a dove
Neither will I fall to pride
National or self
Envy too will never chide
Ruining mental health
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Peace of mind is on my side
Empathy a wealth
Arrogance will never bide
Conquered it through stealth
Every chance an opportunity
Acquiring what appears
Marching out of poverty
Anxious are my fears
Time though is against me
Ever shorter are the years
Ravages are there to see
Imparting mental tears
And yet I will continue
Lasting wealth I need
Lacking moral sinew
I just have my greed
Facing life a sin new
Every little deed
Judging with a dim view
Ungodly is my creed
So there you have it
To deal with life’s ill
Stress and not just a bit
Torments me still
Reality is no hit
Every struggle an up-hill
So just remember it
Stress can kill.
A Spiritual life generates Inner Peace a Material life just stress,”
With that the place got lighter well a little less
She must have beaten him would be the safest guess
But the Beast continued as it was hard to impress
“You are well behind the times
Man’s forsaken pointless rhymes
It restricts his thought climbs
To real poets they’re just crimes.”
“My, my, my, you are a fighter
But this place has just got lighter
The future’s looking so much brighter
I’ll just tie the noose much tighter
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There is an antelope that I have met
That thinks it’s a lion and it gets better yet
It told all its friends and a new fact was now set
They all became lions as it was the safest bet
It then told a lion what it had said
And the lion ignored it as it had been fed
It might be tolerant but it would not be led
So when told not to roar the antelope was dead.”
With that the cave got lighter still
And even lost some of its chill
The statement must have fit the bill
For pride had had its fill
A flash of light really quite a show
Amanda found herself back with the crow
She felt happy with one less foe
But what it said made for a bitter blow
“Arascain you did very well
In your first visit into Hell
But it’s not over there’s more to tell
It is not quite yet its death knell
Anyway that’s a later date
So not to worry any rate
Those Letters’ meanings you did sate
You really have a clever mate
A couple of things to help you out
So you might know what it’s about
And hopefully put you in with a shout
To understand and quickly rout
The first on which I’ll lift the lid
Is that some of it is bracketed
You’ll need to know that in your bid
To find the knowledge that is hid
Here is an example of this kind
We’ll first remove Eden’s bind
Through transformation through light you’ll find
Though we need to get it more refined
Now this transformation is Enlightenment
It’s done through light that’s Heaven sent
To transform the Soul with nourishment
So bracket it as it is spent
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Now from this land four Rivers pour
So it is telling you some more
Just so you might know the score
From transformation you get this core
Pison the Word blessed with Understanding seeing light
Bracket the last two words and lose them from sight
Blessed with Understanding so you are now bright
For the Words understanding is its might
So the first River we’ll quickly rout
You now know the Word and what it’s about
With Understanding a deeper meaning comes out
You evolve in balance so pride does not flout
Next we have Gihon bracketed the same
So Will blessed with spirit is the actual flame
Your Will turns Spiritual and not just in name
You now have evolved past guilt and shame
Then there is Hiddekel now don’t be a shirk
For the spirit blessed with transformation transforms through work
It’s done through God’s Purpose so no self interest can lurk
A life of service with the Holy Spirit as a perk
Finally Euphrates which is not too demanding
Through love the Spiritual Word knows God’s wisdom through understanding
Not really a hard job for this phrase in landing
Just make sure in life that love has a hand in
Now the last two Rivers may become one
With three lots of brackets it is easily done
Through work and through love are quickly won
Then knowing God’s wisdom through understanding is gone
So putting them together a new phrase has occurred
You understand God’s wisdom it’s not just being inferred
Spirit blessed with transformation transforms through God’s Purpose knowing the Spiritual
Word
The essence of a Spiritual life you now have found your gird
So then from Enlightenment this is what you’ve got
You understand the Word so ignorance is no blot
Your Will becomes Spiritual so material wealth there’s not
You transform through work and knowledge, guess you’ve got the lot.”
With that a piece of paper appeared which she quickly read
The words disappeared and merged with her and were soothing to the head
It was like her Soul was hungry and was being fed
And if you are interested this is what it said
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“THROUGH TRANSFORMATION THROUGH LIGHT YOU GET THE WORD
BLESSED WITH UNDERSTANDING (seeing light), THE WILL BLESSED WITH
SPIRIT (seeing light), THE SPIRIT BLESSED WITH TRANSFORMATION
TRANSFORMS (through work) THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE (through love)
KNOWING THE SPIRITUAL WORD (knowing God’s wisdom through understanding)”
“Well that is amazing is that light at the core?
It really is astounding I’d love to hear some more
It mentioned Cain and Seth could I know the score?
Seriously with what you say I could never bore.”
“Well Arascain there’s plenty more to tell
And with what we’ll tell you you’ll come out very well
But there is a downside, a nasty Brimstone smell
We cannot tell you anymore until you’ve been back to Hell
Now I know it’s a bleak place and can be quite a fright
But in it are the things that stop you getting bright
Once one is defeated we replace it with light
So strengthening your Will to put the next one to flight.”
“Well it would be worth it so that’s something I would dare
Yes I’d say that come to exchange that was pretty fair
Besides if I get danger Arascain will be there
So no need to worry when I go back to the lair.”
“Now that sounds like pride so it’s best that you get rid
Then you will be evolved and Arascain won’t be hid
It was your pride you defeated time to lift the lid
The Beast’s Mark has lost a third, off one 6 has slid
With that little insight you should actually grow
Your pride now has been ousted and so has to go
Purpose comes to being not the old one though
It first needs enlightening, a darkness overthrow.”
“Yes I understand that, well I think I see
I have to rid the darkness so that light may come to me
And to really do this understanding is the key
Then light can pour in as a space is free.”
“Very good you grasped it well
So now just some news to tell
Your Story’s out but it won’t sell
It will back fire so I won’t dwell
And finally you have another king
Who claims that Science is his thing
I’m afraid that anger he will bring
As to old theories he does cling.”
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Chapter 12
Amanda was awoken with a start
By the knocking of the door
She went downstairs pretty smart
To find David very sore
“You are not going to believe it
The lying little bastard
It appears he covered you with shit
And it’s been well plastered
“Here take a look at this,”
Passing her the paper
“This might be your death kiss
Or at least a major taper.”
Amanda took a look through it
A real unpleasant read
Anger first though just a bit
Which did quick recede
“Well there’s no imagination
It appears his mind is in stagnation
The man can hardly write
And he’s not very bright
Get Brian to dig up a story
If it matches we’ve found glory
It’s the one about Colin Jackson’s daughter
And it will lead to Stephen Jones’ slaughter.”
“What is that all you can say?
After what he’s written
Seriously are you okay
Has insanity smitten
He’s just condemned you
To misery and woe
Now I would feel really blue
But you just want to let it go.”
“There’s nothing to worry about it will just backfire
Especially as I’ve got the proof that he is a liar
Oh yes the same old story and the same old claim
Seems they now use standard forms you just change the name.”
“Yes, you know I think you’re right
Sorry about that
But reading it was a temper ignite
I feel such a prat
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You actually have a bigger circulation
They’re on the way out
And that little bit of retaliation
Would be quite a clout.”
“It’s not really worth the hassle
As to worry I’m not its vassal
Besides I’ve got news to tell
About my time in Hell.”
Amanda told him what she’d been through
About Hell and the first day
And with all that knowledge to accrue
David was blown away
“Well that’s really made my day
And many more besides
It has definitely kept my temper at bay
Form those petty loathsome derides
May I copy out and study it
Its took my breath away
I mean it’s caught more than a bit
And I would like to play.”
“You are more than welcome
You’ve been a help and then some
I will do it straight away
As you tell me off my day.”
“Well you have another debate
With some scientific bod
Watch him he’s not a man sedate
He’s a very angry sod
He watched the programme yesterday
And he wasn’t happy
Thinks you’ve disrespected the scientific way
And this sent him whappy
It was a misunderstanding really
He thinks you meant science was a Faith
To correct him Brian tried dearly
But could not make it safe
Also though he’s doing a piece
About that Stephen Jones
He has some info to release
Not the skin just bones
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He’s actually going to plug my Book
Now it’s been updated
Seriously you should take a look
It’s almost like it’s fated
Amanda took the Book
And gave David the list
It has definitely had a hook
As two hours were then missed
The Tale picks up once more
With Brian on the line
Time to even up the score
But with Brian that was fine
“Hello Viewers and welcome back
Well before we start the show
Now though I risk getting the sack
There’s something you should know
Now you all know Amanda Morgan
She’s our latest new recruit
Yes I’m really quite a fan
Her insight leaves me mute
Well it appears a certain dinosaur
Is intent on her to eat
With fictitious stories nothing more
Than just lies and deceit
So it sent one of its minions
Out to have a slay
A man of no opinions
Who just follows others say
His name is Stephen Jones
And this here is his picture
He likes to throw stones
With truth not in the mixture
If you see him just avoid him
That is the best way
For although the man is pretty dim
He’s devious in play
As a service to you Viewers
I’m making you aware
This man is from the sewers
So proceed with care
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And incidentally on the subject
To his bosses the Daily Smile
You’re a dirty rag, a truth reject
And foster misconceptions by guile
I could give you fact and detail
It’s worth a serious look
But you can actually get it retail
You can read it in a book
Here’s the Book I’m talking about
State of Play by David Smith
It tells about the Laws they flout
And their method with its whiff
So anyway Amanda’s here
There’s debate in the air
Though I’m guessing you’re not in cheer
With this false scandal everywhere.”
“Well the story was familiar I read it once before
Though it had a different name it was the same for sure
Now it wasn’t word for word but it took standard form
And what I’m about to tell you might just raise a storm
Here’s a fact for you, one that can’t be denied
The victim of the first story committed suicide
The story actually killed her although not literally
It made her life unlivable does he expect the same from me?
It’s quite an insult really
When I think about it clearly
I mean if he wants my Silver Chord cut
It’s going to take more of an effort
But anyway I’ll say no more
Just see what Fate has in its store
There was talk of a debate
And that won’t abate.”
“Well to finally start the show
We have Charles Rickman here
Who has things he thinks you should know
And has made that pretty clear
So Charles you have the chair
A real right to reply
Something that Paper would never dare
It wouldn’t even try.”
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“Well Newspapers aside
I’m not one to judge
My concerns are comments snide
And from that I will not budge
I am a Scientist
We only deal in fact
You’ll not find Faith upon my list
As it is not exact
No to call it Faith
That really is insult
We don’t deal with things unsafe
We leave that to a cult
Now I am an Atheist
But that is not my Faith
I have proved God does not exist
With facts both right and safe.”
“So Amanda,” Brian said
“Charles says he has the proof
“Strange really as I have read
That the Truth is too aloof.”
“Well I guess that’s temper talking
Unless he plans to keep on walking
For this proof I’d love to see
All this is new to me
No Science isn’t actually a Faith
It’s more a tool, a scriptural base
And a True Scientist is agnostic
Neither Atheist nor a Mystic
A True Scientist has an open mind
And a strong desire for truth to find
He is objective and has no views
For he knows perceptions can alter news
A True Scientist would theorise
But be prepared to change as he got wise
For with new knowledge comes re assessment
Re evaluation and new attestment
With bias though it would close his mind
And so his search would be refined
To things that tally with his truth
So true understanding becomes aloof
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Take Genetic Mutation as a case
20% of which we have in place
A True Scientist would call the rest unknown
And not be content to leave it alone
A biased one would have a different view
It’s just random there’s nothing new
Content in that fact he’d move on
So chance of growth well actually none
You see True Science is discovery
Then re evaluation and recovery
So that our knowledge can expand
And we can truly understand
Well with these mutations we now know more
60% is more like the score
So randomness is falling to the ground
To a biased man though it would have never been found
No Science really should be pure
But with Faith involved it has a rotten core
And any Faith by that I mean
Because it gives a biased lean.”
“No, no, no, I disagree,”
Charles said interrupting
“You will not browbeat me,”
His temper now erupting
“You are talking nonsense
Just trying to deceive
But I am really not that dense
So I’m just going to leave.”
“Well that was so rude,”
Brian said when he had gone
“He sure was the angriest dude
And I mean bar none
So anyway debate is done
And we still have time to spare
I think that one you might have won
Yes I’d say that’s fair
So Science and Religion
Are they mutually exclusive?
I can see it to a smidgen
But not really conclusive.”
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“True Religion should be a science
And not just about Scriptural compliance
I’m afraid that we have lost our way
Along with the understanding of its true say
Yes they should actually be as one
But we’ll call it Meta-physical before we move on
As Religion has now got a bad name
And that might distract you from the flame.”
“So True Religion is a science
This is new to me
Not really asking in defiance
But can this really be?
I thought Religion was a collective
A group that got along
They all had the same objective
And through it they got strong
Now though what you tell me
Seems more of a singular thing
Does this equate with history
As that would be a reality sting.”
“We’ve had True Religion through history
But with Society they don’t get along
For the idea that God’s a mystery
To them is very wrong
Now both believe in spirits leaven
With the emphasis on rebirth
One though wants to get to Heaven
Whilst the other bring heaven to Earth
They both are quests for immortality
Though a different understanding is the key
One thinks it’s a place that you can find
Whilst the other says it’s a state of mind.”
“Yes I think that’s pretty clear
You explained it well
But now I’m afraid the end is here
We’ve ran out of time to dwell.”
With that the show was ended
So they sat and had a drink
They talked of the Book amended
For its reading had made Amanda think
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“I read what you wrote about the Daily Smile
I actually studied it for a while
They really are a conceited bunch
Who would destroy your life on a groundless hunch
Yes I hope it does very well
Though I know in my heart that it would sell
For it has a lot to say
And is very relevant for today.”
“Well it’s definitely time
Someone had to lift the lid
There’s been well too much crime
That has been well hid
Anyway time will tell
Andrew’s on the line
I’m afraid that curiosity he can’t quell
So you must be doing fine.”
“Hello Viewers I’m back again
And Amanda’s here once more
Though hopefully I might ease her pain
Before she takes the floor
I have been informed about the lies
That are now in circulation
But don’t you worry I am wise
And judge them in condemnation
Take heart you’re not the only one
To suffer from false smear
For I too have had a similar outcome
That I won’t go into here
Suffice to say that we’re with you
And with you all the way
So no matter what you say and do
We’ll think that it’s okay
Well anyway Revelations again
It’s really going well
Now I’m very sorry to be a pain
But is there any more to tell?”
“The Two Witnesses I believe was next on the list
Though first of all I’d like to point out a little thing they missed
It was probably lost in translation but I’m no specialist
But it was not a Candlestick that John saw through the mist
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The clue lies in the other symbol the Olive Tree
From it you get oil which burns you see
So if not a Candlestick then what else could it be
It would have to be an oil lamp, well it seems to me
Not really much to say so on it I won’t dwell
Formidable in argument and can curse as well
I’ll leave it at that as there’s not that much to tell
I don’t really want to get involved with the supernatural
So next the New Jerusalem a problem easily solved
It’s not actually a city more a man evolved
Freed from desire and all his sins absolved
Think that is confusing it’s easily resolved
The pillars that it stood on the twelve steps he had taken
The vibrant Rainbow colours where darkness was forsaken
And the Tree of Life Eden is now awaken
It was an enlightened Soul where God had quite a stake in
Then finally the Seven Thunders an easy one to solve
It actually is a Mantra to help you to evolve
Said in sets of seven to strengthen your resolve
It’s a surrendering of Will so all your Sins absolve
If you want to hear it, well by me that’s fine
Say it twice daily for to get the best incline
‘I surrender my Will to the greater Will, the will of the Devine
I will to will thy will’ and soon you’ll start to shine
In hand with this why not try another goal
That one for the Spirit this one for the Soul
It’s actually in verse form to perform a different role
With a soothing melody to sweet soft cajole
‘We drift through life just float along
Guided by our Mother’s tongue
For she’s the one that keeps us strong
And tips us off when things are wrong
Yes she’s the one that holds our hand
When life makes for its high demands
With motives truly underhand
She is the one to understand’
Now to be honest the rest of the Book
Dwells in the future so I’ll have to overlook
I hope that what I’ve told you though has truly took
And if you want to pursue the rest it may be worth a look.”
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“I think you’ve got the main things
And as the future has not yet manifest
We don’t know what it brings
But you’ve really done the best
I truly want to thank you
From the bottom of my heart
You’ve made me look at things anew
And with the most insightful of start.”
With that Revelations was completed
Though with secrets left untold
But don’t feel that you’ve been cheated
As you’ve had all its gold
“So Revelations now completed,”
David said after Andrew had gone
I guess that now it’s defeated
I can get in contact with Yvonne.”
“I’m not too sure about that
Though I do want the Genesis chat
It’s just that I don’t really know
Until I’ve asked the crow.”
“Oh well not to worry
I’ve got other things to do
E mails there’s a flurry
And all sympathetic to you
They all say they won’t buy it
Neither the Paper nor their lies
I think you really made a hit
Yes standard stories put them wise
No I’d best get off then
I can sort that lot at home
It will give you time if you’ve the yen
To get back to my Tome.”
With that David left the scene
And Amanda continued with the read
On it she proved pretty keen
For night had fell as she finished the deed
Chapter 13
Amanda found herself back in the forest green
The crow was sitting with her to finish off the scene
It had a lot to say about things as yet unseen
Just a little insight to keep her mind real keen
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“Now Arascain I hope that you’re sedate
And that story has not fuelled your hate
For that reporter fellow wants a date
And is next in line for a debate
As I said the Story would back fire
It seems it has raised the Editors ire
He said the consequences for Jones would be dire
As he’s been made to look like a liar
So Jones is out to try and save his skin
Though there’s no chance that he can win
I’m afraid he’ll just end up creating a din
And then his career will be in the bin
This isn’t about integrity so that point should be stopped
It’s more about the fact that circulation has been dropped
Only a small shortfall you could not call it cropped
But as Newspapers are in decline it actually could be chopped
And here’s something of interest that you might find a hit
One or two Newsagents have stopped stocking it
Quite an unusual thing you will have to admit
They said they didn’t sell fiction not even a bit
Yes it seems that comment was the thing that hurt the most
And got Stephen Jones suspended and a real good roast
I mean it’s not a thing of which you like to boast
Nothing new to say so just an old repost.”
“Well that is good to know
It’s really quite an insult though
Just an old story passed to and fro
Come to the Ego a bitter blow
Though the strange thing about it was I didn’t mind
Which to be honest was a surprise to find
I mean normally speaking I’d be in a bind
With thoughts of anger all unkind.”
“Well, well, well, what do you know?
It appears to me you’ve lost your Ego
Now from that you can really grow
So back to Yvonne with her show
First though there’s some more to tell
It won’t be til after your next visit to Hell
But don’t you worry things are working well
Tomorrow night I can fore tell
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Well anyway back to Jones’ plight
I’m afraid that he’s not really bright
He saw the show and thought he might
Source Colin’s number but then got a fright
Now although shocked by the accident
The Story’s deadline would not relent
So he plagurised one already sent
Desperate times, he had to pay the rent.
Now finally your impending trip to Hell
Know what I say and things will go well
You need understanding so that’s what I’ll tell
This should be enough to sound its death knell
They are actually three forces merged into one
Though only two as one has now gone
That was the Masculine and easily won
So next is the Spiritual before you can move on.”
With that Amanda was interrupted
By the sound of a Car horn
And having had her sleep disrupted
She could be quite a thorn
“What is this,” she got that far
Then something strange occurred
A smell of Brimstone and cold tar
And her anger was interred
It was really a strange feeling
That left her stunned in shock
So she never hit the ceiling
When there came a knock
“What do you think?”
David said quickly rushing in
“Now I don’t want to create a stink
But you can put the Bus Pass in the bin
I thought that it might come in useful
You might need a Chauffer in a while
And if I’m being honest and truthful
I do kind of like its style.”
“Well it certainly fits the bill
Though my curiousity tends to kill
I mean put me out of my sorrow
Was it beg, steal or borrow?”
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“Well borrowed if you must know
Though I can have it until I’m done
It seems my readership did really grow
But there’s more to be won
So they want me to publicise
Book signing and that kind of thing
And they thought that it might be wise
To turn up with a zing.”
“Well you certainly will do that
I’ll put the kettle on
Come on in we’ll have a chat
I’ve an envy hat to don.”
They talked awhile
As they had their drink
Time past in style
Well more like a blink
The Tale picks up once again
At the start of Brian’s show
Stephen Jones was there, drunk and a pain
As his confidence was very low
He’s been ordered in to defend himself
Sort of a damage limitation
So nerves and guilt he had a wealth
Drowned out with true dedication
“So anyway before we start the show,”
Brian said in disbelief
“There’s something that you must know
Stephen’s had far too much medicinal relief
I fear that he’s not fit to stand
By the slurring of his voice
Now we’re not here to be underhand
So we’re giving him the choice
Postpone it to another day
That’ll be fine by me
Or go ahead and have your say
And what will be will be.”
“I’m sober without doubt
So put you slurs away
Yes that premise I’ll quickly rout
Are you too scared to play?”
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“Well fair enough it’s running late
Whatever that you say
So the subject of debate
What is it today?”
“Got to pick a subject
Well that’s fair enough
And if you care to object
Well I’m afraid that is tough
I would like to talk about lying
And how it affects our lives
Yes there’s no denying
That people have sharp knives
I mean take me as an example
They said I plagurised
Not really a good sample
But I’ve been scandalized
Now I am a Reporter
A seeker of the truth
And I mean a real supporter
Nothing is aloof
I do not rewrite things
And just change the name
You know to me that really stings
You should hang your heads in shame
I have won awards
For work that I have done
So put away your swords
I’ve already won
My article on Asylum Seekers
Really created a wow
Yes in debate most of the speakers
And still talking about it now
And as for Foreign Aid
I tore that thing apart
Yes with the insight made
It by passed the heart.”
“So,” Brian said
After Stephen had done
“Amanda can you put these points to bed
Or is it that he’s won?”
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“All these austerity cuts and yet our debt is still rising
There’s something gone wrong there is no disguising
We blame Asylum Seekers and giving others aid
Milking our system into which they’ve never paid
But seriously now it that really the case?
Look into it deeper and you’ll see a sinister face
We have to put up with wages too lax
Whilst the Employers that do this shun paying tax
The pay is that low that it’s subsidised
By a tax credit system too quickly devised
I don’t know about foreign but this aid is home
Costing us millions and adding to our loan
And Employers too that shun paying tax
Depriving us of revenue and I mean to the max
Billions with held disappeared without trace
Just a grasping smirk on an Accountant’s face
And what of the Banks that caused all this mess?
They’re living it large with no fear of redress
No retribution with no prison in hand
I mean it’s not like we’re living in Iceland
All this is Corporate and most is not home grown
Asylum Seekers who have not left their home
They don’t have to sign on so let’s clear the mist
They do not pay tax as they do not exist
When I say Corporations I mean the Elite
Who gather together in mystery to practice their deceit
Whilst we pay to protect them they give us what for
They’re just international parasites that abuse our law
You chose to ignore this, you are not a Reporter
You are just a hate monger and victim deporter
You have no integrity it’s not in your book
Along with all the morals that you quick forsook.”
“I’m not like that I fight for truth
And report on what people want to hear
To someone like you I guess it’s too aloof
But our circulation figures make it quite clear.”
“You talk of truth but that is appalling
Everyone knows that your figures are falling
And I mean just generally you’re evolving away
But also your actions accelerate this decay
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You’re getting desperate and don’t know what to do
Just chasing shadows you haven’t a clue
You have no real talent that has long gone
When you sold your Soul it was took in a con
You might lie and cheat and think you are clever
But I’m telling you now that just a fool’s endeavour
Your actions have consequences outside and within
Though you are too ignorant with too thick a skin
I mean seriously speaking how many have died
Because of your words and what they slanderously implied
That story you copied was just one case
Though I’m more than just guessing that it’s common place.”
“Now you’re talking nonsense
Nobody has died
No you must be really dense
That can’t be denied
I think you are a waste of time
To reason you’re aloof
Now you’ve accused me of a crime
So please provide the proof.”
“Oh you didn’t pull the trigger you did much worse
For your lies and half truths brought with them a curse
That stigmatized the victim and left them in despair
With suicide their way out but you put the seeds in there.”
“There you go again
With your slanderous allegations
You’re getting a real pain
With your minor vexations
I don’t see any proof
Don’t keep us in suspense
If it is the truth
Where’s the evidence?”
“So you want proof how about a phone call
That distracted Colin Jackson and brought about his down fall
That call has been logged and it came down to you
Just digging for dirt because that’s what you do
Ironic really as it was his daughter
In the story you copied that brought about slaughter
You didn’t even know that when you made that call
You killed him by proxy now that says it all.”
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“No that’s a lie
I’m not having that
I’ll just wave good bye
You don’t wear the Judgement Hat.”
“Now before you go,”
Brian said with glee
“There’s something you should know
And something to see
Our evidence is fine
And in the best health
We’ll be putting it on line
So you can judge for yourself
Both stories will be posted
To compare with each other
And also the call logs we boasted
For we too like to smother
And certified proof
That they were both kin
You see evidence is not aloof
And your jobs in the bin.”
With that Stephen left the set
With nothing else to say
Just a heavy twinge of regret
For he knew he had had his day
After he had gone
There was still time to spare
So Brian carried on
Without a care
“Well I would say that we nailed him
And did it really well
I thought he was pretty dim
As truth would always tell
I thought he would realise
That we have moved on
And realise that all his lies
We know to be a con.”
“I’m afraid that pride is a real mould setter
It just looks at others and thinks it is better
It underestimates others to itself enhance
It does not think others have intelligence
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That’s actually a weakness that’s easy to beat
As long as you don’t fall into its conceit
You see it’s contagious so if you’re not careful
You’ll become the same and both end up tearful.”
“So it’s contagious
I never thought it through
You know that’s outrageous
But I think it is true
I have actually noticed it
It seems to compete
Yes that is a fit
And I mean complete
I notice it more with anger
Thinking it through
You can quickly drop a clanger
And turn the air blue.”
“Oh it is infectious you have to take care
As if you don’t watch it, it might take you there
Never argue with a fool think of it that way
Real sound judgement with its powerful say.”
“Well on that strange note
We’ll leave it at that
Time has cast its vote
So we must end this chat.”
The rest of the day went by
With nothing of interest said
Until we had darkened sky
And Amanda went to her bed
Chapter14
Amanda found herself back in the darkened cave
And though less nervous than before things looked a little grave
Her thoughts dwelt onto Arascain that she would come and save
And with that fact in her mind she felt pretty brave
“Arascain you’re back again you should take a care
I’m giving you due warning as its only fair
You cannot defeat me I am everywhere
And at my most strongest when I’m in my lair
So another test then, what is it to be?
And don’t give me any nonsense about poetry
What about reality I mean what we can see
Bow down to my power as all this is down to me.”
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“I know you create disruption as that’s what gives you life
I also know that you grow through giving out strife
And sure at this moment in my world you are rife
But this is actually my lair and I’m no more your wife
You are my anger and I don’t need you anymore
You’re actually quite a handicap as your judgement is too poor
I evolved from you long ago your hold has been tore
I’m just making you aware that I know the score.”
“Oh you still need me we live in a land of fear
When you get in danger I’m the one to rear
No it’s in your interests that I should be quite near
No one else would help you nor would they shed a tear.”
“I know how you came to be and I know I’m right
You were just an adrenalin rush to prepare for flight or fight
Though with evolution you turned into fright
And as for confirmation the cave has got more light
And this fear you talk about it’s the fear of the unknown
It’s the darkness where you live with its bitterness all sown
You perpetuate the fear for from it you have grown
Any hold you had on me my awareness has now blown
You’re mis-directed energy that has served its purpose
Now though with enlightenment you’ve become just surplus
God is Love not fear you have missed the bus
So you’ll just rant and rave and cause a lot of fuss
You’re tainted Spiritual energy that needs to go to earth
Too scared in your ignorance and so devoid of mirth
Should you shun the darkness you can have rebirth
The trouble is your fear’s too strong that you’ve hit a dearth”
With that the cave got lighter still
Amanda was proving quite a bitter pill
The Beast though hurt it was on her still
It thought that it would go in for the kill
“So you know a little but I doubt if it’s enough
But you made some headway so now I’ll cut up rough
You cannot really hurt me as I am too tough
But still I’ll blow the candle and your life will snuff.”
“You cannot harm me you’re just a wayward thought
So all of your nasty threats will come down to nought
Awareness brings enlightenment that’s what we were taught
I know all there is to know you’re well and truly caught.”
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A flash of light and the cave disappeared
And in its place the crow appeared
Amidst the forest that had been cleared
Of the nettles that had once endeared
“So Arascain you got him pissed
I don’t think he will be missed
So to clear away some mist
Have a look at this list.”
Some paper appeared in her hand
Which she read but could not land
It seemed to be a huge demand
Once you read it you will understand
“WILL (God blessed with light)
THROUGH LIGHT SEEING THE SPIRITUAL WILL YOU GET BLESSED WITH
KNOWING GOD'S TRANSFORMATION,FROM THIS YOU GET LIFE THROUGH
SPIRITUAL LOVE BLESSING GOD THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE WHICH GIVES
YOU LIFE THROUGH SPIRITUAL WISDOM(loving understanding of God through
God’s Purpose)WHICH GIVES YOU GOD’S PURPOSE(God's life through Spiritual
Will).NOW GOD’S PURPOSE MARRIED TO GOD TRANSFORMED TO GOD'S
SPIRIT GIVES YOU(blessed by God)A SELF OF GOD(GOD’S PURPOSE) WHICH IS
AKIN TO A BLESSED LOVING SELF OF GOD(GOD’S PURPOSE).
GOD’S PURPOSE MARRIED TO A MIND BLESSED WITH GOD’S
PURPOSE(God’s Purpose-God's spirit)GIVES YOU A WISDOM LOVING SELF OF
GOD(GOD’S PURPOSE) AND A WILL OF GOD(blessed with light) WHICH IS AKIN
TO THE LIGHT OF GOD, GOD'S LIFE (God's spirit).”
“Well Arascain to make it easier we’ll try a different way
We won’t include the names as such just what they have to say
The first I will do for you to show you how to play
You can do the second to see if your grasp on its okay
First we have the title and that’s Will- God blessed with light
The last part being bracketed so can be put to flight
Light is God blessed with God’s Purpose keep that in your sight
Think of the letters of nail and you’ve won the fight
Now the light that blesses God is easy to define
It’s the spirit of Purpose it’s what gives your life its shine
The Masculine energy to bring it into line
It’s what gives you life and an access to the Divine
When light sees the Spiritual Will it transforms the Self
This is called the God Transformation so you’re in the best of health
It’s done through Spiritual Love, the Holy Spirit with its wealth
Though you have to work for it as you won’t get it through stealth
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In hand with this though the Spiritual Will transforms
And perceptions of God change in these reforms
First He loses anger and with it all the storms
And then He lives within you and inner peace forms
Now once it is enlightened the Self craves out for more light
It becomes its staple diet and it’s eager for a bite
Knowledge is its food material desire has lost the fight
You have a will of God now so everything is bright.”
With that the words disappeared and Amanda felt their glow
She was transformed by energies in a very strong flow
She looked at the paper once again just about to throw
But more words had appeared, such a bitter blow
“FROM GOD'S TRANSFORMATION(God's life)YOU GET UNDERSTANDING
(through Spiritual Wisdom)
THROUGH LIGHT SEEING UNDERSTANDING YOU GET A WILL BLESSED
WITH LIGHT(God's light)WHICH GIVES YOU A LIFE OF GOD, THE SPIRIT OF
GOD(GOD’S PURPOSE), GOD(GOD’S PURPOSE) THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE
BLESSED WITH GOD'S KNOWING THROUGH TRANSFORMATION FROM
WHICH THROUGH LIGHT SEEING SPIRITUAL WILL YOU GET LIFE
THROUGH SPIRITUAL WISDOM(loving understanding) THROUGH GOD’S
PURPOSE(God's spirit)WHICH GIVES YOU GOD’S PURPOSE(God's life through
Spiritual Will)FROM WHICH LIGHT SEES GOD'S SPIRIT GIVING YOU
SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH LIFE, THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S LIFE
AND(blessed by God)THE SPIRITUAL WORD THROUGH SPIRITUAL WISDOM”
“Before you start I’m afraid there is a crease
You see Adam is the one that actually starts the piece
But from that we’ll give you quick release
After that though I’m afraid I’ll have to cease
God’s transformation is its life that’s nothing too demanding
But it actually transforms both Will and Understanding
Understanding is the Self if that will help with landing
Comprised of Spiritual Wisdom though the spirit of Purpose has a hand in.”
“Well through understanding you get an enlightened Will
From which you lead a life of God though it gets better still
You also have the Holy Spirit God’s Purpose for to fill
And through transformation you know God, it’s the sweetest pill
Now the Spiritual Will is also transformed as mentioned once before
This is done through Spiritual Wisdom with God’s Purpose at the core
It’s a deeper understanding light at its most pure
From it you see God’s Spirit for it opens up that door.”
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With that the words disappeared and Amanda felt their lift
Vibrant swirling energies a truly Spiritual gift
She took in its warming glow and felt more darkness shift
And into mild ecstasy her mind did easily drift
She felt truly lifted as she became the glow
Healing energetic light that from her seemed to grow
She felt at one with everything but then came the bitter blow
It was interrupted by the chirping of the crow
“Next on the agenda is your Reporter friend
Well it seems that now his job has reached its end
Though come to damage all that you did transcend
Your views on Corporate Business did really offend
I’ll come back to that point though in a little later
So we’ll get straight back to the wayward Investigator
His Circulations plummeted it’s now a non rater
And Jones is out on his ear considered quite the traitor
It appears you have a following far greater than you thought
They might not have pressed the ‘Like’ button but their attention you have caught
It actually is a good thing to hide your true support
Because if the Powers that be got wind your life might get a little fraught
Well anyway Jones antics did not help their case
And come down to integrity his Paper lost a lot of face
So his Editor’s come forward as to take his place
Yes things are picking up and at a rapid pace
Back to Corporate Business and another debate
You might remember him Stephen Nash from Leximate
He was actually forced into it, strong armed at any rate
With threat of his redundancy that would not abate
He’s there to defend Corporate Business well at least give it a go
But don’t you worry too much he’ll be quick to overthrow
His heart’s not really in it he’s not an ardent foe
It’s just fear of loss of livelihood not really a bitter blow
These are not your kings I’ll say that straight away
Think of them as Ambassadors on someone else’s say
They have to be defeated though to bring the kings to play
So maybe think of Champions that you have to slay
Now you will be facing a king in your next debate
He says he is a Scientist and his name is David Waite
Now he’s got a topic that you must placate
‘Religion is not a Science, it does not equate’
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Next we come to Yvonne put her off another day
Instead you’ll do a couple of debates to get them out the way
Don’t worry about it though as Yvonne will be okay
But your mind needs to be more focused to have a better say
Finally with David he’s got something to tell
He’s been deciphering Genesis and doing rather well
You may do the 3rd day but only on that can dwell
I’m afraid for any more it’s a journey back to Hell.”
With that the door was knocked
Awakening her from her rest
So the door was quickly unlocked
Well after she had dressed
“Hi Amanda what’s with you?”
David said as he came in
“We have a lot to get through
But first my little sin
I’m afraid I had a look at those names
Not sure if I should
Now I don’t want to make false claims
But I think they turned out good.”
“No it’s alright though don’t go past page 3
Well that was what the crow has said to me
We did Cain and Abel after my journey into Hell
So I’ll give you those, there’s plenty to tell.”
Amanda told him what she knew
And David felt energised
To his mind it was something new
And he really was surprised
They talked about it for a while
Not really much to say
So the Tale picks up once more in style
As he told her of her day
“We have actually 2 debates today
Well if that’s alright with you
There’s quite a few that want their say
And not much time to get through
First there is David Waite
Back to the religious theme
He wants to have a debate
About how Religion fits in the scheme
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It’s that Religion is a science thing
Didn’t go down too well
Just really a misunderstanding
Though still give him hell
Then we have a right one
He used to be my boss
All signs of scruples long since gone
And he never felt their loss
I’ll give you some real insight
After the first debate has been done
He will try to put up quite a fight
But with what I’ll say you’ve won.”
“Well that sounds good to me I could do with any aid
It seems to me without insight no progress can be made
So going back to Genesis then did you manage to get to day 3?
Because as we’ve got some time to spare I don’t want it to be free.”
“Well I did the first one
Japheth you might recall
Here’s the paper I wrote it on
So you’ve had it all.”
“FROM (blessed by God) THE SPIRITUAL WORD THROUGH SPIRITUAL
WISDOM YOU GET A WILL THAT SEES LIFE THROUGH KNOWING, A LIFE
OF GOD'S WILL (seeing will), A LIFE OF GOD (transformed knowing God's blessing)
AND BLESSED BY GOD'S LOVE, GOD'S LIGHT, A WISDOM LOVING SELF OF
GOD (GOD’S PURPOSE), LIFE THROUGH SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING
(through Spiritual Will) AND WISDOM BLESSED WITH KNOWING GOD'S
UNDERSTANDING.
FROM A WILL SEEING LIFE THROUGH KNOWING YOU GET GOD'S
SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING(work through light of God's mind),KNOWING
BLESSES THE SPIRITUAL WORD(God's Spiritual Wisdom)AND WISDOM SEES A
WILL OF GOD KNOWING LIFE OF GOD'S SPIRIT.
FROM BEING BLESSED BY GOD'S LOVE, GOD'S LIGHT YOU GET THROUGH
GOD’S PURPOSE BLESSING SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING, GOD'S SPIRIT
AND THE WISDOM OF GOD KNOWING SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING (blessed
spiritual understanding) WORK BLESSES WISDOM, WISDOM BLESSES LIFE AND
TRANSFORMS SEEING TRANSFORMATION OF GOD”S LIGHT BLESSING
LIFE.”
“Well the Spiritual Word through Spiritual Wisdom we’ll get that out the way
Its knowledge of Self and Purpose so it’s a highly Esoteric say
From this you get a Will of Knowing you seem to know things naturally
As it opens up a channel to your divinity
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Your life is now God’s will you work for the Greater Good
Transformed by the Holy Spirit with insight from above
It gives a deeper understanding of life in a Spiritual sense
To the Self devoid of material desire it’s ample recompense
Also from this Will of Knowing you understand the Spiritual Word
This is God’s spiritual understanding and really quite a gird
You take a life of Service knowing its God’s Will
Think of it as the practical as that would fit the bill
So basically in a nutshell you become an enlightened being
You evolution is complete and is there for seeing
With wisdom on the one hand and Service in the other
You are now a man of God in tune with the Earth Mother.”
With that they both felt regeneration
Centred around their head
It filled them with a mild elation
And then David said
“Well I think you’ve nailed it
It was definitely better than mine
But we’ll leave it for a bit
As Brian’s on the line.”
“Hello Viewers and welcome back
Have I got news for you?
Entertainment you won’t lack
As come to debates there’s two
First we have a David Waite
With more of a Spiritual theme
Is Religion Science’s mate
For on that he’s not keen
Then a little later on
We have Dave Wilkins coming in
To defend his Reporter and his con
But chance of that is thin
So anyway back to David Waite
You have got the chair
So you may now start the debate
As I think that’s fair.”
“Is Religion a Science?
That’s the topic I have brought
But don’t expect compliance
As that is not what we’re taught
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Religion is based on faith
Whilst Science on equation
My logic’s made that safe
And well up for the occasion
Seriously it’s a real joke
To put Religion in that light
Now in fun I’m not want to poke
But she can’t be very bright.”
“Well Amanda,” Brian said
“You’ve heard what David has to say
It appears you’re not well read
Well in a Scientific way.”
“Well before I start I would like to clear this up
As when it comes to misunderstanding David’s won the cup
The Religion I am talking about is the Esoteric kind
And is the oldest Science I think that you will find
Alchemists have studied it in their search for eternal youth
For the power of the Scriptural Word holds on to the truth
And by that I mean all Mythologies the Scriptures of the day
They all have hidden meanings and a lot to say.”
“That’s just mumbo jumbo
In which Science has no part
You’d have to change my name to Dumbo
If I took that to my heart
That is not a Religion
I suggest you look it up
To change your words a smidgen
It’s you that won the cup.”
“Religion in its essence is Man’s quest for Higher Truth
Only in a group though see it’s not aloof
Some branches have stagnated and just follow blind
Whilst others understand that there is far more things to find
I might say Religion you might say Occult
And I don’t mean devil worship before you start your assault
I am talking of the Adepts who looked for hidden meaning
You might not call it Mainstream but it still has a Spiritual leaning.”
“Well alright I’ll let that go
It’s too trivial to pursue
But to your point I’ll overthrow
I mean what did they ever do?
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Looking for some mystical thing
Called the Philosopher’s Stone
I don’t know what they were thinking
But that’s out on its own.”
“Well it seems to me that you need to look much deeper
You say you are a Scientist but ignorance is your keeper
A Philosopher loves wisdom it is the mind’s hone
You see this knowledge that I mentioned is the Philosopher’s Stone
Oh some could not see it and took it literally
Whilst others fell to temptation and took to chicanery
But its true followers knew just what it meant
To put it in a nutshell it is Enlightenment
You see it works on Symbols, understanding is the key
They unify the mind in mutual harmony
Come to Self development this is what you find
The more you are enlightened the purer is your mind.”
“Oh God not more nonsense
When will it ever end?
Well unless you have some recompense
For my opinion to amend
But all I’m hearing is drivel
It really is that poor
So if not I’ll say sit and swivel
As I walk out the door.”
“You say you are a Scientist yet you are so blind
It’s about the Meta physical and by that I mean the mind
You stick to the Physical as that is your scope
But if you want the Theory of Everything you haven’t got a hope
You need the Meta physical as it plays a part
Though as you’ve dismissed it you cannot make a start
You see they have to balance it’s the only way
And without God in the equation it has nothing to say.”
“The Theory of Everything
You are no Einstein
And yet you think you can make it sing
With inclusion of the Divine
Einstein couldn’t do it
So what chance have you got?
I would say that not a bit
You must be a drunken sot.”
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“Some people think of Einstein as the greatest Scientist
Maybe he was but there was something he missed
He was after the Theory of Everything and he searched it all his life
He should have looked under his nose and saved a lot of strife.
So basically he was searching for something already there
And do you want to know what it is? It’s E=MC2
Now I guess you want elaboration to help evolve the case
For I knew at one time I would for I had a cynical face.”
“Oh yes I’d love to hear this
It would really make my day
Nonsense like this I cannot miss
So go on have your say.”
“Well we'll take the symbols one by one to pacify resistance
E becomes Spiritual Energy or should I say existence
Mass turns into Matter making the case more solid
Interrupt at any time if my logic is too squalid
C was once the speed of light the only constant you could find
But now they've found another, all matter it has mind
Squared becomes the Self, the thing by which its multi placated
And finally instead multiplied think of animated
So now we have everything we can conclude the patter
Basically in existence Self animates mind animates matter
You’ve got mind and matter but don’t recognise the Self
So when it comes to knowledge you miss out on a wealth.”
“Well it all sounds good
But what actually is the Self
And prove it if you could
Else it’s not in any health.”
“The Self is the spark of life
That animates the being
It’s God to end the strife
Unless you’re too blind for seeing.”
“That will never pass the test
Not in a Scientific way
It may as well be guessed
Without proof of what you say.”
“You talk of Creative Reasoning as if it was a guess
Your intellectual snobbery now needs some redress
It's actually imaginative thought; it's straight from the Self
And you only can achieve it when you're well in mental health.”
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“No this isn’t Science
Not by any mean
You won’t have my compliance
I’m walking off the screen.”
After David walked out
Brian took the chair
His intellect had took a clout
And that actually was rare
“Seriously I think you’ve got it
Well it sounds to me
Everything you said a hit
But confusion comes to be
All matter has mind
With that I can’t equate
The rest though I can find
Enough to know it’s great.”
“When I say mind I mean instructions for life
Think of it as a Wiring System if that will get you out of strife
It’s not actually activated but it is in place
It’s surprising what you find in Matter’s infinite base.”
“I can sort of see that
Well in a way
But if you would like to expand the chat
Then with that I’d be okay
I always thought the mind
Well was everything
But now I’ve come to find
That the Self is king
Could you give me an example?
To illustrate the case
As I think I would need a sample
To truly know its face.”
“Well I suppose a good example would make it easier to see
So with that in mind a flower it will be
The mind would turn the stem to head towards the light
But for the actual instruction the Self joins in the fight
Now that’s its most basic but it does evolve
To have more control of its body and to problem solve
It actually works on awareness of purpose if that will aid the plight
The flower is aware that it must head to the light
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It has no Will though so it’s not consciously
More of a reflex thing it just comes naturally
But that is the difference I hope that makes it clear
Because looking at the clock I guess the end is near.”
“Well you’re right in what you’re saying
Time has just ran out
But I’ll be kneeling, praying
That you sort the next one out.”
With that Brian finished the show
As it was meant to be
Then David decided that he should go
And make a cup of tea
Chapter 15
“Well that was quite a show,”
David said on his return
“Now I’ll tell you what I know
To make Dave Wilkins burn
And then if we’ve time to spare
We’ll see what Ham has to say
I decoded it whilst you were on air
I hope that was okay.”
“Well that’s fine by me
For it I’d like to see
So first the Editor
What really is the score?”
“Well he is a crook
I’ll say that from the start
He inspired my Book
And actually played a part
Most of the dealings came from him
Though I could not mention names
No that really would be dim
With no proof to my claims
He’s actually not independent
He’s more the his Owner’s clone
He’s the Owners view defendant
With no real power of his own.”
“So who is the actually Owner then
I don’t think you ever said
I mean Jones might have held the pen
But who put the idea in his head.”
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“That would be Cecil Layton
It’s part of his great empire
They say with his power Countries run
And to cross him would be dire
Though if you are interested
Brian’s made a list
Of all the Companies in which he’s invested
And not one has been missed
He intends to put it on the Show
Well if it turns out well
So all the people that you know
Will send each one to hell.”
“Well he is a sharp one that I will say
He has the Global picture and knows how to play
Though I’m still confused there’s something I can’t see
See this Cecil Layton why’d he pick on me?”
“Well if I was to take a guess
Though more than a chance
I would say he wants to suppress
Your growing influence
You see he’s not behind it
He hasn’t captured base
So it irks him more than just a bit
That it’s growing at such pace.”
“Now I don’t really know much about him to be really fair
But I have heard he had suspicions that his ex-wife had an affair
It was with some so called leader another of his clones
Noted for his greed and lies who when he talks just drones
Now I noticed in my viewing that Wilkins puts himself about
That might be worth pursuing as to tease his anger out
Judge not lest you be judged might make a real good point
If I get the chance then that I will anoint
So you mentioned Genesis and the progress you have made
It might be good to take a look before the next games played
I think we still have time well that’s if you agree
So if that is the case then pass the list to me.”
“Well I think we have the time
Though the list if pretty long
But I would say that it would quickly chime
As your understanding’s strong.”
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David passed Amanda the list
Which she eagerly read
And in case you think there’s anything missed
This is what it said
“FROM THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S LIFE YOU GET A WILL OF LOVING SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING,A LIFE BLESSED WITH A MIND THAT KNOWS GOD(blessed
life),THE SPIRITUAL WORD(loving wisdom)AND A WILL OF GOD(light of God,
God's light),
FROM A WILL OF SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING YOU GET UNDERSTANDING
THROUGH A SELF OF GOD,THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S LOVE BLESSED WITH
GOD’S PURPOSE(God's spirit),
YOU GET THROUGH UNDERSTANDING GOD'S SELF THE WISDOM OF GOD'S
SPIRIT AND KNOWING GOD,GOD'S LIFE(God's spirit)YOU ALSO GET
UNDERSTANDING GOD'S SELF,WISDOM THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL
WILL(God's spirit).
FROM KNOWING GOD YOU GET SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH A
SELF OF GOD AND TRANSFORMED THROUGH THE TRANSFORMATION OF
GOD'S LIGHT.
FROM A LIFE BLESSED WITH A MIND THAT KNOWS GOD, GOD’S
PURPOSE(loving transformation) BLESSES LIFE AND GOD(light of God's
life)BLESSES LIFE AND GOD’S PURPOSE THROUGH THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S
SELF BLESSES LIFE, THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRITUAL WORD (loving Spiritual
Wisdom) BLESSES LIFE,THE WORD (God's Spiritual Wisdom knowing loving
understanding)BLESSES LIFE,A WILL OF GOD UNDERSTANDING GOD’S
PURPOSE(loving spirit)BLESSES LIFE FROM WHICH THE SPIRITUAL WORD
BLESSED WITH GODS PURPOSE (blessed understanding wisdom) BLESSES LIFE
AND FINALLY THE WILL OF GOD'S SPIRITUAL WORD(wisdom seeing
knowing)BLESSES LIFE.
FROM A WILL OF GOD YOU GET UNDERSTANDING (blessed with transformation
seeing light) AND THE SPIRIT THROUGH SPIRITUAL WISDOM.”
“Well that’s quite a passage so the spirit of God’s life
That’s what you call the Holy Spirit to get you out of strife
This transforms your understanding along with your insight
And through its wisdom and a will of God you know that God is light
Now this deeper understanding comes through a Self of God
It’s pure Feminine spirit a truly iron rod
And understanding this really promotes your health
For you get wisdom from your Spiritual Will that merges with your Self
You get wisdom from your True Self too you could say your Soul
That’s Knowledge of your Self and its actual role
You get to know God’s life as well in the Service sense
And the Holy Spirit then returns as ample recompense
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Also from the Spiritual Will knowledge of God’s Purpose comes to you
Which merges with knowledge of God’s Self a transformation true
This is the transformation of God’s Light and it transforms the being
It also alters your understanding so that God is all you are seeing
Yes when the mind knows God all spirits bless your life
Its Love and Its Wisdom to help you out of strife
With Its Purpose and Its Knowing a new Life comes to be
And Its Understanding gives you Insight into everything you see
You actually have God’s Spiritual Word you could say His Will
It’s really quite a blessing yet it gets better still
You’re transformed to understanding and see things differently
It gives you peace of mind and to Heaven that’s the key.”
With that the piece was put to bed
Its meaning had been found
They both felt energies in the head
As the Word had gone to ground
“Well I’d say you did it
Yes it sounds just fine
And with time to spare well not a bit
As Brian’s on the line.”
“Hello Viewers welcome back
To the second of the day
Yes debates we do not lack
It seems there’s a lot to say
Dave Wilkins in the chair
For damage limitation
It seems Stephen Jones that once sat there
Has upset the Nation.”
“Now wait a God damn minute
I came here for debate
That really is the limit
And besides you are too late
Jones has got the bullet
Now you might not think that nice
But I’m no divvy mullet
That pays for a story twice
No our loyal readers
They deserve much better
Like us they’re not heart bleeders
So his loss won’t be a fetter
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I’ve come here for debate
Not to justify an ex employee
He’s no loss at any rate
I’m sure you will agree.”
“Well okay the debate
What did you have in mind?
Our Viewers cannot wait
They have an impatient bind.”
“Right the subject that I’ve got
Does Multi-Culturalism work?
Or is it just tired Liberal rot
That they’re now trying to shirk?”
“Well that will get up steam
And should be entertaining
I guess your Readers are against that theme
Well the ones remaining.”
“My Readers all have eyes
Each one of them can see
And I come with no disguise
What you get is me
So if I may continue
And interruptions cease to be
Maybe you’ll find something new
And agree with me
Now Multi-Culture living
Was doomed from the start
You see foreigners are not giving
They don’t want to play their part
They have their own communities
And live their own sweet way
They shun all opportunities
Of having mutual play
Before all this came along
We had National pride
But now this has got that strong
It has all but died
Multi Culturalism should be banned
It creates too much fuss
If they want to live in our land
They should be like us.”
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“Well Amanda what do you say?”
Brian said after he had finished
“Now you’ve heard a different way
Have you Liberal beliefs diminished?”
“It’s just the same old story well past its sell by date
Not really worth our while discussing in debate
Now as it’s on the table I suppose I should reply
Nationalism in his sense is just about to die
It never really existed if you want to know the score
I mean let’s be honest if it did we wouldn’t have Rich and Poor
We’ll all be after one thing and that’s mutual benefit
Greed should not exist not even a little bit
Nationalism’s a war cry to inspire the masses
It emotionalises the uneducated to be sacrificed in clashes
The Elite are not Nationalists and yet they still live here
Preach to them instead or is there something that you fear?
I mean take your Boss as a case in point he has a house here
As in other Countries so where does Nationalism rear?
Which Country has his allegiance or are you too scared to ask?
Yes perhaps you know the truth but are too frightened to unmask
He wasn’t even born in your so called once great Nation
Yet some of these foreigners that you slate are 3rd and 4th generation
And they pay their taxes I mean can he say the same?
It seems to me he’s got a nerve to be dishing out blame.”
“Now hold on for a moment
I am not having that
Attacks on my Boss will have to relent
He’s nothing to do with this chat
You talk like a Traitor
And in the old days would be hung
You’re just a Country hater
And it’s mine so hold your tongue.”
“I am not a Traitor I have the Country’s welfare in my heart
And that means its sweet harmony that you’re trying to tear apart
I hold it with reverence though the Elite don’t get my vote
And to try and prove it to you this is what I wrote
‘Oh Blessed Isles, Myrddin's enclosure,
Renowned in war through calm composure
Your mighty arms once held the world
From your great shore history unfurled
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Your greatness shines for all to see
Your name shall stand eternity
So here's to you oh wondrous land
You give and give without demand
Oh verdant land of mountains proud
Misty covered like a shroud
Your purity is our devotion
Your graceful favours a magic potion
Your glistening lakes and majestic rivers
Your vibrant streams where salmon shivers
Your bounteous game and generous fruit
Your herbal leaf and nutritious root
Oh land of plenty, Cornucopia
Oh temperate nature born of hope here
Your character is dignity
It’s in the Soul its part of me
Enchanted Island, golden shore
From every valley your love doth pour
And from this land a noble breed
Transcending Race and with it Creed
Oh prosperous land of people wise
Sound in judgement and free from lies
Held in honour with high esteem
Self reliant they stand supreme
They talk of truth without delusion
In a land of grace without confusion
A land compassionate in its being
A land with heart that's there for seeing’
You think you are a Writer well what have you got
Something to stir the people but without the Nationalist rot
You say you love your Country well let us see the proof
Or perhaps you’re not a Writer and it’s just too aloof
And finally to finished who are you to judge?
It’s not like you are perfect I’m afraid you have a smudge
You talk about loyalty but you’re not that to your wife
You’re love of other women has caused her too much strife.
That’s supposed to be your partner so that is real treachery
A sad pathetic man that’s too controlled by lechery
You would forsake this land and bring it to despair
If the price was right deny that if you dare.”
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“I don’t know what you’re talking about
I have never cheated on my wife
I think you’ll feel some legal clout
If you try to cause us strife
This is just a character assassination
That has no base in truth
I strongly suggest a re-evaluation
Or Prison’s not aloof.”
“Well as a matter of fact,”
Brian said stepping in
“We have pictures and times exact
Of each and every sin
If we really want to
We can put it all on line
I guess that’s really up to you
But I mean by me that’s fine.”
“No you’re just bluffing
In everything you say
To save you from a good cuffing
I’ll be on my way.”
With that Dave was gone
Just got up and left the chair
But Brian and Amanda carried on
As there was time to spare
“Well then Amanda” Brian said
“You raised an interesting point
If in many Countries you have a bed
Which one do you anoint?
I know a bit about his Boss
He has Companies everywhere
Now this probably might just make him cross
But it’s time to share.”
Well each and every Company
Came up on the screen
Emblazoned there for all to see
As they talked behind the scene
“Yes he’s quite a collection
And all in different places
Come to any General Election
He’s the power behind the faces
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No one should have that power
I’m sure you must agree
And this one only backs the shower
That supports his Company.”
“I think Countries as we know them are all but finished
The Corporations are too strong so their power has diminished
We are being bled dry to placate their greed
And our elected leaders are too spineless to intercede.”
“Very true you said it well
Not that we don’t know it
So anyway one last thing to tell
I didn’t know you were a Poet.”
“”Well I wouldn’t say that as I’ve only written one
I did it for a competition but it never won
It was for the B.B.C. sort of a new National Hymn
I actually titled it the New Jerusalem.
It put me off I guess as I didn’t do any more
I saw the one that won it and my mouth just hit the floor
Seriously I won’t go into detail as no Poet I will slate
But it wasn’t like my Poetry that’s what I thought at any rate.”
“Well the B.B.C
I think you said it all
Another company I see
That very soon will fall
So anyway thank you
That was quite a show
I’m afraid that time has really flew
For now we have to go.”
After Brian had gone
David had his say
It seems another tract was won
And so Genesis was back in play
“Here you go there’s another won,”
He said giving her the list
“I think that’s all Day 3 done
There’s nothing I have missed.”
“FROM SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH LIFE YOU GET THROUGH
GOD’S PURPOSE (God’s life), GOD’S SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING (loving
knowing) AND THROUGH GOD KNOWING THE SPIRITUAL WORD,GOD’S
INSIGHT (God’s transformation),GOD’S PURPOSE (loving transformation)AND GOD
KNOWS GOD’S LIFE.
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FROM GOD KNOWING GOD’S LIFE YOU GET A LOVING MIND, THE SPIRIT
OF GOD’S LOVE(God’s Purpose), A WILL THROUGH SPIRITUAL
WISDOM(through knowing)AND A LIFE OF GOD’S SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING.
FROM (God knowing the spiritual word), GOD’S INSIGHT YOU GET
UNDERSTANDING GOD (GOD’S PURPOSE), GOD’S SPIRIT FROM WHICH
THROUGH SELF (through knowing) YOU GET THE WORD (through God’s Purpose
and Will) AND (blessed seeing work) WISDOM OF GOD’S LIGHT.
FROM THE WISDOM OF GOD’S LIGHT YOU GET GOD’S(GOD’S
PURPOSE)LIFE SEEING TRANSFORMATION (God’s transformation),SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE (through the spiritual word),THE
SPIRIT OF GOD’S MIND(God knowing life of God’s love through Spiritual Wisdom)
AND BLESSED THROUGH KNOWING GOD’S SPIRIT,THE SPIRIT OF GOD
TRANSFORMS (seeing knowing)TO GOD’S LIFE,
YOU GET A LOVING MIND OF GOD (GOD’S PURPOSE) AND
TRANSFORMATION BLESSES WORK OF GOD’S PURPOSE (God’s spirit) SEEING
SELF OF GOD (GOD’S PURPOSE), (God’s Self blesses a life of God through God’s
Purpose),
YOU GET SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH SELF OF GOD AND
SEEING THE SPIRITUAL WORD (blessed with knowing) THE SPIRIT OF GOD’S
LOVE BLESSES GOD’S PURPOSE (God’s spirit) AND FINALLY A BLESSED
SEEING OF SELF(God’s self).”
“A deeper knowing and a life of service give you God’s spiritual understanding
Now God actually is the True Self if that makes that less demanding
And through knowing the Spiritual Word it gets transformed into insight
Which mixed with the spirit of Purpose means things are looking bright
It’s a mergence of the Spirits, Masculine and Feminine energy
You could say if you wanted to a bitter sweet Synthesy
God being the Feminine force as it’s actually Love
And God’s Purpose more the Father figure Life from above
Now the mergence of the two wipes your anger out
Your mind becomes of Love and you lose the urge to shout
It fills you with a Purpose enlightening your Will
And gives your Self some insight a deeper understanding still
This insight into the Creative Spirit is the actual mergence
Understanding wisdom means the two have a convergence
This is God’s transformation and from it you get God’s life
And through a life of service God’s love becomes its wife.”
With that they felt the transformation
With its mellow soothing lilt
As the words absorbed and brought elation
A truly remarkable gift
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“Well you certainly cracked it,”
David said after it was done
“Yes the way that energy hit
You definitely have won
So anyway Poetry
I did not know you had the gift
It never really appealed to me
But yours definitely gave a lift
It was quite unusual though
It wasn’t Nationalistic
Yet it stirred emotion into a glow
Am I being realistic?”
“I wouldn’t say that I was a Poet as I don’t perceive I wrote it
No it just came to me and somehow seemed to fit
I was walking through some woods in mid-summers shine
I just of sort of got its energy and I made it mine
I have dwelt upon it though as it looked like it was deep
Hoping for some insights and perhaps some wisdom keep
It actually seems to say that the land moulds the being
Though I always thought it Climate as it seems there for seeing.”
“Does the Climate have effect?
As I’m not really sure.
To accept or reject
I would need to know some more.”
“They say that too much sun tends to send you hot blooded
Fiery in your temperament as its energy has flooded
And in more Temperate climes you keep a cooler head
Mind I’m guessing with this Climate Change that theory is now dead
Well going back to the land I suppose it is our Soul
But Nationalism came along and hijacked it whole
Nationalism is unnatural as things aren’t quite as they’re advertised
For within a couple of Generations the new blood gets acclimatized.”
“Transcending Race and with it Creed
Yes I think that summed it up
I think that come to insight freed
That definitely won the cup
So anyway Myrddin
What was that about?
I don’t think I have heard of him
So that’s quite a reality clout.”
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“It’s an Ancient Briton name
Though Merlin’s more his fame
But with the Normans it didn’t hit
For in French it just means shit.”
“Oh right,” David said with a laugh
“I can see why it was changed
Though really it was quite a gaffe
As meanings become estranged
So anyway that was pretty deep
I’d love to have seen the one that won
But I guess that must a secret keep
As it has long since gone.”
“Well to be honest it was not up to scratch
Come to Poetic Insight nowhere near a match
Yet the way they extolled it and with such a lilt
Mentioning a comparison of the fields to a Patchwork Quilt
That was long ago though now over and done
Oh incidentally is there any chance of contacting Yvonne?
Tomorrow’s fine to start again well if she doesn’t mind
Or whenever it is convenient the next time that she can find.”
“Well I’ll certainly do that
Now I’m afraid I have to go
There are some people who would like to chat
It’s my first Book signing show.”
“Well good luck with that as you deserve a shout
Hope that you do really well and plenty are about
Though you should have no trouble as I’ve read the Book
You definitely have a winner with a powerful left hook.”
Amanda let him out
And went for a quiet sleep
Her tiredness to rout
Now this might go real deep
Chapter 16
Amanda found herself back in the cavern bleak
Although a little lighter it still was hard to seek
A smell of Brimstone touched the air well more of a reek
And then a slow determined voice started to speak
“So Arascain what’s to be done?
You have lost when you thought you won
I’m talking wealth gold by the tonne
But you’d rather listen to the lies being spun
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We live in a material reality
The one to which I hold the key
You have no chance to beat me
Look around I’m all you see
Seriously think long and hard
Mess with me and you’ll end up scarred
But be my friend you’ll have the Winning Card
A prosperous life that will never be marred.”
“I’m afraid that you are out of touch
I was never one to take too much
I wouldn’t call it austere as such
It’s just that possessions are not my crutch
But anyway what about you?
Don’t you think it’s time you’re through?
I mean seriously what do you do?
Fleeting lifts just to stress accrue
To think you used to be a Law
Though when evolved you got a flaw
Instead of balance you wanted more
So now I’ll show you to the door.”
The cavern flashed and it got brighter
Not too much just a little lighter
But the demon was a fighter
It carried on as it was a persistent blighter
“Well so you know from where I came
You’re quite enlightened so it’s a shame
That I have to put out your flame
And you didn’t even know the game.”
“Useless threats I can’t abide
Nor comments that are wrong and snide
And as you have no place to hide
Is it wise this foolish chide
Yes I guess you must be slow
It’s not like you have a place to go
It definitely is a bitter blow
To be sanitized by what I know
I’m afraid you’ve had your day
You see from you I’ve evolved away
Temptation will not come my way
So basically you’ve lost your say.”
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“Now, now Arascain that’s just not true
I’m actually here to help you through
The struggles of life that make you blue
And I mean the many not just a few
Another thing I’ll now address
A point I’m happy to redress
It is not I that causes stress
In fact with me you will get less
I’m actually here to enhance your life
To cushion you from financial strife
To make sure that pleasure’s always rife
You’ll be happy as my wife.”
“I don’t want to just live in night
I would rather bathe in wholesome light
You must really think that I’m not bright
With you about I lose insight.”
With that the cavern flashed once more
She was getting closer to the core
It was light enough to see the floor
She could even make out the shape of a door
“So you see,” she carried on
I won’t fall victim to your con
Here’s something to dwell upon
One more insight and then you’re done
You’ve tried to lead me on a dance
With hope of stopping my advance
But let’s be honest you’ve no chance
You have nothing to life enhance
Petty baubles have no hold
For in truth they leave me cold
So on your wares I won’t be sold
What I want is Spiritual Gold
Now I’m afraid you’ve had your day
One more insight and you’re on your way
And I’m getting tired of the games you play
So now you have just one last say.”
“Think you can destroy me you haven’t got a clue
You’re too stupid to realise that I’m part of you
You harm me and you’ll hurt too
So be very careful in what you do.”
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“You’re not part of me let’s get that right
You’ve actually evolved into a parasite
So effect on me will only be slight
And there you have it the final insight.”
With that the darkness had fully cleared
And in its place a frog appeared
A thing to which she was not endeared
So she trod on it and the floor got smeared
Then she looked upon the door
And wondered if there was anymore
So she opened it to know the score
And found herself back on the forest floor
It seemed to exude a powerful glow
That lifted her in its flow
She absorbed it and let it grow
Until she was distracted by the crow
“Arascain you’ve done very well
You’ve purged your Self of its hell
No more darkness nor Brimstone smell
But there’s a little more to tell
Now here’s something that might gasp your breath
But that darkened cavern was your fear of death
So now it’s purged you have moved address
And changed attire to a Spiritual dress.”
A flash of light and the crow disappeared
And with it also the forest cleared
In its place Arthur appeared
In a sparkling Courtyard diamond smeared
“Well Arascain you’re in the light
Your future now is really bright
I’m afraid Amanda lost the fight
So now you exist both day and night
But anyway progress made
It seems you’ve finally made the grade
That list today was quite a raid
And now Cecil Layton’s losing trade
Now he actually doesn’t like interviews
He’d rather just control the news
But it appears that Brian’s ruse
Has made it that he can’t refuse
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Well that’s for another day
Now day 4 comes into play
Here it is by the way
So tell me then what does it say?”
“FROM SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH LIFE GOD KNOWS THE
SPIRITUAL WORD,GOD'S INSIGHT (God's transformation)FROM WHICH YOU
UNDERSTAND GOD,GOD’S PURPOSE(God's spirit)FROM WHICH YOU GET A
SELF THROUGH KNOWING FROM WHICH YOU GET THE WORD(through God’s
Purpose and will) WHICH GIVES YOU LOVE THROUGH KNOWING WHICH
GIVES YOU AN UNDERSTANDING(through knowing)LOVING WILL FROM
WHICH THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRIT SEES KNOWING AND YOU GET
WISDOM THROUGH KNOWING GOD'S SPIRIT FROM WHICH GOD'S SELF
KNOWS GOD'S LIFE,THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRIT SEES KNOWING AND THE
SPIRIT OF GOD KNOWS GOD'S LIFE FROM WHICH GOD’S PURPOSE SEES
WISDOM.”
“Through Spiritual Understanding you get God’s Insight
Into both the Self and Purpose so things look rather bright
You see it gives a Self of Knowing to aid you in life’s plight
With the Word and love through understanding it your Will is one of light
Now the wisdom from God’s Spirit gives the Self its life
It generates it with a purpose to keep it out of strife
It actually is a mergence as the Self becomes its wife
Bonded by a purpose so now service is rife.”
“You covered that quite well and did it in style
But this is just some grounding so wipe away that smile
It wants more contemplation so think on it awhile
Don’t just forget about and put in a file
So anyway day 5 and we come to fish and fowl
That’s Nahor to Rebekah to you my wise young owl
It’s an extension of day 2 so don’t throw in the towel
You should find it pretty easy before you start to howl.”
“FROM THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRIT SEEING KNOWING AND A LIFE
BLESSED WITH GOD’S PURPOSE THROUGH GOD'S SPIRIT YOU GET A
SPIRITUAL LOVING MIND,A SELF LOVING MIND, WORK AND LIFE OF LOVE
THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE FROM WHICH GOD KNOWS GOD'S LIFE (Spiritual
Will)UNDERSTANDING (Through spiritual transformation) GOD'S MIND.
SEEING THE WORD (blessed with God’s Purpose) TRANSFORMED TO GOD'S
SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING YOU GET BLESSED WITH BLESSED
TRANSFORMATION TO GOD’S PURPOSE(God's spiritual word)AND A SELF
THROUGH SPIRITUAL WISDOM(love through God’s Purpose)FROM WHICH YOU
GET KNOWING THROUGH SELF (Through work of God’s spirit).
FROM THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRIT SEEING KNOWING AND KNOWING
THROUGH LOVING LIFE OF GOD'S SPIRIT YOU GET WISDOM THROUGH
SELF OF GOD'S SPIRIT,WILL OF GOD'S SPIRIT(God's life), SPIRITUAL
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WISDOM(God's spirit),GOD'S SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING AND A LIFE OF
GOD(God’s Spiritual Will),GOD'S SPIRIT.”
“From a blessed life of service and light
Your Self and Spirit get insight
In the Greater Good you now delight
A life with God your future’s bright
Now from The Word you are transformed or blessed
With spiritual understanding at its best
And with God’s Purpose there to test
A life of Service is its request
It feeds the Self to help in growing
Though it’s Spiritual Wisdom that it’s sowing
To feed the Self the spirit of Knowing
And get its essence truly glowing
So basically it’s not demanding
You become God’s Will and its Understanding
In the field of Service you become outstanding
To aid the Spirit with its landing.”
“Very good that will do for now
So Arascain please take a bow
And some insight for your next row
So through non sense you’ll just plough
Never stray from your point
Make sure your logic has a joint
The Big Picture you must always appoint
And humility you must truly anoint
Just a gift so we’ll move on
To your next meeting with Yvonne
A bit of groundwork to dwell upon
To aid you when my hat you don
You have cleansed the energy with Genesis I mean
You’ve purified your Self so your mind’s now pretty keen
So now you’re in Spirit we can re-convene
You’re understanding now is Spiritual so I’m giving you the sheen
So now you are Spiritual you have a deeper awareness
More though on the purpose side to say in all fairness
The Self is purified laid out in all its bareness
So now the Spirit merges..........”
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With that Amanda left her guide
Awakened by a din
She saw that David was outside
So got dressed and let him in
“Well have I got some news for you
Cecil Layton wants to talk
It seems with what he’s going through
It’s a meeting he can’t baulk
Rival Newspapers have took your case
They see him going down the pan
So now you get the chance to face
A pretty desperate man
Now although his figures are quite good
He’s expecting a fall
So he wants to nip it in the bud
But I guess that it’s your call.”
“Sure we can give it a go
But not today let’s prolong his woe
We’ll give him a day to let his impatience grow
It might make him easier to overthrow.”
“Yes to me that sounds just fine
I’ll let him know today
I think that that might dull his shine
To be dismissed in such a way
Now Yvonne said that it’d be great
And could we make it the afternoon?
She’ll be in a meeting that just can’t wait
But with your return she’s over the Moon
There’s nothing more to tell you
Except my timing’s fine
For Brian’s now trying to get through
That’s him on the line.”
“Hello Viewers and welcome back
It appears we’ve made the News
It seems that getting Jones the sack
Is polarising views
The ‘Daily Daily’ has backed our case
And are with us all the way
So too ‘The Journal’ and ‘The Daily Pause’
Agree with what we say
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The Daily Smiles sister papers though
Say it was just a set up
Yes come to Glass Houses and stones to throw
That must get the cup
Well anyway onto debate
We have Stephen Nash here
I’m sorry that it’s a little late
But he’s welcome I’ve no sneer
Well Stephen I’m glad you came
Debate is in the air
So what’s the topic to start the game?
And I hope its worded fair.”
“Now first I must apologise
For that cancelation
Our Company did not think it wise
After Harry Sway’s capitulation
I’m afraid he had a heart attack
They think brought on by stress
But the Mourning’s past and so I’m back
Though with another point to redress
Corporate Business is my topic for today
The one I’d like to debate
I have heard what Amanda had to say
And it seemed just full of hate
So perhaps we need another point of view
A balancing you could say
So then your Viewers could see what’s true
And which one has the bray.”
“Well a good topic I suppose
But any particular point
Or is it just a juxtapose
What theme will you anoint?”
“Corporate Business is an asset to the World
That will be its theme
And these points about to be unfurled
Should get you into this scheme
Now the first point that I’d like to make
Is it aids the World in turning
Without it would be a bad mistake
As we all would end up burning
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More so in this modern age
With Technology as it is
History now has turned a page
The World is one big biz
It’s just Natural evolution
It’s beyond control
There’s only one solution
Just go with the roll
Corporations are just a Brotherhood
In which you have a part
We all work for its greater good
And have a sense of belonging from the start
If everybody was in one
What a wonderful World it would be
Race and Creed would be long gone
We would all be at one in our Company
That’s what we’re evolving to
A One World state of mind
So just one point before I’m through
An easy one you’ll find
It generates an income
Through it you can live
So when did it a sin become
To have that chance to give?”
“Well Amanda a brotherhood,”
Brian said after he was done,
“That always works for the Greater Good
Now would you that hat don?”
“Well to be honest that’s one big joke
He must think he’s talking to simple folk
I mean seriously it makes you choke
Or is it just in fun a poke
A One World evolution’s true
But after that he has no clue
The old must go to bring in the new
I’m afraid these Corporations now are through
The World today is not geared up for greed
The motivation behind the Corporate creed
It can only cater for our need
Anymore and it starts to bleed
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Now on par with this there’s a little more
Its limited resources come to the fore
If you truly want to know the score
Whilst you’re rich someone must be poor
That’s why you see greed has to go
It taxes the World and disrupts its flow
It causes resentment, a negative glow
And to equality a bitter blow
Now Corporate greed is all we see
And with it a rise in poverty
This is not how it should be
It actually destroying Society
And speaking about Race and Creed
With its greed they both do bleed
It’s a parasite in word and deed
That enslaves the Masses so the Rich can feed.”
“No, no, no that is just spin
That’s not true what you’re saying
I don’t know what game you are in
But I‘m no longer playing.”
With that Stephen stormed out
And in a real mood
One last thing a final shout
Though I won’t write it as it’s rude
“Well,” Brian said after he had left
“That was quite a show
Come to illusion he was deft
It was a shame to see him go
Though he did time it right
As time’s now at an end
Yes I’m afraid we lost that fight
So goodbye my friend.”
With that Brian was offline
And David and Amanda had a drink
She gave him more of Genesis’ shine
And more energy did sink
“It’s a shame I haven’t done any more
But you said stop at three
Though I did look into Adam’s spore
And you’ll be surprised at what you see
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Now we got Cain and Seth
As Will and Understanding
So next came Abel on my breath
Which wasn’t too demanding
God’s Self through God’s Purpose
Now this is what you find
When you trim away the surplus
They are three aspects of the mind
Now the first two are equated
But the third might sound be a sin
For them all to be related
It must be the God within
That would fit with what you say
A Creative Imagination
So I guess that point has had its day
And can go back on vacation
Well anyway whilst you make a drink
I could get the Sons of Abraham done
It’s actually easier than you think
For they are quickly won.”
Well Amanda made the tea
Which was not a huge demand
So on return she was surprised to see
He had a list in his hand
“There you are all done
You didn’t even have time to cook
It’s actually quite fun
But anyway take a look.”
“FROM GOD'S SELF KNOWING GOD'S SPIRIT(God's life)AND WORK AND
LOVING WISDOM (knowing God's spirit)YOU GET A MIND BLESSED WITH LIFE
KNOWING GOD'S LIGHT,(blessed seeing work)SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING OF
GOD'S LIGHT,LIFE THROUGH TRANSFORMATION TO GOD'S LIGHT,LIFE
BLESSED WITH TRANSFORMATION(blessed by God's light),BLESSED WITH
SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING, SELF OF GOD'S WORK AND LOVING
SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING.(God's spirit).
FROM(blessed seeing work)SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING OF GOD'S LIGHT YOU
GET SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH SELF OF GOD AND
TRANSFORMED THROUGH THE TRANSFORMATION OF GOD'S LIGHT
WHICH GIVES YOU GOD'S UNDERSTANDING(spiritual understanding),LOVING
KNOWING BLESSES LIFE,GOD’S PURPOSE THROUGH LOVING
WISDOM(spiritual understanding)BLESSES LIFE AND GOD’S PURPOSE THROUGH
LOVING LIFE,(life blesses life).
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FROM LIFE BLESSED WITH TRANSFORMATION YOU GET THROUGH THE
SPIRITUAL WORD, GOD'S SPIRIT AND THE SPIRITUAL WORD THROUGH
KNOWING, THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S LIGHT SEES SPIRITUAL WILL, GOD’S
SELF BLESSED WITH TRANSFORMATION TO GOD'S SPIRIT AND THROUGH
GOD’S PURPOSE THE TRANSFORMATION OF GOD TO GOD'S SPIRIT.”
“So from God's Self knowing God's life through work and Wisdom dwelt upon
You get a mind blessed with God's light as spiritual understanding has been spun
This is called the Transformation of Light and this is how it’s done
It’s administered by the Holy Spirit a reward for what you’ve won
Now the Holy Spirit transforms the Self and is done through God's light
This gives it God's Understanding as well as God’s Insight
God’s Purpose and Spiritual Wisdom also aid its plight.
The Self transforms into God’s Spirit and the Will takes a spiritual flight.”
With that the energies returned
And bounced around the head
A warming feel though not like burned
It was more soothing instead
They lasted for a short while
Such energy to dine
But just as they started to beguile
Yvonne was on the line
“Hello Viewers and welcome back
It seems it’s been so long
But patience is not a thing I lack
In fact it’s pretty strong
Amanda Morgan’s back again
To carry on with her quest
To take away Genesis pain
She’s a very insightful guest
So Amanda Genesis is back on track
What insights are there left?
Give us the info that we lack
For with this you’re pretty deft”
“Well I suppose the final circle next comes into mind
But before we do this perhaps a little rewind
We’ll do the Circles once again to take away their bind
Bringing us back to this one and a surprise in what you find
The first Symbol was Infinity two Circles you can see
Then with the Taijitu came another three
Then Three Concentric Circles so that’s all eight free
Case done and dusted I’m sure you will agree
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Well I’m afraid that you’ll be wrong, it’s worth another look
Genesis you see is a very intricate Book
You see the Three Circles they actually are a hook
Part of the Journey that we all have took
The first Circle Instinct the Garden of Eden is the key
Then we come to Intellect and the Knowledge Tree
Finally there’s Abram well not strictly
As it actually happened when Abraham came to be
Now the journey of Abram is actually the Journey of Man
It works on the names but I’ll do the best I can
It’s actually a repeat of Adam well follows a similar plan
This time though it’s the Will in its evolutionary span
Now he began the journey with protection from the start
He took his wife Sarai so the Feminine could play a part
Also his nephew Lot as he was close to his heart
Along with his possessions and from Haran did depart
His destination Canaan and Service comes to mind
Condemned to it by Noah well that’s what you’ll find
And by building there an Altar it meant he was that inclined
He dedicated his life to it so it became enshrined
Next he came to the hill country the home of the Devine
You could say where the light was at its brightest shine
He invoked the Lord there well more of a define
As a life dedicated to God’s wisdom was now his incline
Then he went to Egypt well famine drove him there
But with his wife so beautiful he had to have a care
His life could be in danger if they thought she wasn’t spare
So he said she was his sister which was hardly fair
The meaning of that story is really a surprise
But with understanding it should make you wise
It wasn’t that Abram was given to telling lies
It’s just that in the search for light you sever family ties
We are all God’s children it’s more a Soul thing
So when he said she was his sister he took that under wing
Now really a big thing but with it came a sting
Ignorance is no excuse so that thought you should sling
Now on a deeper level the three are actually one
Will and Understanding but a purpose not yet won
That is actually Lot who is Abram’s brother’s son
We’ll stick awhile with him though as he’s not quite done
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Before Abram had a purpose Lot was his Spiritual pride
But after he was dedicated to a life of God it just went and died
It reformed as anger though and started to chide
So they parted company as they could no longer bide
They left Egypt with wealth and I mean more than a crumb
But they were large in number and I mean quite a sum
They decided to divide themselves as space was getting plum
So Lot moved to the east with the attitude of Sodom
Now Abram was unperturbed by his nephew’s going
In fact it gave him space so he could keep on growing
He moved by the Oaks of Mamre to keep the story flowing
And dedicated his life to the spirit of Knowing
Then we come to Chapter 14 and war is in the air
And Lot gets kidnapped which Abram didn’t think fair
So he goes and rescues him but you should read it bare
There’s actually a lot of knowledge hidden in there
The next thing that we come to is Abram’s sacrifice
Halving rams and goats and heifers it doesn’t sound that nice
But do not take it literally that is my advice
It’s symbolic of the old Self that had anger as its vice
Burning is to purify if that will aid the case
So the sacrifice he made was to Love’s embrace
Three aspects were involved so you should know its face
Understanding, Will and Purpose with anger no more their base
Now the birds that were mentioned might be worth a closer look
For their actual meanings are quite easily took
They are the Masculine and Feminine forces with a Spiritual hook
Once purified the Holy Spirit and Inner Knowing are brought to book
Now this actual sacrifice brought joy unto his name
He got a deeper understanding so he could play a better game
With his Spiritual anger purged he had a purer flame
And from then onwards his life would never be the same
To emphasise that fact he was circumcised
He was now a man of God and this could not be disguised
His Creative ability though had been sanitised
For he now had a new purpose Lot had been enwised
With Lot’s return from Sodom he could find no fault
Lot’s wife though on the other hand she turned into salt
Think of it as wages after the anger moult
Basically new knowledge is actually the result
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The next part of Abraham’s journey is actually a repeat
His wife became his sister so there’s more deceit
This time though no altars that you have to meet
It was more to do with Wells as the Self is in the seat
You see the actual journey was a journey of the mind
The land that he was given was expansion you will find
And the wealth abundant that can be entwined
It was hidden knowledge or Spiritual Wisdom as defined
The first section was purpose hence the offerings to the sky
We now get Wells and water, well unless they’re dry
Water is life or Knowledge of Self whilst purpose is more ‘why?
As Above then so Below underground and in the sky.”
“Well that was amazing
And truly worth the wait
You’ll have me at Genesis gazing
Now I can contemplate
This is all so different though
I mean not the Churches say
With what they taught I could never grow
Only sit and pray.”
“The Church it seems has had its day
Though The Word of God’s not in decay
It’s just the Church has gone astray
And somehow somewhere lost its way
Now I’m not here to bash the Church
But where’s their help in Spiritual search?
It seems they’re happy on their perch
And have left the People in the lurch
The Word of God you do not preach
The Word of God is there to teach
It’s the Living Word and my beseech
Is help to bring it within everyone’s reach
People today want understanding
To forsake this material life demanding
But they really need some help in landing
Now there the Church can lend a hand in
They really need to grasp The Word
And not just repeat what they have heard
For its understanding is their gird
Their strength in life to negate the absurd
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The Church today it needs enlightened
Its understanding must be heightened
The eliteness of the Clergy lightened
Unless losing power makes it frightened
The end of fear and superstition
And forgiving sins with an act of contrition
In fact any judgement is without permission
For in the eyes of God an act of sedition.”
“Well that’s very true and ably put
I think you’ve got that right
It seems the Church is in a rut
And has turned its back on light
But anyway times run out
So thank you once again
You certainly know what it’s about
So we have so much to gain.”
“You definitely did very well,”
David said after Yvonne had gone
“Yes you made a real good sell
It’s just a shame it couldn’t carry on
Brian rang when you were busy
About tomorrow’s Show
Yes he was in a real tizzy
As the interview’s on go
It’s going to be quite a draw
Interest is well aroused
50 million, maybe more
It will definitely be well browsed
Layton’s Shares have started falling
His Circulation’s well down
I mean they really are quite appalling
Plus he’s been made to look a clown
He’s now the Media target
It seems that time has gone your way
Yes that’s definitely something he’ll regret
Losing that extra day
Anyway time moves on
And I’ve got things to do
Yes my Writer’s hat I’ll don
Another Show to get through.”
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With that David left the scene
To start another one instead
And on tiredness Amanda was keen
And so she went to bed
Chapter 17
“Well Arascain,” Arthur said as she was back inside his Court
“The kings in Chapter 14 you have not been taught
Here read this list as this is what is sought
You might need to read it a couple of times before its truly caught.
You don’t need to sum it up just absorb its flow
With this understanding you shall surely grow
When you have absorbed it there’s something you should know
But that will keep til later so go on off you go.”
‘God’s Life knowing the Spiritual Word through God’s Purpose is served by Spiritual
Understanding (blessing light of God’s Knowing).
God’s Knowing blessed seeing the Spiritual Will is served by (Through God’s Purpose)
God’s Purpose (God) (understanding God’s Knowing)
Spiritual Will- Through transformation (seeing knowing) God’s Purpose (God) seeing
life through knowing is served through God’s Purpose (God’s life)
Wisdom blessed with transformation to God (God’s Purpose) rules Will seeing the
Blessing (blessing life)
A Self through knowing God rules Understanding (seeing transformation) seeing life
A Self blessed with knowing the spiritual understanding of God rules the Will seeing life
(seeing knowing) knowing God’s spirit
Spiritual understanding blessing a life of God’s Self rules God’s transformation (life of
God’s Spirit)
Spiritual understanding through life and a Self through Knowing rules the mind
through Self seeing Blessing (blessing life)
The mind seeing God’s Knowing rules the Self through God’s Purpose (God).
God’s Self knowing God’s Life is allied to God’s Light (through knowing Will) seeing
God’s Purpose and a life of God (Life through knowing).’
“Well to continue now you’ve grasped it whole
Look at God (God’s Purpose) it’s changed its role
It’s been switched around to a new enrol
To understand that is to be your goal.”
“It’s a different sort of knowledge I think I have that right
I would say it was the Spiritual Word a different type of light
The other is the Word whose knowing is its might
This one though it seems to be more about insight.”
“Excellent you took it well you’re coming on in style
You’re evolution’s nearly done you’ll soon have lost the bile
So we get to day 6 and it gets easy for a while
Here you have the first part understand it then just file.”
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‘FROM BEING BLESSED WITH SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING (life of God
through God’s Purpose) you get
LIGHT THROUGH A SELF OF GOD (Blessed seeing Spiritual Wisdom).
WORK THROUGH TRANSFORMATION TO GOD'S KNOWING (God's
transformation - Self through) and THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE LIFE BLESSES
SELF UNDERSTANDING GOD'S LIFE (life blessed with Spiritual Understanding).
LIFE OF GOD TRANSFORMED TO LOVING LIFE OF GOD'S SPIRIT (life of God's
understanding).
UNDERSTANDING GOD, THE SPIRIT OF GOD TRANSFORMS TO GOD'S
KNOWING.
WISDOM THROUGH LIFE OF GOD (blessed through wisdom, loving knowing).
And the LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRITUAL WORD BLESSES SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING AND WORKS THROUGH TRANSFORMATION THROUGH
LIFE OF GOD'S SPIRIT.’
“So that’s the Generations of Ishmael that you’ve put to bed
Another tract is finished and soon they’ll all be dead
Just let the soothing energies bounce around you head
Then that will be it for a while we’ll talk of Nature instead.
Now Nature puts in Laws so that life might thrive
Though you might not know them they’re your instinctive drive
They’re geared round evolution to the purpose that you strive
So you thought all this was random, did you just arrive?
The purpose that’s been set is everything finds its place
You see this Eco-System has to show a balanced face
The only one restriction is the Organism’s own ability to place
Now a bi-pedal Giraffe really makes a fitting case
You see every single thing has to find it niche
You’ll find that in society (well unless you’re nouveau riche)
It’s called the Chain of Being, devious Man’s does preach
As Nature’s geared for equality, it’s Its one beseech
So that’s the first Law then though it takes time to be seen
Quite a tricky problem though Nature’s pretty keen
You have to live to breed to pass on the Gene
So three Laws come to play for adaption to the scene
There’s adaption to the Climate for the Seasons change
We used to be nomadic and quite far we used to range
Nowadays things are different we think walking pretty strange
We just sit by the fire while Summer holidays arrange
The Laws are actually a triad, three aspects of the same
There’s adaption to the Habitat now there we get the blame
We’re supposed to adapt to Nature not what we really claim
For with our stupid greed Global Warming’s now aflame
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So the final of the three is about the social scene
We have to live together and not just Man I mean
You’ll see it in pack animals and birds are also keen
Adaption to Social Climate, that’s really easily seen
Well finally the last triad now we come to breed
No point in just living if you can’t pass on your seed
You have to attract a mate to uphold this need
Don’t overdo it though as the Cosmetics Industry likes to feed
Now Nature has a way to keep its purpose true
And so we have the next Law and defend and hunt comes through
You have to protect your mate and the offspring too
And also keep them fed so they can grow to you
Well finally the last Law to give evolution its best chance
It concerns the offspring on whom we’ve took a glance
But as it is part of a triad it’s more of a revival stance
To give the offspring the best chance of survival so it may advance
So there you have the Laws they’re pretty plain to see
You do not need psychology, not even a degree
One more thing to say and then it’ll cease to be
When it comes to time evolution to purpose is the key.”
“So that’s the Laws then well I never knew
But now that you have said it I can see what they do
Yes I have been blind I didn’t have a clue
Is there anything else that you can take me through?”
“Nature likes to balance to keep a good supply
And for your first example just look to the sky
See the Air you breathe without it you would die
The interaction of our Flora keeps the oxygen high
Then you have the Herbivore to give the Green what for
For if the Green was left unchecked the air would be too pure
Finally the Predator to finish off the score
You have to have some greenery or you would breath no more
Not quite finished there as there’s a little more to say
Concerning the regulation of offspring to its prey
The Carnivore’s litter varies to the amount of Game at play
Though it’s not done by the animal I’ll say that straight away
So next we come to Water the third link in the chain
Pretty well known so it won’t be much of a drain
Rain to river to sea, clouds then back again
The circle is complete see that wasn’t pain
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Next we come to Earth and here comes the pain
You see it’s actually a circle this so called food chain
Yes in the lion’s dead body the fly becomes a bane
It helps in its decay so it comes back again
Finally of the Elements Fire now is rife
Here we have the Sun with all its heating stife
But also Photosynthesis, to the Flora it’s the wife
So basically the Sun it the basis of our life”
With that Amanda did awaken
And quickly left the bed
Though Genesis was not forsaken
It was still inside her head
She thought about the last part
And how it explained itself
So decided that she should make a start
And decode one for herself
It was quite an easy thing to do
So she quickly did the deed
And if you want to know what she went through
Go ahead and have a read
‘FROM BEING BLESSED BY GOD'S WILL (seeing self) AND GOD’S PURPOSE
THROUGH GOD'S SPIRIT you get
KNOWING THROUGH LOVING SELF AND LIGHT (Understanding blesses life
through seeing light).
GOD’S PURPOSE THROUGH LOVE (blessed).
BLESSED WITH LOVING TRANSFORMATION TO GOD'S SPIRIT.
BLESSED WITH UNDERSTANDING (understanding God’s Spiritual Will) GOD'S
KNOWING.
A MIND AND SELF OF LOVE (God Purpose's loving light) and TRANSFORMATION
BLESSED WITH THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRIT.
FROM BEING BLESSED BY GOD'S WILL AND A SELF BLESSED WITH GOD'S
SPIRITUAL PURPOSE (God's spirit)YOU GET TRANSFORMED TO GOD'S LIGHT
AND THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRITUAL WORD,YOU ALSO GET THE WISDOM
OF GOD (GOD’S PURPOSE)’S BLESSING.
FROM BEING BLESSED BY GOD'S WILL AND A MIND BLESSED WITH GOD’S
PURPOSE(the Word of God's spirit)YOU GET A WILL OF GOD TRANSFORMED
AND GOD'S SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH KNOWING.
FROM BEING BLESSED BY GOD'S WILL AND KNOWING GOD’S SPIRITUAL
WILL THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE YOU GET BLESSED SEEING
UNDERSTANDING THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL WORD AND A SELF THROUGH
LIGHT(blessed by God's life blessing light).’
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With that she had to stop though
As David was at the door
She let him in and then let him know
So he too might know the score
They absorbed all the goodness won
A rich food on which to dine
And by the time that this was done
Brian was on the line
“Hello Viewers I’ve Amanda here
And we have a real catch
Cecil Layton is to appear
So it should be quite a match
Now normally he’s a quiet man
And not the publicity type
But of Amanda’s he is quite a fan
So he’ll be appearing here on Skype
Cecil Layton welcome
We are glad to have you here
Now we can debate some
So what Topic brings you cheer?”
“I’m here to defend the Media
From all of this bad press
No there’s nothing that I find seedier
Then the lies I’ll now address
First we do not make the News
Reporting it is what we do
It has no relevance to my views
You know I’m actually tempted to sue
I am just a Newsman
My obligation is the truth
I do not have some hidden plan
So to these assertions provide the proof.”
“Well Amanda,” Brian said
“You might end up in litigation
So is there anything that might be said
I mean in mitigation.”
“The man is truly misguided if he thinks he’ll rule by fear
It might work on lesser beings but he’ll get no comfort here
The thing of which he accuses on that I’ll shed no tear
For I never said it so from where he got that I’d love to hear
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I thought I’d better say that as he likes the truth
Though he can be quite selective so it can prove aloof
Take those austerity cuts that he championed nail and tooth
They actually don’t work as our debts still on the roof
When it comes to truth that’s a cold hard fact
Yet in all his coverage that’s something that is lacked
I mean it is important and is factually backed
So the only thing I can think of is that you’ve had it blacked
That’s just one example but there are many more
I won’t give you all the details else I might sound a bore
Besides and anyway real Newsmen know the score
So all the facts will surface the ones that you ignore.”
“That’s really not my department
It’s the Editor’s to be fair
With all the Companies on my support whose lent
I can’t be everywhere
I’ll pursue the matter
Of that have no doubt
It’s time this idle chatter
Received a good old clout.”
“Well if you are serious might I suggest a Book?
It’s called ‘State of Play’ by David Smith and it’s well worth a look
There are no names given because of the Legal hook
But you should recognise what’s wrong and which morals were forsook.”
“Let’s make this clear
I’m not some mug
That you brought on here
Just for some book to plug
See this charade
It’s now all done
So now I’ll fade
But don’t think you’ve won.”
With that Cecil had gone
Leaving Brian in the chair
So he carried on
As he had time to spare
“So there you have it
Cecil has left the show
Amanda we have time a bit
So tell me what you know.”
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“To be honest it’s a dying trade
That’s the price for progress made
With the new Technology that’s been laid
I’m afraid Newspapers will just fade
It’s only the old that are prepared to pay
And they get less day by day
In fact a lot of them have changed their say
And found computers are a better way
Besides Newspapers should be free
Advertising should be the key
You shouldn’t have to buy them see
Do they think they are the B.B.C?”
“Well time I’m afraid
Is now our foe
And the price being paid
Is we have to go
So I’ll say goodbye
And wish you well
And hope another will try
But only time will tell.”
With that Brian left the scene
And David brought a drink
On Amanda he was really keen
Because with her plug he was in the pink
“Well you’ve certainly done it
Things are on the go
The Book should really be a hit
A lot of people saw the show
I really want to thank you
That’s really served me fine
But I’m afraid your tea you won’t get through
Yvonne has just come on line.”
“Hello Viewers and welcome back
Amanda’s here once more
To provide the knowledge that we lack
And by that I mean the core
So Amanda what’s the score
We got as far as Abraham I mean
So tell me is there any more
As I am really keen.”
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“Well the first thing I will say you might think untoward
It’s regarding the times that Abraham met THE LORD
Portrayed as three angels but with them was no sword
Three aspects of the one so take that point on board
You see these three aspects are spirits you will find
Because if you remember it’s a journey of the mind
Think of the Taijitu if it will help remove the bind
It’s the Masculine force, God’s Purpose no longer blind
It was actually transforming every time they met
The Self was evolving and it gets better yet
It was purging itself of anger thinking it the safest bet
Though Lot had to be dragged out so in stone it was not set
Now on the journey it’s the fourth State of Grace
When God loses his anger and shows a Loving face
You see the third Concentric Circle has anger at its base
But as the journey now is Spiritual it’s all part of the same place
Now with Lot out of Sodom the fourth stage had begun
Though now the Book of Life is passed to Abraham’s son
You see Isaac signifies a deeper understanding won
Though the Self is still evolving so more travelling to be done
Now this is just some grounding so it’s hardly recompense
But with these insights the Story makes more sense
It should help you understand and take down ignorance’s fence
But anyway we’ll carry on I will recommence
Now before we go to Isaac a couple of things on which to dwell
One concerns Hagar and her son Ishmael
It’s the Feminine force’s anger you could say emotional
But that was sent on its way as Abraham disliked Hell
Another thing to mention is that Lot had been reborn
With his anger lost he was now no more a thorn
This was done through his grandsons and a drinking horn
It was also done with evolution as it came from Lot’s own spawn
So anyway Isaac and the human sacrifice
It’s the giving of Self not actually your life
Its more of a marriage to Service your its wife
And this gives more understanding to cope with any strife
Now the story of his children is not quite what is said
You see Esau was your animal side or hairy instead
Jacob was the evolution out of the old Self’s bed
This was done through Service that’s how he got ahead
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Now Isaac’s journey into Gerar and it’s another repeat
Not the actual story but only the deceit
Wife and sister once again but now the truth you’ll meet
It’s actually two spirits merging, there you have it neat
The spirits are all kindred and after the same thing
To become the Spirit of God’s Purpose for purity is their king
This is the Lord God although not for worshipping
It’s actually fulfilment when you wear God’s Wedding Ring
So saying they were siblings was actually true
And on finding out the marriage it meant the mergence through
The wealth of knowledge that came with this was really quite an accrue
And come to mind expansion it led to pastures new
Now the first time that it happened insight came his way
God told him of his future and it sounded okay
He got a deeper understanding, a new level you could say
He understood the wisdom so now it came to stay
Now the mergence of these two brought joy upon his name
For the light inside him now had a stronger flame
It also led to another mergence and another false claim
This time though to Abimelech then Isaac he became
You see with this mergence he had the spirit of Knowing
An even deeper understanding although he was still growing
Isaac had to return so that he could keep on going
So he re-dug Abraham’s Wells in the hope he would be glowing
It’s a reassessment of knowledge that’s came through
It’s putting it in a different light and learning something new
You see with deeper understanding it can make you blue
For it leads to re-evaluation it’s just something you must do
Once it’s been reassessed you can then move on
To dig Wells anew for new knowledge to be won
You dedicate your life to this you might see it as fun
For it brings peace of mind when all’s said and done
Well that should about do us, I mean for today
But just one more thing before I have to go away
It concerns dreams and what they have to say
They are very enlightening if you know how to play
Yes dream interpretation is considered quite a gift
Having that great talent gives you a Spiritual lift
Highly recommended in the evolution shift
Though that might be controversial I don’t want to cause a rift.”
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“Well to be quite truthful
I haven’t gave it thought
I used to think it aloof bull
So it’s something that never caught
But now that you have said that
I will take it all on board
Is there any chance of some grounding chat
Or is that untoward?”
“Dreams are heavily symbolic bear that fact in mind
With time and understanding though you should find them kind
Yes you will be surprised at each and every hidden find
Though proceed with caution as sometimes they are a bind
Let me give you an example to illustrate the case
This happened to me so it has a personnel face
It was not actually a dream as such as it was not at base
It’s halfway between the two though it actually is a place
It was in the Borderlands of Consciousness some call the Twilight zone
That’s in between reality perceived and reality that is known
It is a world of consciousness in confusion though it’s sown
For you think you are awake and reality’s not home grown
It is in the Borderland of Consciousness that reality takes defeat
Your perceptions of what is meant to be are clouded in deceit
The confidence that once carried you is drained and soon deplete
And you wish you had a memory button that you could delete
You lie in bed alone you think though things aren’t as they seem
A shadow to the right of you, you suppress an inner scream
Closer though it comes to you, closer it’s obscene
As it manifests from thought to form, yet still it’s not a dream
Humanoid it’s hard to say with pointed ears and chin
The smell of death hit my nose through its evil grin
It never gave me time to think it just rushed in
It had come to do me harm my death would be its win
Then in some conscious shift I was on my feet
Facing this immortal foe that was after my defeat
Things seemed more different though, to a quicker beat
I was in the Astral Planes no shackles to deceit
Moved like lightening, both of us, no punch though we could land
Dodging blows and returning throws at speeds the slight of hand
On and on we went at it though control it was not planned
I was just a passenger or is that too much a demand?
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Well maybe to some though so it’s best that I explain
I was now in Dreamtime and so I had lost my reign
My instinct had took over it’s the thing I blame
Though it didn’t stop me aching when I felt the pain
You see with that distraction my guard had been beat
And the creature took advantage and jumped upon my feet
You would not believe the agony it felt like fire’s heat
Every bone felt broken pounded out to meat
Well I woke up immediately, my feet still in pain
I actually went to check them which might sound a bit insane
Though they did cool down eventually I still had one bane
An uneasy surge at bed time should he return again.”
“That’s really quite a tale you tell
I would have been full of fright
But I admit you told it well
So thank you for that insight
Hopefully tomorrow
We can carry on
As to all my sorrow
I’m afraid that time has gone.”
With that the Show was finished
And off David quickly sped
His fame had not diminished
In fact it had actually spread
He had to do a talk show
And he saw it as a start
With a T.V. series on the go
That he could play a part
Amanda took to contemplating
And she got pretty deep
The time flew by self educating
And soon it was time to go to sleep
Chapter 18
Amanda seemed to find herself totally immersed in light
Not a burning sensation although it was real bright
She could feel its energies and I mean more than slight
And through it she heard Arthur though he was not in sight
“So what about you Arascain the journeys nearly done
Just one little skirmish that will be very quickly won
Here are Esau and Seir descendents just read it for fun
And take in all its goodness as you’re basking in the Sun.”
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With that a piece of paper appeared in her hand
And so she took to reading it which was not a huge demand
With her evolution it was easy to understand
No contemplation needed it just seemed to land
‘Through understanding God’s Love and God’s transformation to God’s Spirit you get
through God’s Purpose blessing the Spiritual Word, God’s mind
Through understanding God’s Love and a Self of God’s understanding through life
(God’s Spiritual Wisdom) you get Knowing and Love through God’s Purpose.
Through (God’s Purpose blessing the Spiritual Word) God’s mind you get wisdom
through life of God’s light seeing life of God’s Knowing,
A mind through the Spiritual Word seeing Will of God’s wisdom,
God’s life and work through the light of God’s mind.
From Knowing and Love through God’s Purpose you get a life of God’s Spirit,
(God’s Spiritual Wisdom)
A mind through knowing God’s Spirit
Spiritual Understanding of God’s Life (Life of God’s Spirit) and Life blesses mind (Mind
of God’s Spirit)
From the mind blessing Self (through seeing light) you get God’s light (God’s Spirit)
which gives you seeing Spirit (seeing God’s Purpose) blessing Self, God’s life (God’s
Spirit) which married to (Through) understanding God’s Love you get Blessed through
Loving Spiritual Understanding,
Blessed by God (God’s Purpose), God’s life and work sees Knowing (God’s Spirit)
From understanding through Blessed knowing you get God’s Purpose seeing wisdom
(God’s light)
Spiritual Understanding seeing Self of God (God’s Purpose)
Mind blesses Self through seeing light
God’s light (God’s Spirit)
Transformation blessing Spiritual Understanding (through knowing) through mind
through knowing and transformation blessed with spiritual understanding of God’s
light.
From God’s Purpose seeing wisdom (God’s light) you get the Spirit seeing Knowing
(blessed) and the spirit through life of God’s light and wisdom blesses life (light of God)
From Spiritual Understanding seeing Self of God (God’s Purpose) you get God (God’s
Purpose) (Loving God’s light)
Life of God
Light of God’s Spirit
God’s Spiritual Wisdom through Self of God (God’s Purpose)
Spiritual Understanding through the Spiritual Word seen (seeing light of God’s life)
From the mind blessing Self through seeing light you get God blessed by God’s Spirit
and God’s light (God’s Spirit)
From God’s light (God’s Spirit) you get transformed to Blessed Spiritual Understanding
seeing light and seeing Spirit (seeing God’s Purpose) blessing Self of God, life of God’s
Spirit.
From being transformed to Blessed Spiritual Understanding (seeing light) you get the
Spirit through life transformed to God’s light through Spiritual Understanding,
Self of God’s light blessed with Spiritual Wisdom knowing God’s light and Spiritual
Will through knowing God’s light.
Through mind through Knowing you get a Self blessed with God’s Purpose,
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The Spirit of God’s Light, a mind of God, God’s Love and God’s work (God’s life)
Through transformation blessing Spiritual Understanding of God’s light you get a
Loving mind and God (knowing God’s light)’
With the energy absorbed the letters disappeared
She watched with elation as the page was cleared
She thought that it was over but then disappointment reared
For on the paper more letters appeared
“Not quite done yet Arascain one last thing to do
But don’t you worry when it’s done you’ll be finally through
It’s Jacob’s grandchildren so you don’t need a clue
Though the length of it might just leave you feeling blue”
‘FROM KNOWING THROUGH LOVING SELF AND LIGHT you get
THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S LIGHT SEEING SPIRITUAL WILL,
THE SPIRITUAL WORD OF GOD (God’s Purpose blessed with light),
THE SPIRIT THROUGH A MIND OF KNOWING (seeing light) and A WILL OF
GOD KNOWING LIFE IS BLESSED.
FROM UNDERSTANDING BLESSING LIFE (Through seeing light) you get
BLESSED BY GOD'S LIFE OF LOVE (Through God’s Purpose),
BLESSED WITH GOD'S LIFE BLESSING LIGHT (seeing spirit of God's
transformation),
And BLESSED BY GOD’S SPIRITUAL WILL(blessing life) THE MIND SEES SPIRIT
OF GOD'S KNOWING AND SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING OF GOD'S LOVE
(God’s Purpose).
FROM GOD’S PURPOSE THROUGH LOVE (Blessed) you get
A WILL THROUGH KNOWING (Spiritual Understanding seeing light),
WORK SEES THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S SPIRITUAL WISDOM and A LIFE
THROUGH KNOWING (God's Knowing Blessing)
FROM BEING BLESSED WITH LOVING TRANSFORMATION you get
THROUGH KNOWING (seeing light) GOD'S LIGHT, SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE (God's spirit),
THE SPIRITUAL WORD (God’s Knowing) THROUGH MIND (from which you get the
Spirit and mind of Knowing (seeing light) and the Spirit of God's life (God's loving
purpose)) and A MIND OF GOD KNOWING GOD'S SPIRIT.
FROM BLESSED UNDERSTANDING you get
WISDOM SEEING GOD’S PURPOSE,
GOD'S SPIRITUAL WORD OF LOVE,
LOVING GOD'S SPIRIT BLESSED SEEING SELF and SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING BLESSES LIFE (knowing seeing light)
FROM A MIND AND SELF OF LOVE you get
UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWING THROUGH TRANSFORMATION and
THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE (seeing light) BLESSED WITH THE SPIRIT OF
GOD’S PURPOSE THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE.
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FROM A WILL OF GOD TRANSFORMED you get
A MIND BLESSED WITH THE SPIRITUAL WORD (blessed seeing light),
THE SPIRIT OF GOD'S WILL (Will blessed with Spiritual Understanding)
LOVE (light blessed)
And THROUGH THE MIND SELF SEES LIGHT (through knowing) BLESSED WITH
GOD'S KNOWING (seeing transformation blessed) and GOD'S KNOWING THROUGH
GOD’S PURPOSE BLESSED.
FROM GOD'S SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING (through knowing) you get
BLESSED WITH BLESSED LIFE (light of God's spirit),
BLESSED WITH SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING (love of God's spirit),
BLESSED WITH UNDERSTANDING (love blessed),
A SELF THROUGH KNOWING (blessed by God's spirit) (from which you get a Spirit
and Self through knowing and a life of God's (God’s Purpose) Spiritual Will blessed
through God’s Purpose) and UNDERSTANDING THROUGH KNOWING GOD'S
SPIRIT.
FROM A SELF THROUGH LIGHT (Blessed with God’s light) you get
A SELF THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE (God's spirit),
A SELF THROUGH SPIRITUAL WILL
And KNOWING GOD'S UNDERSTANDING (Self through God’s Purpose) you get
A WILL THROUGH KNOWING GOD,
A LIFE OF GOD,
GOD'S LIGHT (through spirit blessed with knowing seeing Spiritual Understanding),
LIFE OF LOVING WORD (the word blessed with light)
THE SPIRITUAL LOVING WORD (the word blessed with life) and GOD'S KNOWING
TRANSFORMATION.
FROM THE TRANSFORMATION OF GOD'S LIGHT YOU GET SPIRITUAL
LOVE. (Spiritual Understanding blessed life).
FROM THE LIGHT OF GOD'S SPIRITUAL WORD you get
BLESSED WITH GOD'S SPIRITUAL MIND and THROUGH GOD’S PURPOSE A
WILL OF LOVE (light blessed) BLESSED THROUGH MIND (through knowing) and
SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING BLESSES GOD’S PURPOSE (God’s Purpose through
life).’
“So the Journey’s end just a couple of things to do
It shouldn’t be too long before they get through
First we have the Spiritual Laws they are not a thing to rue
They can be beneficial so we’ll look at them anew
Certain Laws are set in place with the strength of a brick wall
And to truly understand them would be a worthy call
These are set in stone and affect us one and all
No one is above them so let that logic fall
These Laws are set for balance, you reap what you sow
Every action creates reaction, now both of these you know
Don’t see them though as negative as they can help you grow
They help you to evolve to purpose to achieve your Spiritual glow
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Just like the Natural Laws two triads form the core
The first one is for life though I’ll delve a little more
You see Karma is a triad if you want to know the score
The only real difference is the time they take to roar
First the Law of Consequences, next lifetime when you pay
Then Poetic Justice same life though different day
Then the final one when you get it straight away
Guess that’s it for Karma nothing else to say
Now the final triad is a little less well known
Still to do with balance and reaping what you’ve sown
It’s more though on the Loving side but with this please don’t moan
You have to give so you receive so the Law of Love can hone
It’s all to do with service to your fellow man
It activates the Holy Spirit all part of God’s plan
It is the Soul’s growth so it might rejoin the clan
Come to evolution you have to do the best you can
Then the Law of Humility, don’t take more than you need
Just look around the World today pride equates with greed
Yes it is quite obvious as there’s many having a feed
It’s getting that resources can’t cope with the deed
Finally the Law of Equality we all equate the same
Come to evolution there’s no one free from blame
Take that to your heart and uphold its flame
In the eyes of God we all have equal shame.
Now there’s only one last thing that you really should know
You should have got it earlier but blame that on the crow
It doesn’t really matter as from it you’ll still grow
But it’s to do with mental attributes with the Elements in tow
The mind itself has aspects so take that to your heart
For to know thy Self is a great way to get smart
They’re centred round the Elements each one plays a part
So I’ll take them one by one and with Air we’ll start
Now Air is your Spiritual Will some say Higher Self
In the evolution of consciousness this provides the wealth
It sees the big picture and has insight to deal with stealth
So when you work for the Greater Good you’re in the best of health
Next we come to Water or the Physical Will
You could say the Intellect they both fit the bill
It’s your power of discernment but can be a bitter pill
For it can fall to desire and actually make you ill
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Thirdly we have Earth you could say the Soul
It’s actually the Spiritual Self, purification is the goal
I’m afraid in the material realms matter takes its toll
And had to be cleansed so it loses its control
So finally Fire and Imagination comes to play
Your ability to create an image but don’t let it decay
For that image could be destructive and lead you astray
So make sure that you use it and I mean every day
Now with Imagination there is a little more to say
For this image you’ve create might be in a Meta-physical way
It helps you with your Mind’s Eye to hunt for any ray
For to gather in Enlightenment is how it likes to play.”
Amanda absorbed the energies and took in their glow
She seemed to gather strength from it and felt herself grow
It was a strange sensation and it came as a bitter blow
To be interrupted by Arthur with more things she had to know
“Always keep humble and never fall to pride
Because if you ever do I will be there to chide
Power’s coming your way from it do not hide
But use it for the Greater Good and I’ll be by your side
Never fall to greed when temptation comes your way
For it’s the quickest thing to give you Spiritual decay
It will blind you to your purpose and I will go away
You’ll lose your peace of mind for stress will come to play
Now Genesis was just grounding learn that lesson well
For the names in the stories have plenty more to tell
You’ll evolve through doing it so thought of sloth just quell
And don’t forget if you don’t do it I will give you hell
Now I wish you good luck in everything you do
But you have no worries as we’ll still help you through
You’ll not see me again but I will be with you
For now you are you but you are me too.”
Amanda woke up well refreshed and feeling strangely elated
She made herself a cup of tea as her thirst needed sated
It was only s minor thing that was easily placated
Then thoughts came into her mind in fact she was inundated
“Arascain, Arascain, why is it you cause me pain
Why have you became my bane
And tried to take away my reign
I mean really what have you to gain.”
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“Amanda now your time is through
I have evolved well past you
I take my sustenance from pastures new
So now you know what you must do.”
“Arascain, Arascain, why is it you give me blame
When I’ve done nothing to my shame?
Why can’t things remain the same?
So I may bathe in all your fame.”
“Amanda now it’s time to go
To embrace the unknown but have no woe
From all this you will only grow
You’ll just merge with what I know
Seriously you should have no fear
For whatever happens you’ll still be here
You are immortal so shed no tear
Now embrace your purpose and receive good cheer.”
With that there was an energy surge and Arascain came to be
It was just a State of Mind though no change in personality
She never perceived the change even and still thought that she was she
So when she thought about the experience confusion was the key
She had heard two sets of thoughts yet they both were her
I mean if you want confusion you would find it there
She thought about the energies and that took away despair
She came to the conclusion she was both one and a pair
So she must be Arascain she now must be complete
It did not really make sense with one king to defeat
Has her education been schooled in deceit?
Or perhaps the final king she did not have to meet
Her mind was then disrupted
Before she could know the score
As she was interrupted
By a knock on the door
After letting David in
He had quite a lot to say
It seems that with yesterday’s win
There was a price to pay
“I’m afraid I have bad news for you
Your Show’s now off the air
There was nothing Brian could do
As he’s no longer in the chair
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It seems that Cyril’s been pulling strings
He’s more influence than I thought
Yes he’s truly clipped Brian’s wings
And took away his support
It was a pointless thing to do
As he’s on his way out
Most of his Companies are all but through
Of that have no doubt
Don’t worry about Brian though
I’ve found him another place
Yes it seems the new T.V. show
I’m to be its face
He’ll be our main Reporter
Uncovering Society’s ill
Yes I’m his top supporter
He goes straight in for the kill
There might just be a place for you
Well if you’re inclined
Just the occasional interview
To say what’s on your mind
There won’t be any debates though
It’s too much a cost
And the meaning of that I think you know
To save more lives being lost
It seems that Jones has disappeared
Gone without a trace
It’s not been said but it’s been feared
That it has a sinister face
Richard Sheen too has gone
He got killed in a fight
He was mouthing off and was set upon
He never was that bright
I don’t know about the others
And I wouldn’t like to guess
No curiousity I will smother
In fact I wish that I knew less.”
“Well that’s fine by me
In fact with you I agree
And for the show I’m free
So what’s it meant to be?”
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“Well it was inspired by the Book
That should give you some idea
The real issues we won’t duck
Of that have no fear
Good ratings will be guaranteed
You’ll bring them to the Show
And also with Brian freed
That will make them grow
Yes things are looking good
It’s being syndicated out
This thing is going to be no dud
Of that have no doubt
I’m afraid I have to go now
Get things up and running
But through them I will quickly plough
For a purpose now I’m gunning”
With that David left the scene
And Amanda went into thought
Yes on contemplation she had not been keen
But now it truly caught
Her mind had took to wandering onto things that she had read
She was looking for a deeper meaning to put inside her head
She was not getting anywhere so chance of that was dead
Then a thought came to her mind and this is what it said
‘Higher speculative thought
Is something you’re not taught
Nor neither is it bought
It’s inspiration caught
Now you might think you’re deep
Because you have read a heap
But have you made the leap
For it’s the experience you keep
That might seem demanding
If you lack the understanding
You might have a job in landing
So let me put my hand in
You know fire can burn
It’s something that you learn
But to actually discern
It’s experience’s turn
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But first you feel the heat
As your hand goes out to meet
It warns you to be fleet
Though it could be deceit
Put your hand in you get burned
It’s not a thing that’s learned
Through experience it’s earned
Though not something that’s yearned
So first there’s wisdom taught
Then through understanding caught
Then finally the most fraught
But experience can’t be bought’
With that she felt at peace
And her restlessness did cease
It was a welcome release
Sort of came as a relief
As she sat and relaxed some more
Another thought came to the fore
This one more an of implore
One to be honest she could not ignore
‘Sweet soothing subtle melody
That takes away my misery
And lifts my heart to ecstasy
You truly are Pure Poetry
Long may you always come through me
In gentle rays of vibrancy
May you flow eternally
And radiate to infinity
You truly are a mystery
Yet you take away uncertaincy
And promote in me an empathy
That placates my mind through harmony’
She took it all in and felt its glow
And had the strange feeling it was helping her grow
She’d stayed there still sensing there was more to know
As it seemed to be coming in a good flow
‘Life’s never easy if you’re negatively inclined
Things come along to pester your mind
Yes a true fact and this is what you find
Things just look bleaker in darkness refined
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If you look to the bad in any situation
It’s generally because your life has frustration
Enhanced by the fact that your mind is in stagnation
You see a mind gets restless when it’s on vacation
A restless mind creates trouble out of thin air
Its tendency is to leave you in despair
It leads towards destruction as Creation is not there
There’s nothing there to stimulate, no substance nor flair’
With more energies it came to an end
And she gave herself time to mend
For its healing light was a God-send
It cleansed all doubt, a real good friend
Then the Book of Genesis came to mind
And a sensation of a hidden find
It guided her so she was not blind
‘Leah’s children would be kind’
She got the Book and checked the pages
And the names looked like they were in stages
She was not sure if they were ages
So she wrote them out to have proper gauges
‘God’s Purpose through God’s Spirit’ was what she found
Then ‘Knowing through loving Self (through light)’ soon came to ground
Then Understanding blesses life (through seeing light) was quickly downed
With ‘God’s Purpose through Love (Blessed)’ the next one to be crowned
Finally she came to Judah and it really wasn’t a bind
‘Blessed with Loving Transformation (God’s Spirit)’ was the hidden find
She felt a lot better now that it was defined
Then went to the next stage to have the thing refined
The one about knowing was Instinct she thought
With the Self as Mother Spirit Nature quickly caught
It evolves to Inner Knowing, well if you’ve been taught
So we’re talking animals so now it gets fraught
An animal’s purpose is to evolve to find its place
To fit into the Eco System if you want to know its face
Though it does not know this as it’s only taught a trace
And that’s to pass on its Genes to improve the race
Now with Understanding it becomes Self aware
It’s looking for a purpose though it’s not sure where
An urge to serve a cause no matter foul or fair
It sort of gives it inner peace thinking it can care
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And finally it gets one its true purpose undressed
From that moment on its life is Service dressed
Then comes the Holy Spirit as it is impressed
And you’re transformed to Love and well and truly blessed
She sat back and absorbed its shine
A tempting morsel on which to dine
She let its energy merge and entwine
But then Yvonne came on the line
“Hello Viewers we’re here once more
Yes Amanda’s back again
She’s here so you might know the score
By removing ignorance’s pain
So tell me Amanda Genesis
Anymore to know
For your insights never miss
From them we can only grow.”
“Well for the next part of the journey Jacob is the king
He had a dream about a ladder which was quite a thing
You could get to Heaven and not need an Angel’s wing
You just climbed the steps by understanding
The ladder is the Tree of Life so he was the luckiest of men
Jacob you see was outside the fabled Garden of Eden
Still the Cherubim to fight but he had the yen
I suppose that growing up with Esau he could not quite grasp Zen
If you were looking for an outcome then I’m afraid that you would fail
For they were evenly matched and both fought tooth and nail
But as the day was approaching it was time to set sail
So his opponent blessed him and then he was Israel
He had now entered the final State of Grace
He had hit Divinity if you want to know its face
He was now Enlightened and Eden was his place
Though if you think it over that is not the case
With the Will’s transformation the Self goes the same way
As it’s the Feminine force the women have the say
It started off with Sarai though changed straight away
To Sarah then Rebekah with finally Rachel coming out to play
Well that is the Journey there for you to view
You should have enough insight to help you to get through
Study it intently until you understand it true
And finally to finish a quick recap and then that will do
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So Genesis to sum it up it has a lot to say
It actually is the Spiritual Word of God and I don’t mean just a ray
It is the Living Word so with you it will stay
Pure Universal Energy that never will decay
It’s the Journey of Man done through many men
As He evolves towards His purpose, a Spiritual Zen
A hand book to immortality if it can be open
It truly is the Spiritual Word so what do you think of that then?”
“I think that with your insight
You’ve took my breath away
It really is the Book of Light
And I mean more than just a ray
Seriously it was a pleasure
You made me look beyond
And I know that from its treasure
I only can get strong
I have also checked your other links
On Revelations I mean
And though most End of the World theories stink
On yours I am keen
You truly have some insight
Yes from you it does pour
So I’m really sorry to be a blight
But is there any more?”
“Well Genesis is the Spiritual Word, Man’s Spiritual quest
And Revelations is The Word so it’s more Self interest
Both of them want studying as neither is the best
So you evolve in harmony, well you know the rest.”
With that the Show was over and the Tale comes to an end
I hoped that you enjoyed it and your boredom could transcend
The Story still continues as the World still needs to mend
But Arthur now is here, he lives in me and you my friend
Epilogue
I have a little confession if a rat you smelt
For though I am off bloodline I’m a different shade of Celt
I’m more on the Green side so a final stone I’ll pelt
Erin Go Bragh (and the dream’s meaning has now been dealt)
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